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Abstract 
The increasing penetration of the wind energy has resulted in newly planned 
installations of offshore wind turbines. In order to minimize installation, material and 
transportation costs of the offshore wind power plants, large multi-MW wind turbine 
systems are being preferably employed and developed, which allow high power 
generation of each single unit. Nevertheless, further increase in the power ratings of the 
newly emerging turbines becomes a major concern related to the operating voltage 
level.  
In order to accommodate larger powers, presently employed low voltage (690 V) 
systems already require multi-parallel converter and filter modules, which increase the 
overall complexity. 
In this thesis, a concept for the medium voltage wind turbine is examined and 
evaluated, where voltage increase is dictated by the removal of the step-up transformer. 
As a result, an entire wind turbine electrical system operates at 20 kV level - identical 
as for the collector distribution network. Medium voltage operation allows the 
converter unit along with the filter to be installed on the base platform inside the tower. 
In this manner, more space in the nacelle can be flexibly accommodated by the 
mechanical parts.   
Due to limited voltage level of the generator insulation system (15 kV) along with 
the increasing grid integration requirements, special care has been made over the search 
for optimal full-scale power converter circuitry, which additionally has to compensate 
voltage differences between the generator-side and a grid-side. Three converter 
topologies with different conversion philosophies have been introduced (A, B and C), 
their performance examined and eventually compared with the conventional low 
voltage system. System A is a back-to-back MMC converter, which is commonly used 
in HVDC application. System B consists of the generator-side 2-level converter, 
DC/DC boost unit and a grid-side NPC-3L converter. System C is made of a series-
connected full-bridge cells on the generator-side, and a grid-side NPC-5L converter.  
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The performance of the proposed topologies is analyzed both under the normal and 
fault operation. In normal operation, medium and low voltage converter topologies are 
compared with regard to the efficiency and the required amount of silicon material in 
the semiconductor switches. In fault operation, maximum temporary ratings of the 
collector feeder components are compared also for different grounding schemes, which 
impact is the result of the removed step-up transformer. 
 Finally, the ground fault detection scheme for feeder cable system is proposed - 
with the usage of current differential relay. Due to lack of the galvanic separation 
between the wind turbines and the feeder cable sections, careful investigation for the 
relay selective operation has been made, which distinguishes ground faults located at 
the wind turbine terminals from faults within the protected cables. 
The obtained results from the computer simulations in EMTDC/PSCAD software 
show, that the best performance has been achieved by the transformer-less turbine with 
a back-to-back modular multilevel converter (MMC) topology, which is single 
grounded only through its DC link common-mode point. It has also occurred that the 
results derived from losses and short circuit analyses have become advantageous over 
the equivalent conventional system consisting of low voltage wind turbines equipped 
with the step up transformer. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction 
 
1.1 Background 
This chapter considers an option to revise presently available electrical designs for 
offshore wind turbines. This is primarily dictated by growing commercial pressure, 
which forces turbine manufacturers to go bigger in terms of size and weight of each 
single turbine. An improved design relies on the turbine transformer-less operation, 
where all the electrical components operate at the increased voltage level. 
According to Global Wind 2012 Report [1], a continuous trend is observed in the 
annual growth of the installed worldwide wind capacity. By the end of 2012, total 
installed capacity reached 282.5 GW, which satisfies more than 3% of the global 
electricity demand. Emerging new potential markets in Latin America, Eastern Europe, 
Africa and Asia continue to keep highest growth rates, gradually leading to 
geographical diversification of the wind industry. Nevertheless, short term perspectives 
for the wind market development are rather uncertain, as they still highly depend on 
few major markets, i.e. China, Western Europe and the United States.    
Figure 1.1 presents an annual market forecast by region in 2012-2017 [1]. It is seen 
that Europe may experience drop by 2.7 GW mainly due to policy uncertainty in the 
European Union caused by the economical crisis. North America is likely to experience 
drop in 2013 by the late extension of the Production Tax Credit, which has discouraged 
potential investors from planning wind farm installations at that year. Asia is expected 
to remain world largest market, with the highest overall growth potential in China.   
Although overall wind market tends to cool down in the coming years, among many 
available wind resources offshore wind keeps being recognized as an attractive and 
confident source of energy. Offshore wind turbines have important advantages, such as 
less environmental constraints, higher wind speeds and less turbulence [1]. As a result, 
offshore wind sector has already shared about 2% generation in 2012 with 33% 
increase from 2011, and keeps dynamically evolving mainly within the northern 
Europe (90% of the total offshore wind capacity). However, offshore systems are 
becoming an increased source of interest also in other regions: China, India, Taiwan, 
Japan and South Korea have already drafted road maps for offshore wind power 
development in their countries [2]. 
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Fig. 1.1. Predicted annual market forecast for wind turbines [1]. 
Even though offshore wind turbines are getting more attention, there are some clear 
challenges ahead in the future development of these units. European Union ambitious 
target set in the National Renewable Energy Action Plan to obtain 5.8 GW offshore 
capacity by the end of 2012 is lagging by 14%, which is the result of increased costs 
made by installing turbines located further from the shore with higher waves and 
deeper ground level conditions [1].  
Similar technological problems will have to be faced by South Korea and Japan, 
where deep water and harsh climate conditions are a problem at even shorter distances 
from the shore. As a consequence, increased technological efforts are currently made to 
bring down the costs of the future offshore wind turbines, which might be located 
further from the shoreline. 
1.2 Evolution of Offshore Wind Turbine Concepts - Today 
and Tomorrow 
Improvements within the offshore wind turbine concepts are driven mainly by the 
economics and availability of the wind energy. Existing solutions for systems with 
presently available devices are becoming too expensive for the required increase of the 
wind penetration particularly on distant offshore regions.  
As a result, alternative concepts are required, which would substantially cut down 
material, installation and foundation costs while at the same time extracting more 
energy by operating at higher altitudes.  
As shown in Figure 1.2, a technological trend has been observed to increase power 
capacity and reduce costs by constructing large wind turbines. Increase of height may 
allow high wind penetration in regions, which are not practically or economically 
suited for the smaller turbines. Reduction in material costs, installation costs, 
foundation costs and space is also likely to be achieved when one compares total 
number of small turbines required to generate the same amount of electrical power. It is 
therefore expected that the trend will continue and wind turbines will keep growing in 
terms of power ratings, which in near future will reach 10 MW or even higher values 
[3].  
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Fig. 1.2. Single wind turbine growth in rated power capacity [4]. 
Among many technical aspects that introduce new potential challenges for the 
development of these large offshore wind turbine units, two particular ones are of the 
major importance with regard to the overall design of the turbine electrical system. 
These are: grid integration and power density. 
1.2.1 Grid Integration 
Increasing share of the electricity production from wind has already become a 
major issue for wind turbine manufactures. Major markets, e.g. United States and 
China are planning to increase their share accordingly to 20% and 17% in 2030. In 
some small countries e.g. Denmark, the wind energy penetration has already hit 30% of 
the overall demand at the end of 2012.  Governmental plans are to increase its share up 
to 50% by the end of 2030, and even up to 100% by the end of 2050 [5].  
Increasing wind energy share results in growing impact of wind turbines on the 
stability of the whole transmission systems. As a result, many countries have already 
issued grid codes, specific requirements for interconnecting large wind power plants to 
the grid. As transmission system operators want to minimize costs by adapting the 
existing network solutions, a growing contribution to stabilize the grid is passed over to 
the wind turbine manufacturers, and the turbine manufacturers are expected to deliver 
off-the-shelf products that comply with specific standards. 
It is therefore expected that most attractive wind turbine future candidate will be 
universal, which means that it will provide highest flexibility and controllability in 
generating wind power at any desired operating condition. Among the existing and 
available solutions within wind turbine electrical design, the highest controllability is 
provided by its variable speed generator equipped with full-scale power converter [6].  
The variable speed generator allows operating at a certain speed range, which 
increases wind turbine capability to extract a desired amount of wind energy. Full-scale 
power converter decouples generator operation from the grid operation via common 
Chapter 1 Introduction 
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DC link. In this manner, generator and grid can be controlled independently by each 
converter unit, thus greatly simplifying and improving the overall control architecture. 
Finally, independent full control capability of the reactive power is provided on the 
grid-side, which is a major asset used for supporting weak grids and during grid faults 
[7]. 
As shown in Figure 1.3, two types of variable speed generator systems are currently 
available on the market: The Permanent Magnet Synchronous Generator (PMSG) [8] 
and The Rotor Wound Synchronous Generator (RWSG) [8]. RWSG requires additional 
excitation power for the rotor windings, while in PMSG rotor flux is generated directly 
by means of the permanent magnets. In both cases the step-up transformer is normally 
used to increase turbine voltage to the feeder voltage level. 
RWSG PMSG
 
Fig. 1.3. Wind turbine equipped with full-scale power converter - schematic diagram.   
1.2.2 Power Density 
In order to fit all necessary components inside large offshore turbines with the 
minimum effort, special considerations should be made for possible space savings and 
optimal component stacking arrangements. In practice, material, transportation and 
installation costs should be further reduced to a minimum, resulting in the lowest price 
for the turbine on the market. From the perspective of the turbine internal electrical 
system, this aspect primarily corresponds to the operating voltage level.  
At present, offshore wind turbines operate at relatively low voltage: 0.69 kV, which 
value has originated from onshore small turbines with fewer safety regulations [9]. 
Nevertheless, as wind power increases its share and turbines become larger, 
maintaining operation at 0.69 kV becomes highly uncertain due to necessity in 
handling very large currents. Such currents are expected to cause significant thermal-
related issues, affecting especially reliability, cooling system design and the required 
amount of copper [10].  
In order to keep a flexible stacking arrangements, reasonable size and complexity of 
cooling system along with less amount of necessary copper, a shift is likely to take 
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place towards higher voltage level, where currents will be reduced while maintaining 
high power capacity of the single turbine. As a result, some power converter 
manufacturers have already developed systems originated from medium voltage drive 
applications specifically for wind turbines, and consequently keep pressing wind 
turbine industry to obtain space savings by increasing the turbine operating voltage 
level up to 4.16 kV [11].  
Apart from the existing products available from the medium voltage drive industry, 
a promising alternative concept for wind turbine manufacturers slowly arises, which 
may ultimately eliminate issues related with an excessive current flow and what is 
more, reduce the necessary volume of the required electrical equipment per single 
turbine.    
1.3 Transformer-less Wind Turbine - Future Candidate 
The level of optimal operating voltage for future large wind turbines remains 
uncertain. It is likely that the voltage needs to be increased as the power increases, yet 
it is still unknown to what degree. Higher voltage means less problems with the 
excessive currents. Therefore, a justified increase can be either to the level often seen in 
medium drive industry (4.16 kV), or directly to the collector grid level (12-66 kV).  
The first option constrained by the presently available medium voltage drive 
technology is a “safer” choice for the wind turbine design. In other words, it allows 
many existing solutions for the presently developed wind turbines to be kept and 
adapted according to the increased voltage level. Voltage increase on the generator side 
should not affect wind turbine operation and design substantially, as most new 
phenomena and issues for the wind turbine can be predicted from previous experiences 
and observation of commonly used similar size medium voltage variable-speed motors. 
In this case however, problems related with the excessive currents are not considered 
solved, but only reduced to a certain degree. 
Second option with voltage constrained solely by the collector grid not only adds 
original and unknown phenomena to the wind turbine operation, but also affects 
internal design of all turbine electrical components. As a result, more advanced 
insulation and fault management systems need to be implemented along with strict 
safety measures for the maintenance work. On the other hand, power density concerns 
are of the less concern, especially related to the excessive thickness and number of the 
required bus-bars and cables. This is due to the resulting currents, which for operation 
at 20 kV level will become 20 times lower than in the equivalent 0.69 kV systems, thus 
reducing the conduction losses significantly. Furthermore, turbine voltage with 
collector feeder voltage allows removal of the bulky step-up transformer, which is a 
critical component in the existing systems and accounts for approximately 2-3 t and 3-4 
m3 respectively per MVA [12].  
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Even though immature, transformer-less concept is becoming increasingly popular 
also within high power drive technologies. Increasing interest has been particularly 
caused in 2012 with the recent development of the modular medium-voltage converter 
by Siemens AG, which an integral part constitutes well known in Europe modular 
multilevel converter concept invented by R. Marquardt [13].  
In 2013 together with the Technical University of Dresden and the University of the 
Federal Armed Forces in Munich, Siemens AG carried out a pioneer research project 
entitled “Medium-voltage converters based on a new type of circuit technology (M2C) 
for feeding electrical energy into power grids”, where a medium-voltage converter 
based on a modular structure is designed specifically for offshore wind turbines and put 
into practice that manages for the first time without additional line filters or 
transformers [14]. 
1.4 Thesis Motivation and Objectives 
Transformer-less wind turbine concept provides some promising opportunities for 
the optimal arrangement of the electrical part in large offshore wind turbines. Lack of 
transformer, low cooling system requirements and elimination of the multi-parallel 
cabling are the main assets that will likely maximize available space, thus reducing 
overall cost of the turbine. Nevertheless, little scientific research has yet been done in 
this area, which implies that the proposed philosophy is novel and uncertain in terms of 
the reliable operation and the overall cost savings. 
This project aims at demonstrating opportunities and challenges of the future 
medium voltage transformer-less wind turbines by answering following questions:  
• How the removal of the step-up transformer affects wind turbine operation and 
components design? 
• What are the existing solutions that can be adapted for the transformer-less wind 
turbine? 
• Is the transformer-less concept a promising opportunity for future offshore wind 
power plants? 
The assessment is conducted with chosen aspects related to feasibility and 
economical issues with special regard to full-scale power converter design. 
Feasibility studies include defining technical prospects and challenges for medium 
voltage transformer-less wind turbines (e.g. surge protection, grounding methods) 
along with the search and assessment of the optimal components available on the 
market and in the literature, which are required for the turbine electrical system. In the 
last part, overview is made of the existing grid codes and standards related to the wind 
turbine grounding and fault operation. In this manner, existing restrictions for wind 
turbine transformer-less operation are highlighted and discussed.   
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Economical assessment includes comparison of three different transformer-less 
wind turbine concepts with the conventional low voltage wind turbine equipped with a 
step-up transformer. A comparative assessment is performed by means of the steady 
state losses analysis. Required momentary ratings for the medium voltage equipment 
are compared with regard to the applied grounding method by means of the short 
circuit analysis. Obtained results from both study cases are meant to highlight the in-
service performance of the proposed wind turbine candidates.   
1.5 Thesis Outline, Delimitations and General Remarks 
Following project is organized in accordance to the outline presented below. Scope 
of delimitations is described starting from the system description. General remarks 
include usage of simulation tools and modelling techniques. 
1.5.1 Thesis Outline 
Chapter 2: “State-of-the-Art Review” 
Chapter compiles existing knowledge directly related with feasibility for the 
medium voltage transformer-less wind turbine implementation and design. First part 
includes a list and description of possible new phenomena and challenges that appear 
when shift is made towards medium voltage level.  
Second part lists and describes design differences of the main components used for 
conventional low voltage turbines with the ones required for their medium voltage 
equivalent. Final part concludes findings by proposing 3 wind turbine circuitry 
candidates, varying with regard to the applied power conversion philosophies. 
Chapter 3: “System Description” 
Chapter describes and specifies modelled collector feeder network and wind turbine 
topologies for further evaluation. Models consist of: wind turbines, AC cable sections, 
substation transformer and grid. The wind turbine model includes generator, three 
medium voltage full-scale power converter circuitries (A, B and C) and LC filters on 
both sides. 
Chapter 4: “Losses Analysis” 
Chapter presents input data and methods used for the losses analysis, along with the 
obtained results for each wind turbine model. Input data is wind turbine power mission 
profile at low wind site, while the final results are compiled into weighted efficiency 
for each converter candidate. 
Chapter 5: “Short Circuit Analysis” 
Chapter presents results of the maximum short circuit currents measured for each 
system under different grounding modes. Line-to-ground faults are stimulated across 
AC cable terminals. Experimentally validated line differential relay model is used for 
fault detection. Converter block operation is enabled via IGBT over-current protection. 
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Chapter ends with a comparison of the required component momentary ratings for each 
system.   
Chapter 6: “Conclusions, Future Work” 
Chapter summarizes the current potential and future prospects of the transformer-
less wind turbines with regard to the performed study cases and lists alternative areas 
for possible research. 
1.5.2 Project Modelling Limitations 
• Wind power plant aggregated modelling - analyzed complete system includes 5 
parallel feeders - each interconnecting 10 wind turbines in a chain mode. For the 
losses analysis, only a single wind turbine is examined, assuming that the generated 
power losses in all remaining turbines are identical. For the short-circuit analysis, 
an equivalent detailed wind turbine model is used only to create an aggregated short 
circuit model made by the symmetrical sequence current sources. In a similar 
manner, the single feeder modelled in detail consists of 10 wind turbine aggregated 
models interconnected via cable PI sections, whereas the short circuit contribution 
of the remaining 4 feeders is represented by a symmetrical sequence current source. 
• Power electronics devices - in the losses analysis, power losses are calculated only 
for the semiconductor switches. Press-pack 4500 V / 340 A devices [59] are 
employed for all analyzed grid-side medium voltage power converter topologies. 
Derived switching loss formulas have been validated experimentally at 1000 V. In 
case of the generator-side topologies which require different device current ratings, 
power loss estimator scales input collector currents to the number of chips in 
accordance to the examined 340 A press-pack model, which normally consists of 6 
IGBT and 3 diode dies. 
• Equipment temporary ratings - in the short-circuit analysis, only grounding 
conductor wire and circuit breakers are rated against fault conditions. In the case of 
ground wires, temporary ratings are based solely on the rated short-time withstand 
current (1 s). In the case of circuit breakers, temporary ratings are based solely on 
the rated maximum short circuit breaking current. 
• No frequency control - the theta reference for the ABC/dq transformation is 
generated manually with the saw-tooth signal generator coupled with the pre-set 
nominal frequency value for the generator and grid respectively - each represented 
by a Thevenin voltage source. In this manner, the need for a PLL controller is 
avoided in the converter control scheme.  
• Generator and grid represented as a 3-phase Thevenin voltage source - in order 
to include zero-sequence component variations across the generator windings, 
generator steady-state operation is modelled with a star-connected 3-phase voltage 
sources and zero-sequence impedance.  
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• Ideal transformers and sensors - the saturation effect of the substation 
transformer is neglected for any case derived from the short circuit analysis. Current 
and voltage sensors used to determine the instantaneous signal values for the 
control and fault detection schemes are ideal in a sense that they provide non-
distorted and non-delayed input signals.  
• Ideal semiconductor valves - the IGBT and anti-parallel diode valves consisting of 
series-connected devices allow equal voltage sharing, thus act as ideal switches.    
• Carrier based PS-PWM modulation for each multilevel topology - all 
topologies have been investigated and compared with the PS-PWM modulation 
technique.  
• No cost-benefit analysis - only some technical aspects related to cost have been 
compared of the wind power plant designs with the transformer-less wind turbines, 
i.e. efficiency, required amount of silicon, required amount of copper for grounding 
wire and circuit breaker ratings. However, no single merit has been developed, 
which combines all examined aspects, and compares them by means of the resulting 
cost.  
1.5.3 General Remarks 
• All simulation cases in time domain have been performed with the 
EMTDC/PSCAD software. This includes power converter hardware circuitries, 
controller blocks and relay models. 
• MMC hardware components in system A have been sized according to the generic 
HVDC sizing tool in an Excel spreadsheet with the additional usage of the Visual 
Basic toolbox (Appendix D).   
• The power losses estimator for the semiconductor devices has been created in an 
Excel spreadsheet with the additional usage of the Visual Basic toolbox and 
validated experimentally (Appendix E). 
• The EMTDC/PSCAD relay model has been validated experimentally (Appendix 
G).  
• Mathematical formulas for the curve fitting have been obtained from the cftool 
module available in the MATLAB software. 
• The PI controller tuning is made in the sisotool module available in MATLAB.
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Chapter 2  
State-of-the-Art Review 
 
2.1 Wind Turbine Design Challenges for Transformer-Less 
Operation 
 
2.1.1 Dynamic Voltage Sharing in Series-Connected IGBTs  
Nowadays, employed 2-level 690 V power converters require 1700 V IGBTs to be 
connected in parallel, rather than in series [10]. However, due to the limited voltage 
ratings of the available IGBTs (up to 6.5 kV [15]), series-connected valves have to be 
formed in order to properly operate at higher DC link voltage. Each valve requires the 
overall DC link voltage to be divided equally among the series-connected IGBTs. If a 
rapid over-voltage resulting from voltage unbalance appears on a single device, an 
insulation breakdown may lead to its destruction and increased voltage share among the 
rest of IGBTs [16].  
Figure 2.1 presents an example of the typical valve incorporating 4 series connected 
IGBTs, where eventual failure of 3 IGBTs results in full DC voltage imposed on the 
last remaining device. In order to maintain continuous operation, failed IGBTs must be 
either shorted externally, or provide short-circuit failure mode.  
As power converters operate at unpredictable variable loading conditions dictated 
by wind energy fluctuations, it becomes a complex issue to design a reliable and 
efficient voltage equalization scheme for the dynamic states, which would consist of 
snubber and gate driver circuits. Existing solutions that might be adapted for wind 
turbines include Active Gate Control [17] from medium voltage drive applications, 
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redundant press-pack IGBTs [18] from HVDC applications, or multilevel converter 
topologies from the literature. 
VT1 + VT2 + VT3 + VT4 = VDC VT2 + VT3 + VT4 = VDC VT3 + VT4 = VDC VT4 = VDC
T1
T2
T3
T4
 
Fig. 2.1. Increased voltage sharing of the series-connected IGBTs in a single valve. 
2.1.2 Voltage Rate of Change dv/dt   
Switching operation of power converters results in high dv/dt voltage pulses 
imposed on the generator, series reactor and cable insulation systems. In the low 
voltage area up to 1 kV, the dv/dt pulses are safe below 16,000 V/µs level provided in 
NEMA MG-1 standard. In medium voltage area, the dv/dt pulses exceeding this level 
are expected as well as insulation materials with higher permittivity. Higher 
permittivity means in general larger stray capacitances, which will be subjected to the 
increased dv/dt pulses. As shown in Figure 2.2, stray currents are likely to flow through 
insulation materials, causing its accelerated aging due to thermal stress [20].  
Degradation of insulation material may also originate from breaking chemical 
bonds due to partial discharge effect caused by ion migration. Existing air gaps and 
voids within insulation systems will create numerous voltage sparks due limited 
electric strength of the air Eair. It is already known from medium voltage drive systems, 
that the bombardment of electrons from sparks degrade the insulation material 
properties [20].  
 
dt
dvCi = insulationair EE <
dt
dv
 
Fig. 2.2. Accelerated aging of the insulation material due to dv/dt pulses 
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In order to assure reliable operation of the electrical machines, IEC 60034-18-41 
standard [21] defines form-wound coil machine stress categories with regard to the 
imposed dv/dt rate. dv/dt impact is defined by three features of the voltage impulse: 
frequency, overshoot and rise time. Table 2.1 lists the defined parameter ranges 
according to stress category.   
Table 2.1. Classification of stress categories for form-wound coil windings [21].  
Benign stress category for the medium voltage form-wound machines can be 
achieved by means of the multilevel converter topologies, which allow operation at the 
decreased voltage overshoot and impulse rise times.      
 
2.1.3 Common-Mode Voltages and Leakage Currents 
In this work, common-mode voltages and leakage currents are considered as steady 
state zero sequence components, which are generated due to switching operation of the 
power converter, as shown in Figure 2.3a. In conventional low voltage wind turbines 
equipped with a step-up transformer, the low-voltage side of the transformer is 
normally grounded for ground fault detection, safety and in order to provide reference 
for the control system [22].  
In transformer-less wind turbines, removal of the step-up transformer eliminates the 
ground source along with the zero sequence decoupling between the wind turbine and 
collector feeder network. As a result, common-mode voltages change not only due to 
the increased voltage level, but also depend on the applied grounding system over the 
entire collector feeder network.  
 
 
Fig. 2.3. CM voltage between neutral points (left); 4-limb reactor core design (right). 
Stress Category 
Impulse Voltage 
Repetition Rate 
[kHz] 
Voltage 
Overshoot 
(Vpeak/Vphase) 
Impulse Rise Time, tr [µs] 
With Stress 
Grading 
Without Stress 
Grading 
Benign ≤ 1 ≤ 1.2 > 10 ≥ 1 
Moderate ≤ 4 ≤ 1.5 10 ≥ tr ≥ 1  tr ≥ 0.3 
Severe > 4 > 1.5 Machines are not available to this qualification 
a)      b) 
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In practice, problems associated with common-mode voltage relate to increased 
ground insulation requirements of the main circuit components, while problems 
associated with leakage currents relate to increased ground temperature, limited 
sensitivity for ground fault detection and specifically: DC link capacitor voltage 
unbalance when zero-sequence current path is formed through the converter common-
mode points [23].  
Zero sequence components in collector feeder can be minimized by: 
• grounding of characteristic points through derived specific impedance values,   
• 0-sequence filtering with 4-limb reactors (tripled 0-seq. magnetic flux - Fig. 2.3b) [24], 
• algorithms applied through converter control and modulation schemes [25], 
• implementing converter topologies with very high number of levels.  
2.1.4 Additional Inductance and Triplen Harmonic Injection 
Step-up transformer provides additional series inductance for the required current 
filtering at the grid terminals. In transformer-less turbines with a similar power 
converter switching performance, this may result in need for larger series reactor in 
order to provide an equivalent filtering effect.  
Apart from providing the additional inductance, wind turbine transformers with a 
Y-∆ winding arrangement shown in Figure 2.4 prevent triplen harmonic distortions 
from entering into the collector feeder system. This is achieved by natural 300 phase 
shift between voltages induced in Wye-windings and Delta-windings [26].  
 
Fig. 2.4. Transformer circulating triplen current harmonics in delta windings. 
Delta-winding blocks triplen harmonic components, which normally circulate in 
Delta-winding, with all its consequences (i.e. increased eddy current losses).  
Due to the lack of transformer, it is expected that triplen harmonic currents and 
voltages will enter into the collector feeder in a form of parasitic zero sequence 
components (common-mode voltages and leakage currents). 
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2.1.5 Saturation Effect, Overvoltage Protection and Insulation 
Coordination 
Under normal operation, saturation effect is considered harmful due to substantial 
decrease of the inductance, which generates heavily distorted waveforms that create 
additional losses and worsen power quality. Although for the same reason, under 
abnormal conditions saturation often protects electrical components on low voltage side 
of the wind turbine against transient voltage spikes coming from the grid, for example 
caused by lightning strike or switching operation at the substation terminal [22].  
Figure 2.5 shows conventional wind turbines with two iron-core components that 
are located at the grid-side: series reactor and step-up transformer. Series reactor cores 
are designed with air gaps in order to store certain amount of energy within the gap, 
which reduces the rate of rise of the magnetizing flux and prevents from saturation 
[27]. On the other hand, transformer cores are designed without air gaps for energy 
transfer purpose, which results in narrow hysteresis curve and rapid saturation under 
induced transient voltage spikes. In this manner, coordinated insulation is provided as 
only collector cables and transformer medium voltage windings will be subjected to the 
switching transients.  
The lack of the transformer will result in voltage spikes coming from the grid to be 
distributed directly across insulation systems of the wind turbine components. 
Insulation coordination studies are therefore required in search for the reliable and cost-
efficient insulation systems provided with minimum cost effort.  
This includes mainly search for minimum required wind turbine equipment voltage 
withstand levels, surge arrester sizing and positioning.   
     
Fig. 2.5. B-H curves for step-up transformer (left) and line reactor (right). 
2.1.6 Short-Circuit Protection 
Medium voltage wind turbine components need special consideration for fast and 
reliable protection against excessive momentary short circuit currents, which 
unprotected will lead to rapid overheat and destruction of the equipment. The critical 
components of concern for the internal faults are: generator, DC link capacitors, series 
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reactors and AC cables. Critical fault locations for the simplified system with 
contributions coming from a single wind turbine and a grid are shown in Figure 2.6. 
It appears that medium voltage operation and lack of zero-sequence decoupling 
originally provided by the transformer may require new search for an optimal fault 
management within the entire collector feeder layout. This includes: fault detection 
methods, coordinated control methods for mitigating faults, grounding methods and 
sizing of the wind turbine components in order to withstand fault conditions.    
 
Fig. 2.6. Possible fault locations in the transformer-less wind turbine. 
2.1.7 Other Concerns 
Apart from the discussed, specific issues that should be investigated are: 
a. Safety  
Wind turbine transformer-less operation and ground coupling requires special safety 
equipment and procedures, so that transformer-less wind turbines working on the same 
feeder string will not generate any dangerous ground potential to the personnel on the 
particular turbine [29].   
b. Humidity 
Wind turbine components located distant from the shore are likely to experience 
insulation accelerated aging due to moisture effect. Absorbed moisture by insulation 
material can result in degrading the insulation material characteristics, such as tensile 
strength, dielectric strength or thermal conductivity. This is typically caused by induced 
sparks across insulation material creepage path [30]. 
c. Compliance with National Grid Codes and IEEE/NESC Standards  
Removal of the step-up transformer affects not only components design, but also 
the entire grounding system of the collector feeder network. Grounding of the collector 
network is a concern both for transmission system operators TSOs and presently 
available NESC safety codes.  
Some TSOs in their grid codes require ground source at the PCC in order to 
maintain non-disturbed ground fault detection schemes for the grid. It means that the 
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substation transformer must have isolated 0-sequence circuit and provide grounded 
neutral at its high voltage terminals [31]. 
On the other hand, IEEE/NESC safety rules apply to underground cable neutrals 
grounding. Normally, “four-grounds each mile” rule (rule 096C) is required for cable 
grounding, including solid grounding at both sides. This rule assumes that the cable 
shield is connected from one side to the low-voltage neutral of the wind turbine step-up 
transformer [32].  
Lack of the transformer forces to make a new interpretation on the interconnection 
between wind turbine and cable neutral. Different combinations of such connection are 
possible, as there are 2 natural grounding points available: generator neutral point and 
power converter common-mode point.     
2.2 Available Components for the Future Transformer-Less 
Wind Turbines 
The general circuit diagram for the proposed transformer-less wind turbine 
hardware design is shown in Figure 2.7. It presents the required main circuit elements: 
variable-speed synchronous generator, generator-side LC filter, full-scale power 
converter, grid-side LC filter and medium voltage circuit breaker.  
 
Fig. 2.7. Transformer-less wind turbine electrical hardware design.  
2.2.1 Variable-Speed Generator 
There are 4 stator winding design concepts, which differ according to the required 
voltage and power rate of the specific application. Figure 2.8 presents generator 
winding designs for specific voltage and power levels available in industry. Commonly 
utilized generator stator winding designs are:  
• Random‐wound coils, integrated design is preferred for low voltage/power machines [19]. 
• Form‐wound coils, modular design is preferred for medium voltage/power machines [19]. 
• XLPE cables, recently developed for high voltage/power machines [33]. 
• Roebel bars, commonly used for very high power machines [19]. 
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Fig. 2.8. Generator insulation systems for different voltage / power ratings. 
2.2.2 Power Converter 
In this section, different voltage source power converter systems are examined, in 
which generator-side control is decoupled from the grid-side control. Search for new 
power converter designs is dictated by means of the limited voltage capability of the 
presently available semiconductor switches, along with the voltage sharing issues 
described in 2.1.1.  
a. Semiconductor Switches 
Table 2.2 lists and compares presently available semiconductor active switches, 
suitable for voltage-source power converters.  
At present, 4 types of self-commutated switching devices can be used: 
• IGBT (Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistor), a hybrid device with high input impedance 
and wide SOA. Voltage gate drive performance provides high switching frequency with 
low losses.   
• IEGT (Injected Enhanced Gate Transistor), improved through manufacturing IGBTs 
with low saturation voltage, characteristic of the GTO thyristors. 
• IGCT (Integrated Gate Commutated Thyristor), small positive gate signal turns on 
positive current, and integrated gate wrapped around device turns off the positive current. 
 
 
 
XLPE Cables 
Voltage range:   15 - 70 kV 
Power range:     5 - 50 MW 
Applications:  
Hydro Generators,  
Turbo Generators,  
HV Motors 
Form-Wound Coils 
Voltage range:   0.69 - 15 kV 
Power range:     1 - 20 MW 
Applications:  
Hydro Generators,  
Small Turbo Generators,  
MV Motors 
Random-Wound Coils 
Voltage range:  0.69 - 0.9 kV 
Power range:    0.3 - 1 MW 
Applications:  
LV Wind Turbines,  
LV Motors,  
Pumps   
Very High Power 
Low Power 
    Low Voltage              Medium Voltage                  High Voltage 
Roebel Bars 
Voltage range:   20 - 33 kV 
Power range:     > 100 MW 
Applications:  
Large Turbo Generators 
Medium Power 
High Power 
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Table 2.2. Comparison of the semiconductor devices: IGBT vs. IGCT vs. IEGT [34]. 
b. DC Link Capacitor 
In low voltage wind turbines, aluminium electrolytic capacitors are often used with 
DC link due to their low cost and relatively high energy density in comparison to other 
types of capacitors. This type of capacitors is rated up to 600 V DC. 
In the transformer-less future concepts with pole-to-pole DC voltages starting from 
12 kV, a capacitor voltage rating should to be of much higher value in order to 
minimize cost, size and losses. In other words, it is desirable that less number of 
capacitors will need to be connected in series in order to maintain desired DC voltage 
level.  
An interesting alternative to the electrolytic design provides film capacitor, which 
shows much better performance in terms of handling transient over-voltages.   
At present, two film designs are available on the market for medium voltage operation: 
• Impregnated film capacitors - conventional design with metal foil electrodes separated 
by the insulating film [35]. 
• Dry metalized film capacitors - recently developed design with electrodes made of 
metalized polypropylene film, directly evaporated onto insulation film [36]. 
Figure 2.9 shows main difference between dry and impregnated design, which 
results in different method for internal short-circuit protection and capacitor lifetime.  
Comparison Area IGBT IEGT IGCT 
Efficiency High High Medium / High 
Gate Current < 1 A < 1.5 A 4000 A 
Gate Control Signal  Voltage Voltage Current 
Gate Control Component 
Count Low Low High 
Voltage Rating 6500 V 4500 V 6500 V 
Current Rating 3600 A 4000 A  4000 A 
Switching Speed High / Medium High / Medium Medium 
Mounting Press Pack / Module Press Pack / Module Press Pack 
Manufacturers ABB, Westcode, Infineon, Dynex Toshiba ABB 
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Fig. 2.9. Short circuit protection: a) conventional impregnated capacitor; b) dry 
capacitor.  
Conventional impregnated capacitors consist of multiple small capacitor units 
divided into sections, which are often connected in H‐arrangement. In this manner, 
sections are balanced with respect to the initial capacitance. If a single capacitor unit 
fails somewhere in the assembly, this will lead to the measurable imbalance in currents 
and voltages. All units are protected by individual fuses and interconnected to 
discharge resistor units for each section [36]. 
Dry capacitors on the other hand have structurally integrated both discharge 
resistors and fuse gates. Capacitor units are micro‐integrated in form of rectangular 
blocks, which are chemically doped with special resistive material that acts as a 
discharge resistor in case of a single unit failure. Instead of the conventional fuses, fuse 
gates are introduced, which are simply made by interconnecting capacitor units in the 
edges.  In case of a voltage breakdown, edge connection melts down and only micro-
capacitor unit remains isolated and discharged. This mechanism is known as self-
healing effect [37].  
Due to the self-healing effect, metalized film capacitors practically eliminate series-
connected capacitor voltage sharing issues while maintaining the maximum amount of 
the capacitance from the healthy parts. In this manner, power converter can operate in 
the long term with the maximum allowable DC voltage ripple.    
2.2.3 LC Filter 
LC filters provide reactive power compensation coming from the inductive series-
connected components and harmonic filtering operation with relatively high efficiency, 
as they take advantage of the resonance phenomenon. In the analyzed system, it is 
assumed that the LC filters are installed on both generator- and grid-side terminals.  
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a. Series Reactor LF Design 
Due to the absence of the step‐up transformer in wind turbine topology, series 
reactor is subjected to dangerous transients, occurring especially from the collection 
site. It is therefore important to properly examine and search for the optimal winding 
system design, so that risk of a failure can be reduced to the satisfactory level. 
Similarly to the generator stator core, reactor iron core is expected to be solid grounded 
for safety reasons and in order to minimize eddy current and hysteresis losses.  
In common practice for iron-core reactors, two different coil designs are being 
applied for high power filter inductors: 
• Layer‐wound coils (low voltage) - coils are wound on an insulating cylinder with 
aluminium or copper foil conductor, commonly utilized up to 0.69 kV [38].  
• Disc‐wound coils (medium voltage) - coils are made of conductive and rectangular copper 
turn‐wires in form of discs, utilized from 12 kV to 44 kV [39].  
In industry, disc-wound coils are commonly used for applications up to 44 kV level. 
In order to avoid saturation effect, reactors used for higher voltages need more space 
and are made of air-core, instead of iron-core and consist of copper winding wound 
around and supported by steel (e.g. aluminium) structure. The support structure is 
typically floated at line potential with post insulators to minimize insulation 
requirements and cost [40]. 
b. Shunt Capacitor CF Design 
Suggested shunt capacitor design is similar to the DC link film capacitor design, so 
that over-voltage transients can be handled as well as possible. Due to AC filtering 
rather than DC energy storage requirement, substantially less capacitance is needed. On 
the other hand, AC current will normally flow through the capacitors, so that provided 
RMS current rating is essential for the shunt capacitor selection. Finally, higher voltage 
rating requires higher creepage distance between capacitor terminals and grounded 
steel case. 
2.2.4 Medium Voltage Circuit Breaker 
Low voltage wind turbines are in general equipped with circuit breakers on the low-
voltage side of the step-up transformer. Due to low voltage recovery requirements, 
short-circuit currents are interrupted with a minimum required energy provided 
sufficiently by the air-insulated breakers. Low voltage operation also allows entire 
over-current fault detection scheme to be enclosed within the breaker case. Along with 
grounding source available from the transformer, low voltage breaker provides 
relatively simple short-circuit protection of the turbine [41]. 
When moving to the medium voltage level with no grounding source available, 
short circuit protection scheme becomes more sophisticated. Available circuit breakers 
for nominal voltages up to 66 kV are more expensive and complex. Detailed protection 
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scheme with the external current and voltage sensors is required for voltages above 18 
kV, which can detect fault at the specified grounding of the entire feeder network. 
From the mid 1960s [42], two most promising candidates have gained wide 
acceptance on the market for medium and high voltage applications due their superior 
performances. These are:  
• Vacuum circuit breaker, where vacuum space is used as an extinguishing medium [43]. 
• SF6 (sulphur hexafluoride) circuit breaker, in which pressurized SF6 gas is used as an 
extinguishing medium [44].  
Necessary features for circuit breakers include: fast operation, fast recovery, 
simplicity, compact design, reliability and low cost. A general comparison with regard 
to mentioned merits for the described two breaker types is presented in Table 2.3 
below. 
Table 2.3. Comparison of medium voltage indoor circuit breakers [45] 
 *SF6 is one of the most serious greenhouse gases. 
 
2.3 Medium Voltage Power Converter Topologies 
2.3.1 Grid-Side Conversion  
According to Figure 2.10, a search for optimal grid-side power converter circuitry 
in the transformer-less wind turbines has been done by the analysis of the existing 
solutions in two characteristic areas in terms of power and voltage ratings: Medium 
Voltage/Power Area and High Voltage/Power Area. 
Comparison Area SF6 Breaker Vacuum Breaker 
Voltage Ratings  12 kV / 40.5 kV 
Current Ratings 400 A / 3600 A 
Size Better Worse 
Cost Better Worse 
Environmental Impact Worse* Better 
Safety Worse Better 
Simplicity Worse Better 
Reliability Worse Better 
Life Cycle Worse Better 
Resistance recovery Worse Better 
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In both areas, multilevel conversion concepts are favoured due to lower distortions 
and less filtering requirements. 
 
Fig. 2.10. Power converter topologies for different voltage / power ratings. 
a. Medium Voltage Area  
It consists of topologies available for high power motor drives with voltage 
conversion up to 5 levels. Primarily optimized merits include: cost, size, losses, and 
number of components. The main difference between discussed topologies is the 
utilized voltage clamping/sharing device. These are: 
• for NPC  - series-connected diodes. 
• for FC  - series-connected capacitors.  
• for ANPC  - series connected IGBTs. 
From the medium voltage area, NPC [46] topology has been chosen among the FC 
[47] and ANPC [46]. Using diodes as clamping devices instead of capacitors and 
IGBTs is seen as more compact, reliable and cheaper solution.   
Dynamic and static voltage sharing issues with series-connected IGBTs have been 
already highlighted in section  2.2.1.  
b. High Voltage Area  
It consists of topologies available and utilized mainly for the HVDC systems with 
voltage conversion of the desired number of levels. Primarily optimized merits include: 
modularity, reliability and safety. The main difference between the discussed 
topologies is the structure of a single modular cell. These are: 
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• for MMC-HB  - low voltage half-bridges with 2 IGBTs and a single capacitor. 
• for MMC-FB  - low voltage full-bridges with 4 IGBTs and a single capacitor.  
• for MMC-CTL - medium voltage half bridges with 2 valves of series-connected 
      IGBTs and series-connected capacitors. 
From high voltage area, an MMC-HB [48] topology has been chosen among MMC-
FB [49] and MMC-CTL [50]. Using low voltage cells allows eliminating issues related 
to the dynamic and static voltage sharing of series-connected components in each cell, 
as well as obtaining higher number of levels.  
Half-bridge structure is preferred over the full-bridge due to lower cost made by 
reduced by half number of the required semiconductor switches in each cell. 
2.3.2 Generator-Side Conversion 
A search for the feasible generator-side power converter is made with special regard 
to the generator insulation system. According to section 2.3.1, it is assumed that 
currently optimized and already available form-wound coil design will remain the most 
reliable solution for the next generation of wind turbine generators.  
The utilized form-wound coils have a limited capability for keeping voltage at the 
generator terminals up to 15 kV [51]. In the transformer-less turbines, it is expected 
that collector feeder voltages will be ranging from 12 to 66 kV [52]. In order to 
maintain generator reliable operation and avoid rewinding, novel topology concepts are 
required that allow generator to operate at the lower voltage level.  
Furthermore, it is expected that the devised topologies will generate as low dv/dt 
voltage pulses as possible, so that aging of the generator insulation materials can be 
maximally extended. In this work, 3 different concepts have been proposed in terms of 
conversion philosophies: 
• AC/DC conversion by means of MMC [13, 82]   
Decoupled AC circuit with generator can be controlled independently to provide 
required AC current at the generator terminals and at the same time not 
exceeding its insulation limits. Simultaneously, DC circuit can be controlled to 
provide the required DC current for the grid-side converter.    
• DC/DC boost conversion [53, 54] 
Generator can operate at a lower voltage, while the grid-side voltage will be 
boosted to the desired level by means of DC/DC boost converter. The DC/DC 
converter is located between the generator-side rectifier and grid-side inverter. 
• AC/AC boost conversion  
Generator can operate at lower voltage, while the common DC link voltage will 
be boosted to the desired level by means of an AC/AC boost converter. The 
AC/AC converter is located between the generator terminals and generator-side 
rectifier. 
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2.4 Summary 
This chapter covered major design aspects that need to be faced when removing the 
transformer from the wind turbine. Description of the components adaptable for new 
system is made with regard to their voltage ratings and reliable operation.  
Defined technical challenges for the reliable operation of the future transformer-less 
wind turbines can be summarized as follows: 
• Limited Generator Voltage Level  
Available range of the operating voltage in generators designed for the wind 
turbines.  
• Variable Loading Impact on LC Filter Insulation System 
Unknown thermal cycling impact on the available insulation materials used for the 
equivalent LC filters in the distribution systems, which is the result of the wind 
turbine variable loading conditions.    
• Overvoltage Protection 
Protection against the common-mode voltage and the dv/dt effect under normal 
operation, as well as the protection against lighting and switching surges under 
abnormal conditions. 
• Short Circuit Protection 
Conventional over-current feeder protection may not distinguish a ground fault 
located at the wind turbine terminals with the ground fault across the feeder cable. 
As a result, entire feeder can be disconnected instead of a single turbine.  
• Grounding System 
New grounding options introduce a search for optimal grounding method, which 
provides desired compromise between safety requirements and equipment ratings.  
• Power Converter Circuitry 
Existing medium voltage power converter circuitries introduce a search for optimal 
topology with regard to the efficient and reliable operation provided with the 
minimum cost and size.  
Finally, topology concepts for full-scale power converter are proposed in 
accordance with the existing solutions and components ratings.  
Described findings are concluded by introducing 3 complete transformer-less wind 
turbine design concepts, which differ with regard to the selected power converter 
topologies: 
1) System A: Back-to-Back MMC 
 Solution A is proposed for the generator-side system, which includes MMC 
topology operating at lower than nominal terminal voltage in order to maintain 
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generator insulation limits. On the grid-side, MMC topology is proposed, which 
operates independently at grid nominal ratings. 
2) System B: DC/DC Boost Converter with Grid-Side NPC-3L  
 Solution B is proposed for the generator-side system, which includes DC/DC boost 
conversion. On the grid-side, 3-level NPC topology is proposed, which operates 
independently at grid nominal ratings. 
3) System C: AC/AC Boost Converter with Grid-Side NPC-5L  
 Solution C is proposed for the generator-side system, which includes AC/AC boost 
conversion. On the grid-side, 5-level NPC topology is proposed, which operates 
independently at grid nominal ratings. 
Next chapter will focus on the detailed implementation and modelling of each of the 
proposed systems. In this manner, the selected circuit candidates can be further 
examined under normal and fault conditions in terms of the efficiency and the required 
component ratings.  
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Chapter 3  
System Description 
 
3.1 Introduction 
3.1.1 General System Layout 
The general system layout for wind turbines A, B and C - is presented in the form 
of a single line diagram in Figure 3.1. The entire AC collector feeder consists of 10 
identical turbines connected via a string with feeder AC cables.  
The wind turbine step-up transformer is included only for a single benchmark 
model of a conventional wind turbine (see section 3.5), which is used for comparison 
assessment with the transformer-less turbines.   
WTG #2WTG #3WTG #4WTG #5WTG #6
 
Fig. 3.1. System description of the analyzed system with the implemented control 
scheme for a full-scale power converter. 
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In order to maintain a fair comparison, the wind turbine ratings listed in Table 3.1 
are common for each system. As a result, 10 MW transformer-less wind turbines are 
analyzed, which operate at the 20 kV level. 
Table. 3.1. Selected turbine electrical characteristics for the evaluation assessment. 
 
  
3.1.2 System A: Back-to-Back MMC 
MMC feature is not only a high number of levels that minimize dv/dt effect on 
insulation systems, but also a decoupled AC circuit control from the DC circuit control. 
As a result, the AC circuit with the generator can be controlled independently to 
provide the required alternating current at the generator terminals and at the same time 
not exceeding its insulation limits, while the DC circuit can be controlled to provide 
required direct current for the grid-side converter. In other words, it means operating at 
lower than nominal modulation index ms.  
The operating principle is shown in Figure 3.2. A higher direct voltage can be 
obtained by adding more cells in each arm. 
GENERATOR
 
Fig. 3.2. Generator-side MMC operation with decreased modulation index. 
A main disadvantage is that operation at the reduced terminal voltage will force the 
flow of higher alternating currents through the IGBTs in all series-connected cells, 
which will be dictated according to the generator operating voltage. Thus, all cells will 
need to be overrated according to the generator nominal currents. 
Parameter Value 
WTG Power [MVA] 10 
WTG Grid Voltage (L-L, RMS) [kV] 20 
WTG Frequency [Hz] 50 
DC link Voltage (pole-to-pole) [kV] 36 
1
V
V2
m
DC
)peak(GEN
s <
⋅
=
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3.1.3 System B: DC/DC Boost Converter with Grid-Side NPC-3L 
DC/DC boost converter topologies are widely presented in the literature [53, 83], 
yet they are rarely seen in the high power industry. As a result, search has been made 
for optimal topology within the DC/DC step up circuitries, which maintains following 
merits: modularity, simplicity, low losses, low number of IGBTs and easy voltage 
scaling. 
Among many existing solutions, a recently developed zero current switched (ZCS) 
converter has been selected, which detailed mathematical formulas governing the 
power conversion are available in [54] (and in Appendix B). It occurred that the ZCS 
shows stable performance with a 2-level front end rectifier (no concerns related to DC 
link balancing), that separately controls the generator. Figure 3.3 presents schematic 
diagram of the generator-side converter.  
The ZCS includes a pair of valves with series-connected IGBTs T1 and T2 on the 
generator DC-side along with the cascaded passive modular cells, each containing: 
storage capacitor, resonant capacitor, resonant inductor and a pair of free-wheeling 
diodes.  
 
Fig. 3.3. Generator-Side converter with DC/DC boost unit. 
The required number of DC/DC boost cells is proportional to the desired output 
voltage. In this manner, flexible voltage scaling is provided for any system rating, 
simply by adding more DC/DC boost cells in series. 
The resonant components are used to form a resonant path, so that charging and 
discharging currents can be passed through series resonance in order to achieve soft-
switched operation.  As a result, valves T1 and T2 are controlled complementary with 
50% duty cycle and switched at the resonant frequency equal to the generator-side 
rectifier switching frequency: fres = fsw(gen). 
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3.1.4 System C: AC/AC Boost Converter with Grid-Side NPC-5L 
Figure 3.4 presents an original method proposed in this thesis for stepping-up the 
voltage, which includes an AC/AC boost converter in front of the generator terminals 
and a passive diode bridge rectifier for clamping the direct voltage of the grid-side 
converter.  
 
Fig. 3.4. AC/AC Boost philosophy at the generator-side terminals. 
The required AC/AC boost operation is achieved by imposing (synchronized in 
phase) converter phase voltage waveforms with voltages at the generator terminals, so 
that each phase is controlled and stepped-up separately. In this manner, the desired 
voltage is reached at the diode rectifier terminals while maintaining operation at the 
generator voltage limits. Detailed information on converter operating principles is 
available in Appendix C.  
Among the existing candidates for high power AC-AC boost conversion, a chain-
link concept [55] is proposed which includes a series-connected full-bridge cells 
equipped with a DC capacitors. The advantages of the proposed concept include: 
modular design, flexible voltage scaling, low dv/dt pulses and low number of 
components.  
The main drawback is the necessity to re-charge the DC capacitors through an 
external circuitry in order to achieve net power flow, as unidirectional currents will be 
flowing from the generator through the DC sources to supply the grid-side converter. 
In order to simplify DC capacitor charging control, a generator split-winding 
concept is proposed in Figure 3.5, where the first set of windings is in series with the 
chain-link converter and discharges the chain link capacitors, whereas the second set of 
windings is used to charge the chain link converter capacitors by means of integrated 3-
phase 2-level converter modules. 
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Fig. 3.5. Split-winding concept for recharging AC/AC boost converter cells.  
In such an arrangement, the first set of the generator windings maintains operation 
within ground insulation limits, whereas the second set of the generator windings is 
imposed to the increased ground insulation stress equal to the resulting voltage of the 
generator with series-connected chain link converter (even though operating line-to-
line RMS voltage is less than a single chain link capacitor voltage).  
 
3.1.5 Solution Methodology for Estimation of Redundant IGBTs / 
Modules in Systems A, B and C 
System A and the generator-side circuit candidates for systems B and C allow 
adding redundant modules to increase lifetime of a power converter and consequently 
reduce the downtime period along with the associated costs. In a similar manner, 
lifetime of the grid-side converter units for systems B and C can be prolonged by 
adding more series-connected IGBTs/diodes in each valve. If a single IGBT/diode fails, 
the resulting voltage surplus is clamped by the remaining devices below their nominal 
threshold and the converter remains operational. 
Nevertheless, increasing number of redundancies generates extra costs related to the 
installation of additional devices. Therefore, an optimal number of redundancies is 
determined according to Figure 3.6, where the resulting total cost made by the energy 
loss during downtime period Lenergy and the redundant IGBTs/diodes Ldevice is compared 
for different number of redundancies Y - ranging from 0 to 5. An exponential survival 
function is defined in order to determine the device mean time to failure tfailure. Results 
are provided in Tables 3.2/.4/.6 correspondingly for systems A, B and C.      
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Input Constants
- WTG mean power generation PWTG [MW]
- Energy price, Xenergy [$ / MWh]
- Single IGBT/Diode price, XIGBT [$]
- Single IGBT/Diode failure rate, λ [FIT]
- Maintenance period. T [h]
1. Calculate minimum required number of cells / IGBTs: Nmin
2. Define survival function for the selected IGBTs, e.g. exponential:
3. Start from  lowest number of IGBTs (no redundancies): N(0) = Nmin
4. Calculate tfailure for:    N(0) - ϭ(tfailure) = 0.5
5. Calculate downtime period within T (Tdowntime ≥ 0): Tdowntime = T - tfailure
6. Calculate total costs (energy loss) (redundancy = 0): LTOTAL(0) = Lenergy = PWTG · Tdowntime · Xenergy
 
t
eNt ⋅−⋅= λσ )0()(
Y = 1
7. Add Y redundant cells / IGBTs (redundancy = Y) N(0) = Nmin+Y
8. Calculate t  for:    N(0) - ϭ(λ, N(0)) = 0.5
9. Calculate downtime period within T (Tdowntime ≥ 0): Tdowntime = T - t 
10. Calculate costs due to downtime period (energy loss) (red. = Y)  Lenergy = PWTG · Tdowntime · Xenergy
11. Calculate costs due to redundant cells / IGBTs LIGBTs = (Nmin+Y - Nmin) · XIGBT
12. Calculate total costs (energy loss) (redundancy = Y) LTOTAL(Y) = Lenergy + LIGBTs
Y = 1 Y = 2 Y = 3 Y = 4 Y = 5
YES
NO
LTOTAL(0)
LTOTAL(1)
LTOTAL(MIN)
YES
LTOTAL(2)
YES
LTOTAL(3)
YES
LTOTAL(4)
YES
LTOTAL(5)
NO NO NO
Y = Y + 1
13. Select Y redundancies with minimum total cost LTOTAL(MIN):
LTOTAL(MIN) = min{LTOTAL(0), LTOTAL(1), LTOTAL(2), LTOTAL(3), LTOTAL(4), LTOTAL(5)}
NO
END
Input Variables
- Number of cells / IGBTs at the origin N(0) [-]
- Number of redundancies Y [-]
 
Fig. 3.6. Solution methodology for estimation of the optimal redundant devices Y. 
 
3.2 System A: Back-to-Back MMC 
3.2.1 Topology 
The back-to-back MMC includes a single redundant cell in each arm (Y = 1), so 
that when a single cell failure occurs, the MMC can still operate and provide non-
distorted power to the grid. As a result, the MMCs on each side require N = 13 cells per 
arm, which gives individually controlled 156 cell capacitors and 312 IGBTs.   
In order to simplify the overall system layout and to reduce the number of required 
electrical nodes for losses and short circuit studies, a generic model of the MMC shown 
in Figure 3.7 is used for the generator-side unit, in which cell capacitors are replaced 
with arm controllable voltage sources. This modification results in an ideal internal cell 
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voltage balancing, as all cells in each arm have identical cell voltage references. As a 
consequence, a cell voltage balancing controller is no more necessary, and each arm 
acts as an independently controlled voltage source, consisting only of 2 electrical 
nodes. 
The grid-side MMC is modelled in a sophisticated manner, with each individual cell 
consisting of 2 IGBTs and a capacitor. Further modification to this approach - required 
specifically for losses analysis, is described in section 4.2.6. 
x13 x13 x13
x13 x13 x13
 
 
Fig. 3.7. System A: schematic representation of the wind turbine circuit. 
More information on the MMC modelling approach and control algorithms can 
be found in the Appendix A.  
3.2.2 Component Sizing 
Table 3.2 provides specification and ratings for components in system A. LC filters 
are sized with regard to the maximum current ratings of the semiconductor switches, 
(section 4.2.2) whereas cell and DC capacitors are dimensioned against the 
corresponding maximum voltage ratings from the device datasheets. Switching 
frequency fsw is the IGBT maximum allowable frequency for the snubber-less operation 
divided by the number of levels. Generator electrical parameters (power, voltage, 
impedance, frequency) have been provided by Vestas Wind Systems A/S. 
Table. 3.2. System A: component ratings - specification. 
Parameter Value Component 
Nominal power Sgen [MVA] 10 
Generator 
Nominal frequency fgen [Hz] 50 ( ± 2 Hz) 
Terminal RMS voltage Vgen [kV] 15 
Stator resistance* Rgen(0) [mΩ] 3.93 
Stator inductance* Lgen(0) [mH] 0.71 
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*Source: Vestas Wind Systems A/S 
 
3.2.3 Sizing Considerations 
A rough size and weight estimation based on the components datasheets available 
for the step-up transformer [77], 2L-VSC electrolytic DC capacitors [78] and MMC 
cell capacitors [78] with rated values have shown, that the transformer volume in the 
conventional system is 6 times larger than the resulting volume of the installed cell 
capacitors in the transformer-less MMC system, whereas the total weight of the step-up 
transformer is 3 times larger than the resulting weight coming from the corresponding 
capacitors.  
Not only less space is occupied by the transformer-less wind turbine circuitry, but 
also stacking arrangements are much more flexible, since the total volume is distributed 
equally among single capacitors. As shown in Figure 3.8, cell capacitors can be single- 
or multi-stacked horizontally and vertically in order to conveniently fill all the available 
space limits. On the contrary, step up transformer is formed as a solid cube for the 
optimized magnetic core design, which prevents its flexible stacking arrangements.   
 
Fig. 3.8. Sizing considerations of the MMC cell capacitors and the conventional step-
up transformer with 2L-VSC DC link capacitors (10 MVA). 
L arm inductance LF(gen) [mH / %] 5.73 / 8 Generator-Side LC 
Filter C filter capacitance CF(gen) [µF] 15 
DC link capacitance CDC [µF] 20 
DC Link Total energy stored in cell capacitors [kJ]  GEN: 550 / GRID: 550 
DC chopper resistance RDC [Ω] 129 
L arm inductance LF(grid) [mH / %] 10.19 / 8 Grid-Side  
LC Filter C filter capacitance CF(grid) [µF] 8 
Number of cells per arm N 13 
B2B  
Power Converter Switching frequency (per IGBT) fsw [Hz] 250 
PWM Modulation phase-shifted carriers  
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3.2.4 Control Architecture 
a. Generator-Side Unit 
General control architecture for the generator-side is shown in Figure 3.9. It 
consists of an AC Current Controller, used for AC-side control. Arm Energy 
Compensating Controller is responsible for the DC-side control and provides 
circulating current references for arm cell voltages. PWM modulator with phase-shifted 
carriers stimulates switching operation effect by modulating voltage references. 
+
  +
 
Fig. 3.9. Generator-side MMC control scheme - schematic block representation. 
Detailed description and implementation method for each controller is provided 
in the Appendix A. 
b. Grid-Side Unit 
A Similar design as shown in Figure 3.10 is proposed for the grid-side unit. AC 
Current Controller, Arm Energy Compensating Controller and PWM modulator design 
remain identical. PQ power control is added for flexible active and reactive power 
regulation at the wind turbine terminals. A direct voltage controller is used for keeping 
constant direct voltage as an operating principle. A cell voltage balancing controller 
[82] is necessary to balance individual cell voltages internally within each arm.  
+
  +
 
Fig. 3.10. Grid-side MMC control scheme - schematic block representation. 
Detailed description and implementation method for each controller is provided 
in the Appendix A. 
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3.2.5 Control Tuning 
Table 3.3 provides gain values for PI and P controllers used in the control scheme 
for system A. AC circuit controllers are tuned numerically in sisotool (MATLAB) for 
the overshoot below 10% and rise times below 20 ms [47]. Closed loop s-functions are 
provided in the Appendix G. DC circuit controllers are tuned by trial error in 
EMTDC/PSCAD simulations through step response measurements. Implementation of 
the controllers with the specified parameter values can be found in the Appendix A. 
Table. 3.3. System A: converter PI / P controllers - specification. 
 
3.3 System B: DC/DC Boost Converter + Grid-Side NPC-3L 
3.3.1 Topology 
According to Figure 3.11, DC/DC ZCS converter [54] consists of 6 identical 
DC/DC boost cells; so that the direct voltage available for the generator-side converter 
is 7 times lower than the direct voltage for the grid-side converter. As a result, the 
generator now operates at 3.3 kV instead of 15 kV in system A. 
Lower voltage operation provides less problems related to the generator insulation 
system, which allows usage of the conventional 2-level converter at the generator-side 
terminals. The 2-level converter has been chosen among the other candidates due to its 
stable performance combined with the DC/DC boost operation. In order to provide 
operation at 3.3 kV, each converter branch includes 2 series-connected IGBTs.  
On the grid-side, a 3-level NPC topology is selected, where each semiconductor 
valve is modelled as a single semiconductor component. It requires ideal voltage 
sharing and balancing between the series-connected devices. It is assumed that a single 
Parameter Generator-Side Grid-Side Control Block 
Signal sampling frequency fs(HL) [kHz] 20 20 High-Level Control 
Proportional gain Kp(PQ) [-] - 2.00·10-1 PQ Power Controller  
Integral time constant Ti(PQ) [s] - 1.00·10-1 
Proportional gain Kp(DC) [s] - 6.24·10-2 DC Voltage Controller 
Integral time constant Ti(DC) [s] - 8.00·10-2 
Proportional gain Kp(AC) [s] 1.14·100 1.14·100 AC Current Controller  
Integral time constant Ti(AC) [s] 1.75·10-1 1.75·10-1 
Proportional gain Kp(AC) [s] 6.24·10-1 6.24·10-1 0-Sequence Controller  
Integral time constant Ti(AC) [s] 8.00·10-1 8.00·10-1 
Sampling frequency fs(LL) [kHz] 20 20 Low-Level Control 
Proportional gain Kp(circ) 5.05·100 5.05·100 
Arm Energy 
Compensating Controller 
Proportional gain Kp(HB) 5.00·10-3 5.00·10-3 
Integral time constant Ti(HB) 8.00·10-2 8.00·10-2 
Proportional gain Kp(VB) 2.02·10-1 2.02·10-1 
Low pass filter base frequency [Hz] 10 10 
Proportional gain Kp(cell) 5.00·10-2 1.00·10-2 Cell Voltage Balancing Controller 
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redundant switch in each valve is included to increase power converter non-disturbed 
operating period, as has been done for the redundant cell in system A (Y = 1). As a 
result, each valve of the NPC-3L consists of 7 series-connected IGBTs.  
 
Fig. 3.11. System B: schematic representation of the wind turbine circuit. 
Detailed description of the proposed DC/DC boost converter is provided in the 
Appendix B. 
3.3.2 Component Sizing 
Table 3.4 provides specification and ratings for components in system B. In similar 
manner to system A, LC filters are sized with regard to the maximum current ratings of 
the semiconductor switches, whereas DC and cell capacitors are dimensioned against 
maximum voltage ratings obtained from the device datasheets. 
Table. 3.4. System B: component ratings - specification. 
Parameter Value Component 
Nominal power Sgen [MVA] 10 
Generator 
 
Nominal frequency fgen [Hz] 50 
Terminal voltage Vgen [kV] 3.3 
Stator resistance* Rgen [mΩ] 0.19 
Stator inductance* Lgen [mH] 0.34 
L filter inductance LF(gen) [mH / %] 0.173 / 20 Generator-Side LC 
Filter C filter capacitance CF(gen) [mF] 1.1 
DC link capacitance CDC(grid) [µF] 1000 
DC Link Total energy stored in DC cell capacitors [kJ]  GEN: 192 / GRID: 324 
DC chopper resistance RDC [Ω] 129 
L filter inductance LF(grid) [mH / %] 6.37 / 5 Grid-Side LC Filter 
C filter capacitance CF(grid) [µF] 30 
Number of levels Ngen 2 Generator-Side 
Power Converter Switching frequency (per IGBT) fsw(gen) [Hz] 2100 
PWM Modulation carrier-based 
Number of levels NDC/DC 7 DC/DC Boost 
Power Converter Switching frequency (per IGBT)  fsw(DC) [Hz] 2100 
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*Source: Vestas Wind Systems A/S 
 
3.3.3 Sizing Considerations 
In a similar manner to system A (section 3.2.3), the resulting volume and weight of 
a power converter for system B is compared to the conventional system equipped with 
a step-up transformer. Results are shown in Figure 3.12. 
When selecting components from the equivalent datasheets, it occurred that system 
B is approximately 3 times smaller and lighter than system A, since the DC cell 
capacitors transfer the energy at much higher frequency fsw(DC). Due to the modular 
design of the DC/DC boost cells, vertical and horizontal stacking arrangements remain 
feasible.  
 
Fig. 3.12. Sizing considerations of the DC/DC boost cell capacitors and the 
conventional step-up transformer with 2L-VSC DC link capacitors (10 
MVA). 
3.3.4 Control Architecture 
a. Generator-Side Unit + DC/DC Boost Unit 
General control architecture for the generator-side 2-level converter is shown in 
Figure 3.13. It is divided into 2 functional units: AC current control and PWM 
modulator. AC current control scheme is similar to the one applied for MMC 
topologies in system A. Measured input voltage and current signals are sampled with 
sampling frequency fs(gen) and further transformed into the rotating dq frame.  
 
 
Number of levels Ngrid 3 
Grid-Side 
Power Converter Switching frequency (per IGBT) fsw(grid) [Hz] 1050 
PWM Modulation phase-shifted carriers 
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Fig. 3.13. Generator-side 2-level (left) and DC/DC boost (right) control scheme - 
schematic block representation. 
Current dq references iq(ref)* and id(ref)* are set according to the desired amount of 
generated power. Transformation angle θ is equal to rotor flux angle θf. Delays between 
measured and applied signals are neglected.  
DC/DC boost converter control does not require any measured input signal. Only 
Pulse Generator with 50% duty cycle is used, which switches upper and lower IGBTs 
in a complementary fashion. Pulse generator switching duty cycle is: fsw(DC) = fsw(gen). 
Detailed description and implementation method of each controller is provided in 
the Appendix B. 
b. Grid-Side Unit 
Grid-side control is similar to AC circuit control for the grid-side MMC in system 
A. Its schematic representation is shown in Figure 3.14. It consists of PQ power 
controller, direct voltage controller and AC current controller. On the contrary to 2-
level converter control, AC current control includes 0-sequence control loop, which 
eliminates DC offset from the AC output waveforms caused by the leakage current.  
Table
 
Fig. 3.14. Grid-side NPC-3L control scheme - schematic block representation. 
Detailed description and implementation method of each controller is provided in 
the Appendix B. 
3.3.5 Control Tuning 
Table 3.5 provides gain values for PI and P controllers used in the control scheme 
for system B. Tuning procedure is identical as for system A. Implementation of the 
controllers with specified parameter values can be found in the Appendix B. 
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Table. 3.5. System B: converter PI / P controllers - specification. 
3.4 System C: AC/AC Boost Converter + Grid-Side NPC-5L 
3.4.1 Topology 
According to Figure 3.15, two separate functional converter circuitries are derived 
for the generator-side unit: conventional 2-level converter and chain link converter. 
 The conventional 2-level converter unit is used to re-charge the chain link cell 
capacitors, which are modelled as direct voltage sources. In this manner, need for the 
chain link cell direct voltage balancing controller is eliminated. Re-charging is done by 
controlling the direct current mean value equal to the resulting direct current mean 
value from the chain link circuit. As all cell voltages are identical, resulting direct 
current is the sum of the direct currents flowing through each cell capacitor.  
 
Lgen(2L) Rgen(2L)Egen(2L)
CF(2L)
LF(2L)
1.1 kV
++ + ++ + ++ + ++ +
++ +
 
Fig. 3.15. System C: schematic representation of the wind turbine circuit. 
The chain link converter consists of 5 series-connected full-bridge cells for each 
phase, which includes a single redundant cell for each phase in case of IGBT or 
capacitor failure (Y = 1). On the grid-side, 5-level NPC is modeled in a similar manner 
as NPC-3L for system B. 
Parameter Generator-Side Grid-Side Control Block 
Sampling frequency fs(HL) [kHz] 4.2 6.3  
Proportional gain Kp(PQ) - 2.00·10-1 PQ Power Controller  
Integral time constant Ti(PQ) - 1.00·10-2 
Proportional gain Kp(DC) - 6.24·10-2 DC Voltage Controller 
Integral time constant Ti(DC) - 8.00·10-2 
Proportional gain Kp(AC) - 6.24·10-1 0-Sequence Controller  
Integral time constant Ti(AC) - 8.00·10-1 
Proportional gain Kp(AC) 1.14·100 1.14·100 AC Current Controller  
Integral time constant Ti(AC) 1.75·10-1 1.75·10-1 
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The clamping bridge [57] is added in order to balance adjacent DC link capacitors. 
It consists of active semiconductor switches and inductors, which interconnected 
through IGBTs discharge selected capacitors in the common DC link.   
Detailed description of the proposed AC/AC boost converter and clamping bridge 
is provided in the Appendix C. 
3.4.2 Component Sizing 
Table 3.6 provides specification and ratings for components in system C. In similar 
manner to system A, LC filters are sized with regard to the maximum current ratings of 
the semiconductor switches (section 4.2.2), whereas DC capacitors are dimensioned 
against corresponding maximum voltage ratings obtained from the device datasheets.  
Table. 3.6. System C: component ratings - specification. 
Parameter Value Component 
Nominal power Sgen [MVA] 7.2 
Generator 
(Chain-Link Converter) 
Nominal frequency fgen [Hz] 50 
Terminal voltage Vgen [kV] 12 
Stator resistance* Rgen [mΩ] 2.51 
Stator inductance* Lgen [mH] 0.45 
Nominal power S2L [MVA] 2.8 
Generator 
(2-level Converter) Nominal frequency f2L [Hz] 50 
Terminal voltage V2L [kV] 1.1 
L filter inductance LF(gen) [mH / %] 6.87 / 10 Generator-Side LC Filter 
(Chain-Link Converter) C filter capacitance CF(gen) [µF] 21 
L filter inductance LF(2L) [mH / %] 0.308 / 22 Generator-Side LC Filter 
(2-level Converter) C filter capacitance CF(2L) [µF] 600 
Total energy stored in DC capacitors [kJ]  GRID: 162 
DC Link 
DC link inductance LDC(grid) [µH] 5000 
DC chopper resistance  RDC [Ω] 129 
DC source cell voltage VCL [V] 2200 
L filter inductance LF(grid) [mH / %] 10.19 / 8 Grid-Side LC Filter 
C filter capacitance CF(grid) [µF] 20 
Number of chain link cells (per phase) Ngen 5 
Generator-Side 
Chain-Link Converter Switching frequency (per IGBT)  fsw(gen) [Hz] 250 
PWM Modulation phase-shifted carriers 
Number of levels N2L 2 
Generator-Side 
2-level Converter Switching frequency (per IGBT) fsw(2L) [Hz] 2100 
PWM Modulation carrier-based 
Number of levels Ngrid 5 
Grid-Side 
NPC-5L Converter Switching frequency (per IGBT) fsw(grid) [Hz] 550 
PWM Modulation phase-shifted carriers 
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3.4.3 Sizing Considerations 
In a similar manner to systems A and B (sections 3.2.3/3.3), the resulting volume 
and weight of a power converter for system C is compared to the conventional system 
equipped with a step-up transformer. Results are shown in Figure 3.16. 
When selecting components from equivalent datasheets, it occurred that system C is 
approximately 4 times smaller and lighter than system A, since the number of cells per 
phase is 5 times lower. Due to the modular design of the AC/AC chain link cells, 
vertical and horizontal stacking arrangements remain feasible.  
 
Fig. 3.16. Sizing considerations of the AC/AC chain link cell capacitors and the 
conventional step-up transformer with 2L-VSC DC link capacitors (10 
MVA). 
3.4.4 Control Architecture 
a. Generator-Side Unit  
The general control architecture for the chain link converter is shown in Figure 
3.17. Alternating current control of the conventional 2-level converter is identical to the 
generator-side unit in system B. Additional direct current controller is used to charge 
DC capacitors with the desired current values. 
The Chain Link AC Voltage Control (Magnitude) block is used to calculate chain 
link voltage AC reference magnitudes VCL(AC)* from input power reference P*. 
Calculations are performed on the basis of measured active power PAC(diode) at the diode 
rectifier terminals. The Chain Link AC Voltage Control (Phase) synchronizes chain 
link phase voltage references with the generator terminal voltages. 
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Table
 
 
 
Fig. 3.17. Generator-side 2-level (bottom) and AC/AC boost (top) control scheme - 
schematic block representation. 
Detailed description and implementation method of each controller is provided in 
the Appendix C. 
b. Grid-Side Unit 
The grid-side NPC-5L control is identical to the NPC-3L control used for system B. 
The DC link balancing controller used for the clamping bridge operates by calculating 
the measured voltage difference between the upper pair of capacitors and between the 
lower pair of capacitors. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3.18. Grid-side NPC-5L (top) and clamping bridge (bottom) control scheme - 
schematic block representation. 
Detailed description and implementation method of each controller is provided in 
the Appendix C. 
3.4.5 Control Tuning 
Table 3.7 provides gain values for PI and P controllers used in the control scheme 
for system C. The tuning procedure is identical as for system A. The implementation of 
the controllers with specified parameter values can be found in the Appendix C. 
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Table. 3.7. System C: converter PI / P controllers - specification. 
 
3.5 System REF: Back-to-Back 2-Level Power Converter 
A conventional 10 MW wind turbine system in Figure 3.19 with a step-up 
transformer is modelled in order to establish a benchmark platform for comparison 
(assessment). It includes a conventional back-to-back 2-level converter operating at 
0.69 kV alternating voltage level. Added transformer steps-up voltage to the 20 kV 
level.  
 
Fig. 3.19. System REF: schematic representation of the wind turbine circuit. 
The control architecture is equivalent to the one described in systems A, B and C. 
The generator-side unit consists of an alternating current controller, while the grid-side 
unit includes a PQ power controller and direct voltage controller.     
Parameter Generator-Side Grid-Side Control Block Sampling frequency fs(HL) [kHz] 20 (CL) / 4.2 (2L) 20 (CB) / 8.8 (NPC) 
Proportional gain Kp(PQ) 5.00·100 2.00·10-1 PQ Power Controller  
Integral time constant Ti(PQ) [s] 1.00·10-2 1.00·10-3 
Proportional gain Kp(DC) - 6.24·10-2 DC Voltage Controller 
Integral time constant Ti(DC) [s] - 8.00·10-2 
Proportional gain Kp(AC) - 6.24·10-1 AC Current Controller  
Integral time constant Ti(AC) [s] - 8.00·10-1 
Proportional gain Kp(AC) - 1.14·100 0-Sequence Controller  
Integral time constant Ti(AC) [s] - 1.75·10-1 
Non-sensitivity margin [kV / %] - ±3 / ±8  Clamping Bridge (CB) 
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Table 3.8 provides specifications and ratings for components in the REF system, 
while Table 3.9 provides gain values for PI and P controllers used in the control 
scheme.  
Table. 3.8.  System REF: component ratings - specification. 
*Source: Vestas Wind Systems A/S 
Table. 3.9. System REF: converter PI / P controllers - specification. 
 
3.6 Collector Feeder System 
3.6.1 AC Cables 
All described wind turbine topologies are interconnected to the substation 
transformer by means of 3-core XLPE cables, each modelled as a П section. Parameter 
values for the selected cable are presented in Table 3.10 according to the datasheet 
given in [58]. 
Parameter Value Component 
Nominal power  Sgen [MVA] 20 x 0.5 
Generator 
Nominal frequency  fgen [Hz] 50 
Terminal voltage  Vgen [kV] 0.69 
Stator resistance*  Rgen [mΩ] 0.05 
Stator inductance*  Lgen [mH] 0.09 
L filter inductance LF(gen) [mH / %] 0.091 / 3 Generator-Side LC Filter 
C filter capacitance CF(gen) [µF] 500 
Total energy stored in DC capacitors [kJ]  3 
DC Link 
DC chopper resistance RDC [Ω] 2.4 
L filter inductance LF(grid) [mH] 4 Grid-Side LC Filter 
C filter capacitance CF(grid) [µF] 400 
Transformer winding inductance LTR [mH / %] 0.44 / 10 Step-Up Transformer 
Transformer winding resistance RTR [mΩ / %] 9.52 / 1 
Number of levels 2 
Generator-Side 
2-level Converter Switching frequency (per IGBT)  fsw(REF) 4000 
PWM Modulation carrier-based 
Parameter Generator-Side Grid-Side Control Block 
Sampling frequency fs(HL) [kHz] 8.4 8.4 
Proportional gain Kp(PQ) - 2.00·10-1 
PQ Power Controller  
Integral time constant Ti(PQ) [s] - 1.00·10-2 
Proportional gain Kp(DC) - 6.24·10-2 
DC Voltage Controller 
Integral time constant Ti(DC) [s] - 8.00·10-3 
Proportional gain Kp(AC) 6.14·100 6.14·100 
AC Current Controller  
Integral time constant Ti(AC) [s] 1.75·10-1 1.75·10-1 
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Table. 3.10. Single PI cable section in the collector feeder system - specification.    
 
3.6.2 Substation Transformer 
AC cables are interconnected to the grid through offshore 3-winding substation 
transformer shown in Figure 3.20. Additional ∆-winding decouples to a certain degree 
0-sequence circuit between the collector feeder and transmission system, which is often 
required to avoid false tripping made by the utility ground protection relays [31]. 
20 kV 110 kV
N3
WPP Ground 
Source
Utility Ground 
Source
 
Fig. 3.20. 3-winding substation transformer with ground sources to MV and HV sides.  
Table 3.11 provides parameter values for the substation transformer model. In order 
to simplify modelling implementation, it is assumed that the transformer does not 
saturate at any examined operating point. In this manner, core dimensioning procedure 
is excluded from this work. 
Table. 3.11. Substation transformer for the collector feeder system - specification.  
 
3.6.3 Transmission System 
Transmission system is modelled with an alternating voltage source and Thevenin 
short-circuit impedance. Parameter values used for the grid modelling are presented in 
Table 3.12. 
Table. 3.12. Utility transmission system after PCC point - specification 
Parameter Value Parameter Value 
Rated voltage [kV] 24 Core (Cu) cross-section [mm2] 95 
Current rating [A] 400 Screen (Cu) cross-section [mm2] 16 
Length [km] 1 Weight [kg / m] 30 
Parasitic series inductance Lcable [µH] 95.2 Nominal temperature [0C] 50 
Parasitic series resistance Rcable [mΩ] 0.048 Number of sections with regard to 
number of turbines NWTG ∑(NWTG) Parasitic shunt capacitance Ccable [µF] 0.272 
Parameter Value Parameter Value 
Winding arrangement [-/-/-] wye-g / delta / wye-g Leakage inductance [pu] 0.1 
Rated power [MVA] 500 Mutual inductance [pu] 0.05 
Voltage ratio [kV/kV/kV] 20 / 20 / 110 Winding resistance [pu] 0.01 
Parameter Value Parameter Value 
Grid voltage  Vgrid [RMS, L-L, kV] 110 Short circuit power SSC [MVA] 200 
Frequency fgrid [Hz] 50 Short circuit ratio X/R [-] 10 
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Chapter 4  
Losses Analysis 
4.1 Introduction 
Wind turbines may operate in different power generation modes, according to the 
varying wind conditions and specific loading requirements. In order to provide accurate 
and universal power generation representation for each wind turbine circuitry, power 
losses dissipated in the semiconductor devices of each system have been calculated in a 
single turbine for the power levels shown in Table 4.1 - ranging from 20% to 100%. 
Schematic system representation shown in Figure 4.1 includes single wind turbine 
connected to the substation transformer with an AC cable. 
 
Fig. 4.1. System schematic representation for losses analysis.  
In order to minimize risk of insulation breakdown on the generator windings, 
EMTDC/PSCAD simulations from Figure 4.2 show, that systems A and C should 
operate with solid grounded generator neutral and converter common-mode points (N1 
and N2). In this manner, no common-mode voltage is induced between the generator 
and the generator-side converter. System B operates with much lower voltage on the 
generator-side (3.3 kV), so that losses can be safely reduced by isolating the generator 
neutral N1, thus preventing zero sequence leakage current flow through the IGBTs in 
the generator-side unit.        
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Fig. 4.2. Generator ground voltages induced in system C with N1 point isolated (left) 
and with N1 point grounded (right). 
In medium voltage transformer-less systems (A, B, C), 4500 V press-pack devices 
[59] are used for loss estimation due to their good thermal properties (double side 
cooling, low thermal impedance) and short circuit failure mode - necessary for series 
connections in NPC topologies. MV press-pack devices are confronted with commonly 
available and optimized 1700 V power modules [60], which allow operation at 0.69 kV 
of the 2-level system REF. Power losses dissipated in the passive components (i.e. 
generator, LC filter and step-up transformer) are excluded from the analysis.  
Table. 4.1. Calculated power losses for different loading conditions. 
WTG Power [MVA] Power [%] Load [pu]  
10 100 k = 1.0 pu 
8 80 k = 0.8 pu 
6 60 k = 0.6 pu 
4 40 k = 0.4 pu 
2 20 k = 0.2 pu 
 
4.2 Solution Methodology 
4.2.1 Workflow Diagram 
In order to obtain accurate results of power losses generated with converter 
circuitries operating at various ranges of voltage, current and switching frequency - a 
common loss estimation platform is created which calculates losses and junction 
temperatures for each device under the pre-defined steady state conditions according to 
the device datasheet. Input parameters for the loss estimation platform are established 
according to the selected device maximum ratings and curves obtained from datasheets 
(Tables 4.2, D.1), along with instantaneous parameter values measured directly from 
the performed EMTDC/PSCAD time-domain simulations. General workflow diagram 
is shown in Figure 4.3, in accordance to which losses in each single IGBT and diode 
are calculated individually based on the extracted sampling data.  
Under nominal loading conditions (k = 1 pu), calculated RMS value from the 
measured current sampling data is used to estimate required maximum cooling water 
temperature TCW for the cooling system, which is assumed constant for any examined 
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loading. Approximate junction temperature values Tj for partial loading are obtained 
according to the applied thermal models for specific devices.  
In order to minimize error occurring for systems with high switching frequencies, a 
very high resolution channel 1 µs / 2 µs is used over the full 20 ms cycle period, 
meaning that 10,000 data samples are used of each signal for further processing. Table 
E.1 in Appendix E summarizes input constant values and functions used as an input 
data to evaluate each system. Derived switching curves have been validated 
experimentally by calculating switching energies through single pulse switching tests at 
1000 V [61].  
2. Obtain Input Parameters from the Device Datasheet
I(peak)(max) - maximum allowable repetitive peak current 
I(RMS)(max) - maximum allowable RMS current
Tj(max) - maximum operating junction temperature
Other - tables 4.2 → 4.4
3. Obtain Input Parameters from the EMTDC/PSCAD Simulations
I(peak)(k) - registered peak current 
I(RMS)(k) - registered RMS current
k = 1 pu
k - loading state
I(peak)(k)  > I(peak)(max)
OR
I(RMS)(k)  > I(RMS)(max) 
1. Define System Specification (WTG-A, WTG-B or WTG-C)
LF - initial LC filter series inductance (5 %)
CF - LC filter shunt capacitance (fsw < -30 dB)
Oher - tables 3.1 → 3.12
k = 1 pu
Increase LC Filter 
LF = LF + 1%
CF → fsw < -30 dB 
4. Calculate Power Losses Pd(k) for k = 1 pu
Tj(k) = Tj(max)
EON(k) = f(i(k), Tj(k), v) - turn-ON energy (IGBT)
EOFF(k) = f(i(k), Tj(k), v) - turn-ON energy (IGBT)
EREC(k) = f(i(k), Tj(k)) - Reverse recovery energy (diode)
Vcond(k) = f(i(k), Tj(k), v) - ON-state voltage (IGBT)
VF(k) = f(i(k), Tj(k)) - forward voltage (diode)
5. Calculate Cooling Water Temperature TCW
TCW = f(Pd, Tj, t) for Tj = Tj(k), Pd = Pd(k)
6. Calculate Junction Temperature Tj(k) for k < 1 pu
Tj(k) = f(Pd(k), TCW, t)
Pdk =
IRMS k
IRMS k = 1 pu  ∙ Pdk = 1 pu  
7. Calculate Power Losses Pd(k) for k < 1 pu
EON(k) = f(i(k), Tj(k), v) - turn-ON energy (IGBT)
EOFF(k) = f(i(k), Tj(k), v) - turn-ON energy (IGBT)
EREC(k) = f(i(k), Tj(k)) - Reverse recovery energy (diode)
Vcond(k) = f(i(k), Tj(k), v) - ON-state voltage (IGBT)
VF(k) = f(i(k), Tj(k)) - forward voltage (diode)
k = k - 0.2 pu
k - loading state
IRMS(k = 1 pu)
Pd(k = 1 pu)
k = 0.8 pu k = 0.6 pu k = 0.4 pu k = 0.2 pu END
Pd(k) Pd(k) Pd(k) Pd(k)Pd(k)
YES
NO
YES NO
NO NO NO NO
YES YES YES YES
0.8 pu1 pu 0.6 pu 0.4 pu 0.2 pu  
Fig. 4.3. Solution methodology to power loss estimation for different loading 
conditions 
Transient thermal impedances of the press-pack devices are linearly dependant to 
the number of parallel chips Np per device, where base formulas (Appendix E) refer to a 
340 A press-pack with Np(IGBT) = 6 IGBT dies and Np(D) = 3 diode dies.  
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4.2.2 System Specification 
System specification for each analyzed system is defined according to data listed in 
Tables from 3.1 to 3.12. LC filter inductance LF is set for current ripple attenuation 
below the maximum RMS and peak ratings available from component datasheets. C 
filter capacitor is used to minimize voltage ripple on the grid-side and dv/dt effect on 
the generator-side. LC filter transfer function is:  
 ( )
FF
2
F CLsLs1
1
sH
⋅⋅+⋅+
=      (4.1) 
Capacitance CF is selected to form an LC series resonant path for equivalent 
switching frequency harmonic current, so that  it is damped below -30 dB level, as 
shown on Bode plot from Figure 4.4. Tables 3.2/.6/.4/.8 provide calculated LC filter 
values for systems A, B, C and REF.   
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Fig. 4.4. LC filter transfer function magnitude (in dB) in the frequency domain. 
4.2.3 Input Parameters from Datasheets 
Maximum ratings required for the LC filter dimensioning and power loss 
calculations are obtained from [59, 60]. Table 4.2 lists electrical and thermal 
characteristics of the proposed devices used in the conventional low voltage (0.69 kV) 
and medium voltage (20 kV) power converter circuitries. For the conventional systems 
with back-to-back 2-level modules, Infineon devices with open-circuit failure mode are 
utilized, which allow switching at 4 kHz without snubber circuits.  
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Table. 4.2. Maximum ratings of the applied semiconductor devices [59, 60]. 
IGBT/Diode Rating 
IGBT/Diode  
LV Module 
(per device) 
IGBT/Diode 
MV Press-Pack 
(per die) 
Permanent direct voltage for 100 FIT failure rate, v [V] 900 2800 
Direct collector current, IGBT, IRMS(MAX)(T) [A] 450 55 
Repetitive peak collector current, tp = 1 ms, IGBT, Ipeak(MAX)(T) [A] 900 110 
Continuous direct forward current, Diode, IRMS(MAX)(D) [A] 450 110 
Repetitive peak forward current, tp = 1 ms, Diode, Ipeak(MAX)(D) [A] 900 220 
Operating junction temperature, Tj(max) [oC] 125 
 
Devices for medium voltage topologies are Westcode press-packs. Press-pack 
devices consist of parallel-connected dies, which fail in short-circuit mode, thus they 
allow a series connection of single IGBTs. Algebraic formulas for energies and ON-
state voltages are derived from curve fitting with cftool in MATLAB. Formulas for 
transient thermal impedances of the devices are represented through Foster network 
equation (4.2). 
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 (4.2) 
where weight factors are provided from datasheets in Table 4.3.   
Table. 4.3. Derived weight factors for transient thermal impedance Foster formula. 
IGBT press-pack (per die) a 1.35·10
-1
 b 6.90·10-2 c 3.03·10-2 d 7.47·10-3 
α 5.07·10-1 β 4.58·10-2 γ 5.40·10-3 δ 7.00·10-4 
Diode press-pack (per die) a 8.93·10
-2
 b 2.40·10-2 c 2.21·10-2 d 8.52·10-3 
α 4.70·10-1 β 9.10·10-2 γ 1.10·10-2 δ 4.70·10-3 
IGBT power module a 1.80·10
-3
 b 8.30·10-3 c 38.30·10-3 d 5.70·10-3 
α 0.8·10-3 β 1.30·10-2 γ 5.00·10-2 δ 6.00·10-1 
Diode power module a 6.30·10
-3
 b 23.80·10-3 c 62.90·10-3 d 7.00·10-3 
α 0.8·10-3 β 1.30·10-2 γ 5.00·10-2 δ 6.00·10-1 
 
4.2.4 Input Parameters from the EMTDC/PSCAD Simulations 
Instantaneous logic gate signal Sgate[n], IGBT collector current iC[n] and diode 
forward current iF[n] in each device are registered each tsample = 2 µs over TS = 0.02 s. 
According to the registered signals, measured peak and RMS current values are 
obtained from:  
[ ] [ ]( )100001)( :max CCpeak iiI =      (4.3) 
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Calculated values are then compared to the ones in Table 4.2 for LC filter 
dimensioning.  
4.2.5 Power Loss and Temperature Estimation 
Extracted input data from EMTDC/PSCAD simulations are transferred into Excel 
Spreadsheet for further processing. Input measured signals are injected directly as a 
column of samples, associated with each time step. A single switching sequence with 
regard to the time frame of the calculated switching energy and ON-state voltage pulses 
is shown in Figure 4.5.  
 
Fig. 4.5. Power loss calculation in IGBT device based on sampled input data. 
In order to obtain a 1st order power curve approximation in form of the repetitive 
pulse response, first step is to obtain information over the number of switching 
transitions between ON/OFF and OFF/ON states. This is realized by comparing former 
and latter gate logic signal Sgate[n] in each sampling period tsample. 
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NSW(ON) logic signal provides logic “1” only when ON transition occurs, while 
NSW(OFF) provides logic “0” when OFF transition occurs. Hence, total number of 
switching transitions is obtained by: 
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The next step is to calculate switching energy losses based on derived logic signals 
NSW for each sample period: 
 [ ] [ ]( ) [ ]n)ON(SWjnCn)IGBT(ON NT,i,vfE ⋅=            (4.9) 
 [ ] [ ]( ) [ ]n)OFF(SWjnCn)IGBT(OFF NT,i,vfE ⋅=     (4.10) 
 [ ] [ ]( ) [ ]n)OFF(SWjnFn)D(OFF NT,i,vfE ⋅=     (4.11) 
The total switching power losses are then obtained from: 
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Conduction power losses Pcond are calculated at each sample instant by multiplying 
the instantaneous current with the corresponding collector-emitter saturation voltage 
(IGBT) Vcond(IGBT) or forward voltage (diode) Vcond(D). The multiplied values are then 
intergrated over the entire cycle period TS: 
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The resulting power losses Pd are calculated from: 
 
)IGBT(cond)IGBT(OFF)IGBT(ON)IGBT(d PPPP ++=
    (4.17) 
 
)D(cond)D(REC)D(d PPP +=
      (4.18) 
Temperature variations differ according to the selected device not only due to their 
different thermal characteristics, but also because of the cooling method. Press-pack 
IGBTs allow double-side cooling, which is utilized with 2 cooling plates for each 
device, whereas power modules can only be cooled from the collector side. Simplified 
static thermal models of each device are presented in Figure 4.6. Thermal resistance 
values of each element are listed in Table 4.4. Technical specifications for the cooling 
plates are obtained from [62].  
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Fig. 4.6. Static thermal models for power modules (left) and press-packs (right). 
Temperature estimation is realized under steady state operation of the power 
converter, which allows its approximate solution assuming repetitive pulse cycling 
mode. Figure 4.7 demonstrates assumed pulse cycling mode along with the expected 
temperature fluctuations. Pulse time tp and cycling time T are calculated from: 
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Table. 4.4. Thermal characteristics of the applied static thermal models. 
Parameter Value 
Cooling system thermal resistance Rth(CS)  [K/W] 0.008 
Cooling water, flow rate F [l/min] 10 
Water cooler for power module [62], thermal resistance Rth(CP1) [K/W] 0.0065 
Water cooler for press-pack [63], thermal resistance Rth(CP2) [K/W] 0.0033 
Power module thermal resistance junction to sink, IGBT, Rth(IGBT1)(S-J) [K/W] 0.068 
Power module thermal resistance junction to sink, Diode, Rth(D1)(S-J) [K/W] 0.127 
Press-pack thermal resistance junction to sink, IGBT (per die), Rth(IGBT2)(S-J) [K/W] 0.0061 
Press-pack thermal resistance junction to sink, Diode (per die), Rth(D2)(S-J) [K/W] 0.0192 
 
Fig. 4.7. Junction temperature variations under steady-state loading conditions. 
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In order to calculate maximum junction temperature for each device, approximate 
linear steady-state solution is derived for the repetitive power pulse response:  
          
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )[ ] CWp)JS(th)JS(thp)JS(th)JCS(thdj TtZTZtTZ1RPT ++−+⋅−+⋅⋅= −−−− δδ
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where:  
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4.2.6 Distributed Cells in the Generator-Side MMC Topology 
The introduced method for loss estimation requires input current signals, which 
flow directly through each individual semiconductor switch. As a result, hardware 
representation of the machine-side MMC model for system A with controlled arm 
voltage sources is improved by adding distributed current-controlled cells, in which 
measured and added capacitor cell voltages are used as the resulting arm voltage source 
input signal [64]. A schematic representation of the distributed cells for each arm is 
shown in Figure 4.8. 
 
Fig. 4.8. Power loss estimation in the generator-side MMC system 
The measured cell capacitor voltages are also used as input signals for the cell 
voltage balancing controller [82], which is responsible for keeping their values at the 
preferred level (more information provided in Appendix A).   
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4.3 Wind Turbines - Power Generation under Different 
Loading Conditions 
4.3.1  Generator-Side  
Switching and conduction power losses have been calculated for the proposed 
generator-side converter systems. In the transformer-less concepts, all IGBTs switch at 
medium voltage above 2 kV, which results in the usage of press-pack IGBTs. Low 
voltage wind turbine equipped with transformer utilizes power module devices 
interconnected in parallel. Calculated switching power losses for each system are 
shown in Figure 4.9.  
Due to low switching frequency in system A (MMC converter), the resulting 
switching losses are substantially lower and kept on a similar level to high frequency 
switching operation of the conventional low voltage wind turbine. Under partial 
loading conditions, switching losses are lowest since major loss contribution coming 
from the RMS arm circulating currents is lowered while multilevel MMC performance 
with quasi-sinusoidal arm voltages practically eliminates any significant current peaks 
across the IGBT devices. 
On the other hand, relatively high current peaks in medium voltage 2-level 
converter units utilized in systems B and C, combined with high switching frequency 
become a major loss cause for these systems. 
In case of system B, proposed 2-level generator-side AC/DC converter generates 
approximately 90% of the total switching losses, whereas soft switching operation of 
the proposed DC/DC boost converter practically eliminates switching power losses 
coming from the DC/DC boost operation.  
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Fig. 4.9. Calculated switching power losses for different loading conditions. 
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In a similar manner to system A, the low switching frequency for AC/AC boost 
converter concept in system C makes it highly efficient with total switching loss 
contribution below 20%. 2-level converter unit used to re-charge cell DC capacitors 
contribute in total to more than 80% of the generated losses.        
In terms of conduction losses, the reference low voltage system with high switching 
frequency provides shortest conductive periods for IGBTs, which results in lowest 
conduction losses. Nevertheless, results show that system A with MMC circuitry also 
provides lowest conduction losses among the proposed transformer-less concepts.  
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Fig. 4.10. Calculated conduction power losses for different loading conditions. 
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Fig. 4.11. Calculated total power losses for different loading conditions. 
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In system B, 40% of the conduction losses come from an IGBT branch in DC/DC 
boost converter. In system C, 40% of the conduction losses are coming solely from the 
series-connected diodes in the bridge rectifier. 
Combined switching and conduction power losses are presented in Figure 4.11. It 
occurred that conventional 2-level low voltage converter provides most efficient 
operation under high loads, whereas MMC converter in system A generates lowest 
losses during low loads. Generator-side concepts proposed for systems B and C 
become not competitive to system A in terms of efficiency over the examined loading 
conditions.  
Similar results between systems A and REF show that the applied specific power 
profile at a certain location will be crucial in order to determine whether system A or 
REF has the highest overall efficiency.  
4.3.2 Grid-Side  
Grid-side units proposed for the transformer-less system consist of press-pack 
IGBTs with the identical number of dies (6 for IGBTs; 3 for diodes). In system C, 
registered power losses include switching operation of the clamping bridge, which is 
necessary to balance adjacent DC link capacitors of the NPC-5L topology.  
Switching losses of the grid-side candidates are shown in Figure 4.12. Both 
proposed NPC topologies generate more than 2 times the switching losses in 
comparison to the MMC and low voltage system.  
In a similar manner to the generator-side, conventional low voltage system has 
lower overall switching losses at high loads, whereas MMC becomes much more 
efficient during partial loads. 
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Fig. 4.12. Calculated switching power losses for different loading conditions 
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On the contrary to switching losses, generated conduction losses in each circuitry 
are maintained on a similar level.  Figure 4.13 presents conduction loss distribution 
among the converter candidates. Good thermal properties of the press-pack devices 
allow loss reduction by app. 0.1% in the medium voltage converters.    
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Fig. 4.13. Calculated conduction power losses for different loading conditions. 
According to Figure 4.14, calculated total power losses of the grid-side converters 
show that MMC topology becomes most efficient candidate over the entire loading 
range. The performance of the MMC circuitry on the grid operating with a nominal 
terminal voltage results in further loss reduction by 0.2% when comparing it to the 
generator-side MMC unit. 
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Fig. 4.14. Calculated total power losses for different loading conditions. 
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In summary, power generation of system A (back-to-back MMC) with press-pack 
devices becomes the most competitive solution among other proposed candidates for 
future transformer-less 10 MW wind turbines operating at 20 kV. Loss distribution is 
on the same level as for the conventional (REF) low voltage 2-level converter. 
In order to determine whether the MMC circuit allows increased energy production, 
an evaluation has to be applied over the specified power generation profile, which 
includes power generation distribution contracted by the particular utility operator.      
 
4.4 Qualitative Evaluation Assessment - Power Generation 
Distribution for Low Wind Site 
4.4.1 Input Data 
In order to compare wind turbine circuitries under different operating modes, a 
typical power-probability relation for a single turbine is introduced in Table 4.5. It 
includes many partial load hours, giving relatively low number of full load hours, 
which is the result of climate conditions and system operator demands.  
Highest probability of 30% occurs under full load, while lowest 6% is during no 
load conditions, when turbine is either out of service, or requested not to inject more 
than 1% of its rated power. 
Table. 4.5. Power generation distribution profile for low wind site*. 
Power [%] Probability [%] 
0 6.6 
1 5.9 
5 7.3 
10 8.3 
17 8.8 
28 8.9 
42 8.7 
60 8.1 
82 7.3 
100 30.1 
         *Source: Vestas Wind Systems A/S 
4.4.2 Data Conversion 
Measured wind turbine power generation at nominal loading is matched with the 
power generation distribution for low wind site by interpolated algebraic functions, 
which have been derived for power loss generation vs. loading states Ploss[%] = f(k[%]). 
Table 4.6 lists developed curves associated with the algebraic formulas. 
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Table. 4.6. Interpolated loss functions with regard to load conditions Ploss[%] = f(k[%]).  
System Generator-Side Grid-Side 
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4.4.3 Comparison Results 
According to the interpolated formulas provided in Table 4.6, expected wind 
turbine efficiencies are calculated from (4.25) for power levels provided in Table 4.5. 
Table 4.7 presents the calculated efficiency results ηN% for the analyzed wind 
distribution. Finally, the resulting weighted efficiency ηTOT is calculated from (4.26), 
which allows qualitative evaluation of the each proposed system. 
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Table. 4.7. Calculated efficiencies for the given power generation distribution profile. 
System η100% η82% η60% η42% η28% η17% η10% η5% η1% ηTOT Side 
REF 98.90% 98.87% 98.74% 98.44% 97.86% 96.68% 94.58% 89.78% 63.77% 88.93% GEN 
REF 98.89% 98.87% 98.77% 98.53% 98.06% 97.08% 95.33% 91.29% 68.08% 89.42% GRID 
A 98.67% 98.74% 98.73% 98.55% 98.07% 97.01% 95.05% 90.51% 65.33% 89.10% GEN 
A 98.87% 98.93% 98.98% 99.00% 98.94% 98.77% 98.41% 97.49% 90.58% 91.74% GRID 
B 97.53% 97.46% 97.24% 96.82% 96.05% 94.54% 91.92% 86.06% 56.97% 86.91% GEN 
B 98.25% 98.22% 98.08% 97.72% 97.01% 95.56% 92.99% 87.23% 58.23% 87.75% GRID 
C 97.05% 97.05% 96.99% 96.81% 96.44% 95.64% 94.20% 90.80% 70.41% 88.18% GEN 
C 97.94% 97.98% 97.89% 97.58% 96.89% 95.43% 92.81% 86.90% 57.45% 87.51% GRID 
Results in Table 4.7 show, that both resulting efficiencies ηTOT for the generator- 
and grid-side units in system A (marked red) are higher than for the conventional 2-
level back-to-back converter (marked blue). This means that for the analyzed power 
distribution profile, back-to-back MMC transformer-less concept provides higher 
annual energy production than the presently utilized system equipped with the 
step-up transformer.    
 
4.5 Quantitive Evaluation Assessment - Required Amount of 
Silicon in Wind Turbine Power Converters 
Amount of the required silicon material partly reflects cost of the component 
materials. In the transformer-less systems with press-pack devices, all utilized IGBT 
and diode capsules consist of parallel-connected dies [65, 66], each with an identical 
amount of silicon. Number of dies depends on the current rating and is listed in Table 
4.8. For system with power module devices, it is assumed that the enclosed power 
modules consist of parallel-connected IGBT and diode chips, as shown in Figure 4.15.  
 
Fig. 4.15. Die / chip dimensions in power module (left) and press-pack (right) devices.  
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Approximate amount of silicon for 4500 V press-pack dies and 1700 V power 
module IGBTs is provided according to the chip dimensions given in datasheets [65-
68]. 
Table. 4.8. Total number of the required dies / chips for each converter circuitry. 
System Number of IGBT dies / chips 
Number of diode 
dies / chips 
REF, Generator-Side 360 360 
REF, Grid-Side 360 360 
A, Generator-Side 936 468 
A, Grid-Side 936 468 
B, Generator-Side 576 384 
B, Grid-Side 504 378 
C, Generator-Side 900 762 
C, Grid-Side 720 800 
The total amount of silicon for diode and IGBT devices is presented in Figures 4.16 
and 4.17. The results show, that among the transformer-less concepts, system B 
requires the minimum amount of silicon for IGBT and diode elements (3 times more 
than for LV system REF). System A with back-to-back MMC requires approximately 5 
times more silicon than the conventional system with identical power ratings.   
The excessive number of diodes in system C is the result of the series-connected 
diode bridge rectifier on the generator-side, along with exponentially increased number 
of clamping diodes for the NPC-5L on the grid-side. 
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Fig. 4.16. Required amount of silicon in IGBT devices. 
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Fig. 4.17. Required amount of silicon for the diode devices. 
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Chapter 5  
Short Circuit Analysis 
 
5.1 Introduction 
Maximum short circuit currents are calculated for the system presented in Figure 
5.1. It includes a conceptual wind power plant consisting of 5 feeders interconnected in 
parallel. Each feeder is modelled according to the specification listed in Tables 3.5 - 
3.8.  
1
0
x4
0
0
 A
 
Fig. 5.1. Analyzed collector feeder system with marked ground fault locations. 
In total, 7 different grounding configurations are analyzed with regard to the 
maximum ground short circuit currents. In order to evaluate each grounding scheme, 
the thermal loading of the ground conductors is compared when internal ground faults 
are applied at each terminal 1-11 with different grounding configuration. The obtained 
results may determine which grounding requires the lowest cross-section areas for the 
ground conductor wires in order to properly withstand short circuit current. In this 
manner, the least expensive (lowest amount of copper material) grounding method can 
be utilized for a high number of interconnected wind turbines.  
The sizing of the circuit breakers located at each wind turbine and collector feeder 
terminals is made in a similar manner, according to the measured maximum short 
circuit currents that flow through the devices.  
Short circuit calculations are performed according to IEC standards [69, 70] for the 
given system ratings and short-time withstand currents I”k obtained from computer 
simulations. Due to lack of aggregated short-circuit models of the transformer-less 
wind turbine in the literature, detailed time-domain simulations of a single turbine are 
performed with respect to the applied grounding scheme.    
The final part presents concept for the short-circuit protection scheme, which 
particularly includes fault detection over the entire feeder cable network. In order to 
provide selective operation, current differential relays are proposed for the primary 
protection. Back-up and secondary protection can be realized by means of the over-
current directional elements, which are installed at each wind turbine and 
corresponding feeder terminals. 
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5.2 Solution Methodology  
5.2.1 Time-Domain Modelling 
The general workflow diagram for the short-circuit analysis is shown in Figures 5.2 
and 5.3. It is divided into 2 functional parts. The first part includes time-domain 
modelling of a detailed single wind turbine model, which is interconnected to the 
substation transformer with a single cable П section (Figure 5.2).  
1. Select Wind Turbine Topology
2. Select Grounding Configuration
3. Apply Faults at Wind Turbine Terminals
4. Measure and Extract Maximum RMS +/-/0 Seq. Currents 
Time-Domain Modelling
N1 - N2 - N3 
(0 – isolated, 1 - grounded)
1-1-1  ●   0-1-1  ●   0-0-1
1-1-0  ●   1-0-0   ●   1-0-1
0-1-0
1-phase-to-ground
2-phase-to-ground
3-phase-to-ground
System A (BtB MMC)
System B (DC/DC Boost + NPC-3L)
System C (AC/AC Boost + NPC-5L)
Input Constants
WTG SC Current Contribution
 
Fig. 5.2. General workflow diagram for time-domain SC analysis. 
According to the selected wind turbine topology, grounding configuration, 
operating conditions and fault handling strategy, different types of faults are applied at 
the wind turbine terminals. During the fault operation period, the instantaneous currents 
flowing through the wind turbine terminals are measured, and their maximum RMS 
values are transformed into the symmetrical sequence components via Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT). In this manner, maximum short circuit current contribution coming 
from a single wind turbine is obtained. 
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5.2.2 Phasor-Domain Modelling 
With values obtained from the detailed time-domain simulations, wind turbine short 
circuit contribution can be represented with an aggregated model. The aggregated wind 
turbine models are used to construct complete feeder network model, which consists of 
the 10 wind turbines connected according to figure 5.1. General workflow diagram for 
the phasor-domain analysis is presented in Figure 5.3. 
 
Fig. 5.3. General workflow diagram for phasor-domain SC analysis. 
The phasor-domain analysis is performed over the positive, negative and zero 
sequence network models. Maximum resulting symmetrical RMS short circuit currents, 
which flow through the ground conductor wire and which flow through circuit breaker 
poles are measured and used to calculate thermal equivalents and breaking currents in 
order to determine the required ratings for the circuit breakers and the required cross-
section areas of the ground wires.  
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5.3 Design Constraints 
5.3.1 Grounding Conductor Wires 
According to Table 3.10, all 3-core cable sections have been sized for nominal 
current loading by selecting the cross section thickness of the core. In case of copper 
screens, fixed thickness of 16 mm2 is provided by the manufacturer. It is also assumed 
that all screens of each cable section are solid bonded on both sides in order to 
minimize common-mode voltage and to comply with safety requirements [32]. As 
semi-conductive screens are not sized to carry load currents, the shield is typically a 
fraction of the size of the phase conductor. During cable ground fault, the damage to 
the shield is more likely than the damage to the phase conductor.  
In order not to over-dimension whole cable installations just for short-circuit current 
withstand capability, an extra bare conductive wire is routed in a trench along with 
cables in Figure 5.4. This wire provides an “effective” ground for cable neutral 
conductor bonding, so that it takes over a desired amount of fault current. Furthermore, 
flexible sizing of the bare conductor allows controlling ground impedance resistive 
value, thus making it more independent from the terrain and soil quality, especially at 
low frequencies. 
...
G
rounding C
onductor 2-3
 
Fig. 5.4. Collector feeder grounding system with cable screens bonding method.   
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Cable screens are grounded (bonded) on both sides with an impedance. Its main 
role is to limit fault currents to the level, which screens in adjacent cable sections are 
able to withstand. According to the grounding configuration, connection between 
system neutral points: N1, N2, N3 and ground conductor wire sections N forms a short 
circuit current path for the analyzed system. 
As a starting point for the short-circuit analysis, it is assumed that each feeder 
consists of N = 10 sections with separate grounding conductor wires - each with an 
initial cross-section area of 16 mm2.  
According to cable manufacturers, each single 16 mm2 copper wire can carry 
maximum 1 s ground current of ITH(1s) = 2.45 kA, which results in maximum allowable 
temperature τ2 = 250 0C. 1 s maximum current ITH(1s) is converted to its thermal 
equivalent for fault period Tk according to:  
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Based on formula (5.1), cable thermal constraints can be calculated when: 
• Tk(21ms) - both wind turbines and the utility contribute to the short circuit 
current. Wind turbines inject nominal active and reactive currents:  ITH(21ms). 
• Tk(80ms)   -  only utility contributes to the short circuit current, with all wind 
turbines operating in block mode:  ITH(80ms). 
Parameters ITH(21ms) and ITH(80ms)  are calculated from: 
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where: 
τ0 = 50 0C    ground conductor wire initial temperature (nominal loading conditions). 
τ2 = 250 0C    ground conductor wire maximum allowed temperature from datasheet [58].  
s = 16 mm2   ground conductor wire thickness.  
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c = 2.50 J/(cm3·K) copper specific heat.   
α = 3.9·10-3  K-1  copper temperature coefficient.  
γ0 = 47 (µΩ·m)-1 copper conductivity at τ0. 
τ1   ground conductor wire temp. after Tk(21ms) = 21 ms. 
τAV   ground conductor wire mean temp. during utility SC contribution [58].  
γAV   copper conductivity at τAV. 
 
Figure 5.5 marks red area, in which calculated thermal equivalent coordinates for an 
initial 16 mm2 grounding conductor wire, where the SC current contributions must be 
fitted in order to withstand fault conditions. 
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Fig. 5.5. Maximum allowed thermal capability of 16 mm2 ground conductor. 
5.3.2 Circuit Breakers 
According to figure 5.6, 24 kV circuit breakers in isolated systems are sized against 
3-phase faults and since tripping is made after block mode, breakers must handle only 
fault currents coming from the utility.  
 
Fig. 5.6. Marked SC current locations for feeder (left) and WTGs (right) circuit 
breakers sizing. 
Rated short circuit breaking current IBRK(80ms) is used as a standard parameter to 
dimension circuit breakers located at wind turbine and collection feeder terminals. It is 
composed of the AC component IBRK(AC) and DC component IBRK(DC) at a time of 
breaker tripping instant. According to IEC standard [70], calculated breaking current 
IBRK(80ms) is referred to its equivalent consisting of 30% of the DC component for a peak 
value of the maximum short circuit current equal to 2.5·ISC, where ISC ≈ IBRK(AC) is rated 
short time withstand current after Tk(80ms) period.  
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Equation (5.7) is used in order to convert calculated DC component from (5.8) into 
referred 30% value for its equivalent short circuit breaking current: 
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Percentage ratio of the DC component IBRK(DC) is calculated from:  
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where: 
TBRK = 60 ms    breaker operating time. 
TR = 20 ms    relaying time 
τf   system time constant in form of L/R ratio for fault loop  impedance. 
Values for rated breaking current [kA] under the maximum short circuit [70]: 
6.3 8 10 12.5 16 20 25 31.5 40 50 63 
 
5.4 Short-Circuit Analysis of a Single Wind Turbine    
As shown in Figure 5.7, the analyzed system includes single wind turbine, single 
cable PI section, substation transformer and grid. Faults are applied directly at the wind 
turbine terminals. Fault operating sequence is shown in Table 5.1.  
 
Fig. 5.7. EMTDC/PSCAD time-domain simulations for WTG SC contribution. 
Prior to the fault mode, wind turbine extracts the maximum rated power from the 
wind, which corresponds to the worst-case scenario. During the first cycle of fault 
occurrence, both wind turbine and the utility contribute to the resulting fault current. 
During this period, wind turbine operates with full reactive current injection according 
to the grid code requirements provided by E.ON Netz Grid Code [71].  
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Table. 5.1. Fault timing sequence and system behaviour for internal feeder faults. 
Event Time [ms] 
Internal ground fault within collector feeder network 00.00 
Fault detection algorithm detects internal fault within cable system and sends message to 
all wind turbine units.  20.00 
Signals for fault occurrence are received by all operating wind turbines. Block operation 
of the power converter is initiated 20.00 
Wind turbine power converter is in block mode. Wind turbines do not contribute to short 
circuit current. 21.00 
Feeder and wind turbine circuit breakers trip. Utility does not contribute to short-circuit 
current. 80.00 
 
After the 1st cycle, fault detection mechanism detects an internal fault within the 
collector feeder network. As a result, block signal is sent to wind turbine converter, 
which blocks the wind turbine operation by switching off all IGBTs in the converter 
branches. The block action takes places after 100 µs from the 1st cycle. From this point, 
only utility supplies fault, and is disconnected by means of the wind turbine and feeder 
circuit breakers. According to datasheet [72], 24 kV circuit breaker requires 3 cycles to 
break the short-circuit current, so that fault is cleared after 80 ms from fault occurrence 
(60 ms interrupting time + 20 ms relaying time).  
According to the described fault operating sequence, time domain simulations have 
been performed with regard to the wind turbine converter design, grounding method 
and the type of fault. Figures 5.8-5.10 demonstrate measured wind turbine 
instantaneous currents with an effective grounded configuration 1-1-1. Currents are 
registered separately at the grid-side converter terminals and at C filter terminals. Both 
currents are summated in order to obtain the resulting RMS sequence short circuit 
currents. All current waveforms obtained for each system and grounding mode are 
available in the Appendix F.  
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Fig. 5.8. 1-phase to ground fault for system A, grounding mode: 1-1-1 
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SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 1-1-1
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Fig. 5.9. 1-phase to ground fault for system B, grounding mode: 1-1-1 
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 1-1-1
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Fig. 5.10. 1-phase to ground fault for system C, grounding mode: 1-1-1 
According to the simulation results for grounding 1-1-1, it is observed that systems 
A, B and C provide similar resulting short circuit current contributions. Pre-fault 
conditions for all systems remain identical, where nominal currents flow through each 
wind turbine terminals. Right after the fault occurrence, fault-ride through strategy is 
initiated. With the compliance to E.ON Netz grid code - apart from pre-fault active 
current flow, a nominal reactive current is injected, which results in an increased 
overall current feeding the fault. In other words, both active and reactive currents in 1 
pu are injected during the first cycle. In this period, all systems contribute equally to 
the applied short circuit current.   
After the 1st cycle of fault ride through operation, block mode is initiated by 
switching off all the existing IGBTs within the converter circuitry. Converters in 
systems A, B and C instantly break phase currents, which results in solid short circuit 
of the parallel C filter branches. As a result, C filter capacitors discharge and release its 
energy into the fault. Due to lack of series resistance in fault commutation path, 
discharging current takes form of a damped oscillations with a resonant frequency fres, 
which is driven by the series connection of the LC elements. In case of system A with 
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MMC topology, lower oscillations occur due to smaller C filter that is necessary to 
suppress dv/dt effect.  
During block mode - which lasts for 3 cycles, total energy dissipates from the C 
filter. Finally, WTG breaker trips and disconnects the wind turbine under no loading 
conditions.  
RMS symmetrical sequence current components are obtained by FFT transform of 
the instantaneous values Iabc_WTG. The obtained phase current harmonics are 
transformed into the sequence component harmonics with a symmetrical 
transformation matrix (FFT block). The transformed sequence component harmonics 
are converted into an instantaneous sinusoidal values with an inverse FFT block and 
summated, as shown in Figure 5.11.  
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Fig. 5.11. Implemented EMTDC/PSCAD tool for the extraction and RMS 
computation of the symmetrical sequence component currents. 
Finally, the RMS values are calculated for the instantaneous sequence currents 
I120_WTG. Obtained maximum RMS sequence current values over the entire short 
circuit period are the representation of wind turbine short circuit current contribution. 
With this method, calculated final RMS values observed in Figure 5.10 are delayed by 
2 cycles (40 ms) to the referred time frame. 
According to the described methodology, derived maximum RMS sequence 
currents for each grounding configuration and for each wind turbine topology are 
presented in form of radar graphs in Figure 5.12. Among different converter circuitries, 
it is visible that system A (MMC) provides the minimum short circuit current 
contribution for any type of fault and for most grounding configurations. On the other 
hand, system B (NPC-3L) injects the highest short circuit currents for most grounding 
configurations. This can be explained by means of the DC link capacitance required for 
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the system B, which significantly lowers the resulting wind turbine zero sequence 
impedance.  
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Fig. 5.12. Resulting WTG SC current contributions for different grounding modes. 
Figure 5.13 presents an example of the SC current commutation path in healthy 
phase through common DC link capacitance for each system. It is observed that by 
blocking MMC cells, SC current by-passes all cell capacitances and flows only through 
cell diodes and small harmonic common DC link capacitor CDC(MMC). According to the 
results from 5.12, MMC feature of having the cascaded DC link instead of the common 
one leads to the lowest resulting SC loop impedance among the other grid-side 
converter topologies. 
 
 
Fig. 5.13. SC current commutation path for 0-1-0 grounding mode in a 1-phase fault. 
Due to its lowest short circuit current contribution, system A is selected for 
further investigation of optimal grounding scheme over the entire feeder network. 
 For phasor-domain modelling, measured maximum RMS short circuit current 
contribution used as an input parameter is shown in form of current symmetrical 
sequence components in Figure 5.14. Due to the negligible zero sequence component 
for a symmetrical 3-phase fault, thermal loading of ground conductor wires is analyzed 
only with regard to the 1-phase and 2-phase fault types.  
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Fig. 5.14. System A, WTG SC current contributions for different grounding modes. 
5.5 Short-Circuit Analysis of a Single Collector Feeder   
Figure 5.15 presents a collector feeder model, which is used for the short circuit 
analysis in the phasor domain. Collector feeder system is modelled with a parameter 
values according to Tables 3.10-3.12. Wind turbines are represented either as 
controlled current sources with values obtained from Figure 5.14 (wind turbine short 
circuit contribution), or with sequence impedances (utility short circuit contribution).  
 
Fig. 5.15. Collector feeder system representation for the frequency-domain analysis. 
In order to simplify short circuit calculations, each contribution is analyzed 
separately. Final short circuit current distribution across grounding wires is obtained 
with superposition of the short circuit current coming from the utility, adjacent feeders, 
and wind turbines located on the faulted feeder.      
5.5.1 Utility Short Circuit Current Contribution 
Schematic representation of the analyzed circuit is presented in Figure 5.16.  Wind 
turbine and substation transformer neutrals are grounded according to the examined 
grounding configuration. 
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Fig. 5.16. Impedance network model for the utility short circuit current contribution. 
According to figures 5.15-5.16, following statements are derived: 
• Maximum ground fault currents will flow during asymmetrical ground faults: 1-
phase-to-ground or 2-phase-to-ground faults, where positive and negative sequence 
currents contribute to the ground current.  
• For systems with opened utility ground path, maximum phase short circuit currents 
will flow during 3-phase faults. Therefore, circuit breakers will be sized for 3-phase 
SC currents when N3 point is isolated (grounding configurations 1-1-0; 1-0-0; 0-1-
0; 0-0-0).  
According to the statements above, sequence circuit diagrams are derived for: 1-
phase-to-ground (Fig. 5.17a), 2-phase-to-ground (Fig. 5.17b) and 3-phase-to-ground 
(Fig 5.17c). The diagrams include resulting impedances consisting of cable PI sections 
Zcable, wind turbines impedances ZWTG, transformer impedance Ztrafo, transformed grid 
impedance Zgrid and grid voltage Vgrid. 
 
Fig. 5.17. Resulting impedance network models for different ground fault types.  
Due to embedded tertiary delta winding of the substation transformer, it is assumed 
that the zero sequence grid impedance Zgrid(0) does not influence analyzed system. 
Resulting sequence impedances are calculated from: 
( ) ( )[ ] ( ) ( )[ ] 11)1(WTG1)1(grid)1(trafo)1(cable11)1(WTG1)1(ABC1 ZZZZZZZ −−−−−− +++=+=   (5.9) 
( ) ( )[ ] 11)2(WTG1)2(grid)2(trafo)2(cable2 ZZZZZ −−− +++=     (5.10) 
( ) ( )[ ] 11)0(WTG1)0(trafo)0(cable0 ZZZZ −−− ++=      (5.11) 
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In order to provide accurate values for sequence impedances of a mutually coupled 
substation transformer and wind turbine model, an impedance scan is made through 
detailed EMTDC/PSCAD time-domain simulations under its normal operation. It is 
therefore expected that the transformer core is dimensioned to avoid saturation effect 
during the short circuit period and wind turbine converters are in block mode. Resulting 
parameter values for all sequence impedances used for short circuit modelling are 
provided in Table 5.2.  
Table. 5.2. Sequence impedance values for symmetrical component analysis 
Component Positive Sequence Negative Sequence Zero Sequence 
single cable section* Zcable(1) = 29.454 mΩ Zcable(2) = 29.454 mΩ Zcable(0) = 9.818 mΩ 
wind turbine (WTG)** ZWTG(1) = 0.5·10-6 + j2 ZWTG(2) = 0.5·10-6 + j2 
ZWTG(0)(1-1) = 0.125·10-4   - j7.09 
ZWTG(0)(1-0) = 0.118·10-1 + j6.93 
ZWTG(0)(0-1) = 0.272·10-4   - j128.14 
ZWTG(0)(0-0) = ∞ 
transformer (M = j0.675 Ω) Ztrafo(1) = 80.399 mΩ Ztrafo(2) = 80.399 mΩ Ztrafo(0)(1) = 79.418 mΩ Ztrafo(0)(0) = ∞ 
transformed grid  
(20 kV level) Zgrid(1) =  2 Ω Zgrid(2) =  2 Ω - 
*  all cable sections in feeder have identical design, and are connected in parallel in order to maintain required current 
ratings.  
**  values for wind turbine impedances are provided only as a part of complete methodology description. In this work, the 
worst-case scenario is examined, which assumes that all wind turbines are disconnected, i.e. ZWTG = ∞.   
AC components of ground RMS short circuit currents IGND(AC) constitute triple zero 
sequence currents, and are calculated according to the equations (5.12-5.13) derived 
from Figure 5.18a, b (cmax = 1.1). Maximum RMS value for 3-phase short circuit ISC(AC) 
is calculated from (5.14) according to Figure 5.18c. 
3
V1
3
V1
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Fig. 5.18. Symmetrical sequence component method for the SC analysis. 
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Figure 5.19 shows AC component distribution of the maximum SC currents for the 
circuit breaker dimensioning. In this analysis, it is further assumed, that worst case 
scenario applies, where all wind turbines remain disconnected from the feeder 
before fault occurrence (ZWTG(1) = ZWTG(2) = ZWTG(0) →  ∞).  
In case of a ground short circuit current IGND(utility)(AC) used for ground conductors 
sizing, results include systems with both grounded and isolated utility neutral, as shown 
in Figure 5.20.  
According to the results, circuit breakers located at each terminal shall be sized 
against asymmetrical ground faults for the utility grounded systems, and against 3-
phase symmetrical faults for the utility isolated systems.  
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Fig. 5.19. AC component of the SC current measured at each circuit breaker poles. 
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Fig. 5.20. Measured AC component of the SC ground current flowing through 
grounding conductor in each section. 
5.5.2 Wind Turbine Short Circuit Current Contribution 
Each wind turbine current contribution is represented as a sequence current source 
with values from Figure 5.14, obtained from time-domain simulations of a detailed 
wind turbine model. Input values differ according to the examined grounding 
configuration and type of fault.  
As wind turbines do not contribute to the short circuit after switched to block mode, 
the wind turbine short circuit contribution is analyzed only with regard to the 
grounding wire dimensioning. In this manner, only the most critical 1-phase and 2-
phase ground fault currents are analyzed.  Ground current contribution coming from 3 
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phase to ground faults is negligible (below 2%) of the nominal line currents due to its 
symmetrical characteristics. 
Schematic representation of the analyzed circuit is presented in Figure 5.21. Wind 
turbine and substation transformer neutrals are grounded according to the examined 
grounding configuration. 
 
Fig. 5.21. Impedance network model for the wind turbines SC current contribution. 
 
Fig. 5.22. Resulting impedance network models for different ground fault types.  
Due to the mutual coupling of the substation transformer, standard circuit laws are 
applied to calculate the maximum ground short circuit current contributions coming 
from each wind turbine. Figure 5.22 shows 6 derived circuitries, where fault loop 
differs with regard to the applied grounding scheme and fault type. Table 5.3 lists 
derived formulas for maximum ground current contribution IGND(WTG)(AC). 
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Table. 5.3. Ground current contribution formulas for the SC analysis. 
Drawing on 
Fig. 5.22 Mathematical Formulas for Calculating Ground Current IGND  
a)  = 1|2|0 + 1|2|0 + 1|2|0  (5.15) 
b) 
 = 1|2|0 + 1|2|0 + 1|2|0 (5.16) 
 = 1|2|0 − 1  +  ∙  1|2|0 ∙
  
  + 1|2|0 ∙
!
  + 1|2|0 ∙
!
 " + 1|2|0 + 1|2|0  (5.17) 
c) # = −$1|2|0 ∙  + 1|2|0 ∙ ! + 1|2|0 ∙ !% ∙ 1  +   (5.18) 
d) & = 1|2|0 + 1|2|0 + 1|2|0  (5.19) 
e) 
1 = '1|2|0 ∙ ! − $ 1|2|0∙  +1|2|0∙!+1|2|0∙!%∙!  +  + 1|2|0 ∙  + 1|2|0 ∙ !( ∙ ' +  −
!2
 +  (
−1
  
(5.20) 
) = 1|2|0 + 1|2|0 + 1|2|0 − 1 − 1  (5.21) 
) = 1|2|0 + 1|2|0 + 1|2|0 − 1 − 1  (5.22) 
) = 1|2|0 + 1|2|0 + 1|2|0  (5.23) 
f) 
1 = *1|2|0 ∙ ! + 1|2|0 ∙  + 1|2|0 ∙ ! − $1|2|0 ∙  + 1|2|0 ∙ ! + 1|2|0 ∙ !%+ ∙ ' +  − !
2
 +  (
−1
 
(5.24) 
1 = $1|2|0 ∙  + 1|2|0 ∙ ! + 1|2|0 ∙ ! − 11|2|0 ∙ !% ∙ 1  +   (5.25) 
, = −$1 + 1%  (5.26) 
 
 
Distribution of the obtained ground short circuit currents IGND(WTG)(AC) flowing 
through ground conductors in each section is presented in Figures 5.23, 5.24. The 
lowest ground currents are obtained for grounding configuration 0-1-0 both in case of 
1-phase-to-ground and 2-phase-to-ground faults. 
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Fig. 5.23. Distribution of  grounding wire currents under 1-phase ground faults.  
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 3.40 kA             3.02 kA                2.64 kA            2.28 kA             1.90 kA             2.28 kA             2.66 kA              3.04 kA            3.42 kA              3.80 kA
 1.24 kA             1.10 kA                0.96 kA            0.80 kA             0.70 kA             0.84 kA             0.98 kA              1.12 kA            1.26 kA              1.40 kA
10.36 kA            11.54 kA            12.21 kA          12.68 kA           13.05 kA           13.32 kA           13.58 kA             13.76 kA        13.95 kA           14.10 kA
 
Fig. 5.24. Distribution of grounding wire currents under 2-phase ground faults. 
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After calculating the short circuit current contributions coming from the utility and 
from the wind turbines, all analyzed grounding configurations can be compared by 
means of:  
• required mean thickness of the grounding conductor wire per length,  
• required ratings of circuit breakers for wind turbine and feeder protection. 
5.6 Comparison of Grounding Systems 
5.6.1 Minimum Ratings of Circuit Breakers 
Maximum breaking currents are calculated according to (5.7) supported by the 
results from Figure 5.19. Table 5.4 provides data for all selected circuit breakers in 
each terminal 1-11. Systems with isolated neutral of the substation transformer require 
the lowest specified ratings of a 6.3 kA circuit breakers in each terminal.   
Table. 5.4. Circuit breaker ratings for terminals 1-11. 
 IBRK(80ms) for N3 = 1 
Terminal 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
IBRK(80ms) [kA] 7.41 7.73 7.89 8.02 8.12 8.21 8.29 8.37 8.44 8.51 8.58 
IBRK(NOM) [kA] 8 8 8 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
 IBRK(80ms) for N3 = 0 
Terminal 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
IBRK(80ms) [kA] 5.25 5.31 5.23 5.22 5.21 5.21 5.20 5.20 5.20 5.20 5.21 
IBRK(NOM) [kA] 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 6.3 
 
5.6.2 Minimum Grounding Wire Thickness per Length 
Grounding conductor wires in each section must withstand maximum fault currents, 
which are represented as thermal equivalents ITH according to equation: 
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dtii
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    (5.27) 
The resulting thermal equivalents ITH, which come from the utility and the 
interconnected wind turbine short circuit current contributions, are calculated from 
[69]:  
 ( ) ( )( )2)AC)(utility(GNDms2102)AC)(utility(GND)AC)(WTG(GND)ms21(TH ImIII ⋅++=  (5.28) 
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 ( ) )AC)(utility(GNDms80ms21)ms80(TH Im1I ⋅+=     (5.29) 
Heat effect factor m(Tk1|Tk2)  reflects the share between AC and DC components over 
the resulting thermal equivalent ITH(Tk2). It is related to fault loop impedance Zf 
modelled with time constant τf. Heat effect factor m is calculated from: 
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The resulting thermal equivalents are calculated separately for periods when both 
wind turbines and the utility operate, and when only utility remains operational. 
According to detailed time domain simulations, zero sequence alternating current 
controller of the wind turbine converter practically eliminates the DC component from 
the overall short circuit current provided by the turbine. As a consequence, DC 
component is only included as a part of the short circuit current coming from the utility. 
Results of the calculated thermal equivalents for different ground faults in systems 
with a single feeder are presented in Figures 5.25 and 5.26. The maximum allowable 
operating area (marked red) for initial 16 mm2 wire thickness is imposed from figure 
5.5. Graphs show, that systems with grounded N3 neutral require increased thickness of 
16 mm2 ground wires to withstand fault conditions. 
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Fig. 5.25. Calculated resulting thermal equivalents of ground wires for 1-phase faults.  
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Fig. 5.26. Calculated resulting thermal equivalents of ground wires for 2-phase faults.  
Finally, Table 5.5 provides the required mean thickness per length of a grounding 
conductor wire for each single feeder with regard to the number of interconnected 
feeders and grounding configurations. Grounding 0-1-0 requires minimum amount of 
copper, and allows interconnecting 5 non-isolated feeders while equipped only with a 
16 mm2 grounding wire for each section.  
A conventional system REF with galvanically isolated turbines is added as a 
reference, which is grounded solely by the substation transformer. In system REF 
equipped with feeder zig-zag transformers, only utility contributes to the ground fault. 
Table. 5.5. Required mean thickness of copper for each applied grounding mode. 
Grounding 1-1-1 1-0-1 0-1-1 0-0-1 1-1-0 1-0-0 0-1-0 REF 
 Mean thickness per length [mm2 / km] 
Nominal thickness 16 
1 Feeder 40 40 40 40 16 16 16 26 
2 Feeders 48 48 48 50 18 18 16 26 
3 Feeders 58 58 58 62 26 26 16 26 
4 Feeders 70 70 70 74 34 34 16 26 
5 Feeders 82 82 82 86 42 42 16 26 
According to the results obtained from the short circuit analysis, selected 
system for final evaluation is wind turbine A (Back-to-Back MMC) with 
grounding configuration 0-1-0. Final evaluation includes analysis of the fault 
detection operating algorithm over the collector feeder network with a single connected 
wind turbine. Detailed time domain simulations are performed in EMTDC/PSCAD 
software, which include complex wind turbine and protection relay models. 
Simulations are necessary to provide information whether the selected grounding will 
provide sufficient sensitivity and selectivity of the proposed fault detection mechanism.        
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5.7 Line Differential Current Fault Detection Scheme  
Proposed primary protection of the collector feeder network is line differential 
scheme, which provides absolute selectivity over the specified protection zone 
established between terminals 1 and 11, as shown in Figure 5.27. Proposed differential 
relay measures and summates instantaneous input phase current signals from each 
terminal 1-10, and compares its resulting value with the output current leaving terminal 
11. If the difference between measured signals idiff is above the established differential 
threshold, then tripping logic signal is sent to power converter and circuit breakers. 
In order to simplify analysis of the proposed fault detection scheme, saturation 
effect of current transformers during short circuit is neglected in a similar manner as for 
the substation transformer.  
!fault0iii )ABC(11
10
1i
)ABC(idiff →≠−=∑
=
 
Fig. 5.27. System schematic representation for the validation of the differential fault 
detection scheme.  
The proposed relay model is based on Siemens SIPROTEC 4 [73], and 
EMTDC/PSCAD time domain modelling approach is derived directly from 
experimentally validated model in [74]. Input parameters for the relay settings are 
provided in Table 5.6 according to the methodology presented in [75]. Validation of the 
proposed concept includes selectivity check by applying faults at locations I-IV. Relay 
should trip only during internal faults II and III.  
Operating speed of the applied detection methods is registered, which should be 
below TR = 20 ms.  Sensitivity is examined by applying high resistive internal faults, 
which relay can still detect. In order to minimize risk for false tripping during external 
faults in real conditions, simulations include wind turbine operating with active and 
reactive current injection schemes according to the fault ride through requirements.     
Table. 5.6. Relay input settings for differential short circuit protection [73].  
Parameter Value Parameter Value 
Relay P1 setting 1.10 Pick-up value for phasor Idiff>ON 0.2 
Relay P2 setting 0.03 Pick-up value for charge Idiff>>ON 0.05 
Relay P3 setting 0.10 Seal-in time Td 100 ms 
Minimum differential current Idiff> 0.0118 Inrush restraint ratio γinrush 15 % 
Minimum differential charge Idiff>> 0.05 Maximum inrush peak Iinrush(MAX) 16.13 A 
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On the basis of [74], 2 independent fault detection algorithms are implemented: 
phasor comparison IDIFF and charge comparison QDIFF. Relay detects fault state 
between 0.8-0.9 s with the differential thresholds represented by restraint values: 
Ires_phasor and Ires_charge , which should be below measured differential values: 
accordingly Iop_phasor and Iop_charge. Figures 6.27-6.30 show registered parameter values 
for 1-phase, 2-phase and 3-phase faults at each I-IV terminal.  
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Fig. 5.28. Operational Iop and restraint Ires parameter values for fault at terminal I. 
Fault II (1-phase-to-ground fault) 
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Fig. 5.29. Operational Iop and restraint Ires parameter values for fault at terminal II. 
Fault III (1-phase-to-ground fault) 
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Fig. 5.30. Operational Iop and restraint Ires parameter values for fault at terminal III. 
Fault IV (1-phase-to-ground fault) 
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Fig. 5.31. Operational Iop and restraint Ires parameter values for fault at terminal IV. 
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It is clearly seen that the differential values Iop are exceeding the restraint ones Ires 
for each type of fault only when the fault is applied at II or III terminal (Fig. 5.29, 
5.30). On the contrary, the restraint values Ires are above their differential equivalents 
Iop for any fault type, only when the fault is applied at I or IV terminal (Fig. 5.28, 5.31). 
Table 5.7 shows calculated values of the operating speed for internal faults along 
with the maximum fault resistances, at which relay can still detect fault. Measured 
values show that feeder cable network for the proposed wind turbine converter design 
and selected grounding configuration can be reliably protected even against highly 
resistive faults, which practically eliminates soil resistivity concerns. 
Table. 5.7. Measured selectivity and sensitivity of the applied short circuit protection 
scheme. 
Fault Terminal II III 
Fault Type 1ph-G 2ph-G 3ph-G 1ph-G 2ph-G 3ph-G 
Operating speed 
(fault detection instant) 5 ms 5 ms 5 ms 5 ms 5 ms 5 ms 
Maximum detectable fault 
resistance 375 Ω 455 Ω 430 Ω 365 Ω 425 Ω 430 Ω 
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Chapter 6  
Conclusions and Future Work 
6.1 Conclusions 
Increasing power ratings of the multi-MW wind turbines already provide problems 
related to the space arrangements of their electrical systems. Developed multi-parallel 
converter units, along with filter modules, cables and a step-up transformer need to be 
placed close to each other in the nacelle to minimize losses caused by the excessive 
currents. In order to reduce such currents in the nacelle and provide the possibility for 
flexible space arrangements not only within the nacelle, but also on the base platform 
inside the tower, a transformer-less turbine concept has been proposed, where turbine 
components operate at the medium voltage level.  
Medium voltage power converters differ from their low voltage equivalents. Due to 
the limited voltage capability provided by the available semiconductor switches, 
multilevel topologies are favoured, which result in lower filtering requirements along 
with lower switching losses. In this project, 3 medium voltage converter systems are 
analyzed: A, B and C. System A is a back-to-back MMC converter, which is commonly 
used in HVDC application. System B consists of the generator-side 2-level converter, 
DC/DC boost unit and a grid-side NPC-3L converter. System C is made of a series-
connected full-bridge cells on the generator-side, and a grid-side NPC-5L converter. 
The conclusions supported by the results derived from this work are as follows:  
• Among the analyzed 3 converter candidates for the medium voltage transformer-less 
wind turbine, it has occurred that under steady-state operation, the back-to-back 
MMC converter (system A) generates lower power losses for the applied power 
generation distribution profile, thus surpassing the other candidates: systems B and 
C by 6% and 5% respectively. This can be explained by means of the low switching 
frequency for the MMC topology.   
• Calculated losses of the conventional low voltage 2-level converter in the 
comparison with back-to-back MMC consisting of 4500 V / 340 A press-pack 
IGBTs have shown that system A has higher weighed efficiency by 2% for the 
applied power generation distribution profile. The low voltage 2-level converter 
with 1700 V / 450 A has higher efficiency during peak loads, whereas MMC 
becomes more efficient during low loads.  
• The total volume of the required silicon in IGBT press-pack devices used for the 
medium voltage converters is the highest in system A (100%). Systems B and C 
require 58% and 87% respectively. In case of silicon for the press-pack diodes, 
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system C requires highest amount: 167%, whereas system B needs 81% of the total 
amount in system A.   
• The results obtained from the time domain simulations during short circuit analysis 
have shown, that the back-to-back MMC circuitry provides lowest maximum short 
circuit current contribution for all kind of ground faults located at the grid-side wind 
turbine terminals. By blocking IGBTs in all cells, large cell capacitors are diode 
blocked, which results in the lowest contribution. In systems B and C with common 
DC link, equivalent capacitors cannot be diode blocked. As a result, common DC 
link leads to a higher short circuit current contribution of each single turbine.    
• Due to galvanic coupling between the transformer-less wind turbine and a collector 
distribution network, 3 neutral points have been defined: N1, N2 and N3, which 
ground potentials constitute entire grounding scheme N1-N2-N3. In this work, N1 
point is a wind turbine generator neutral; N2 is a DC link midpoint with grid-side C 
filter formed by the wind turbine back-to-back VSC power converter; N3 is a 
substation transformer neutral. Each point can be either solid grounded (1), or 
isolated (0). In such arrangement, each feeder cable section is impedance grounded 
via screens on both sides  to a external grounding wire (two points bonding). 
• For all analyzed grounding schemes, well-known problems found in the 
conventional transformer-equipped turbines - related to the excessive inrush currents 
coming from the energization of the step-up transformer - are eliminated. No 
additional grounding equipment (e.g. zig-zag transformers, grounding switches, etc.) 
is necessary in case of the collector feeder islanded operation, since ground fault can 
be instantly detected with the proposed scheme due to coupled zero sequence 
networks between the wind turbines and cables. 
• Among N1-N2-N3 grounding configurations, lowest temporary ratings of the feeder 
breakers and grounding wires during cable short circuit period is obtained with 
back-to-back MMC system for 0-1-0 grounding scheme,  when only its DC link 
midpoint and C filter capacitors are grounded. In such configuration, amount of the 
additional copper required for the wind power plant consisting of 50 wind turbines is 
0 mm2 / km. It occurred that schemes 1-1-0 and 1-0-0 require 26 mm2 / km of extra 
copper, whereas systems grounded through N3 point require it more than  60 mm2 / 
km.    
• The line current differential protection scheme has been modelled and tested in time 
domain EMTDC/PSCAD simulations, which role is to detect ground faults within 
the feeder cable network, and differentiate them from faults located at the wind 
turbine terminals. Differential protection consists of the current sensors located at 
each wind turbine terminal, and current sensors at the feeder terminals. Differential 
relay operates by summating all measured instantaneous currents within the 
established protection zone, where sum should be ideally zero.  
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• The proposed current differential protection scheme for fast and selective cable 
ground fault detection in a feeder consisting of the transformer-less wind turbines 
with back-to-back MMC converter has properly reacted on ground faults located 
only within its protection zone. It can be therefore considered as a primary fault 
detection mechanism for feeder distribution network. In comparison to the presently 
utilized over-current directional relays for low voltage systems, no intentional time 
delay is required in case of ground faults for coordinated protection between feeder 
and a turbine.  
6.2 Novelty and Contributions 
At present, no comprehensive research related to medium voltage transformer-less 
wind turbines has been provided. Some fundamental aspects, which have been covered 
in this work, form a list of following contributions: 
• Defined technical challenges and potential issues related to future development of 
the transformer-less wind turbines. Obtained results define a list of topics for the 
next generation research projects related to the successful implementation of the 
transformer-less wind turbines.   
• Proposal of three different power conversion philosophies A, B and C for the 
medium voltage transformer-less wind turbines, along with the specific converter 
circuitries. System A consists of a 2-stage conversion AC/DC - DC/AC, while 
systems B and C consist of 3-stage conversions: AC/DC - DC/DC - DC/AC and 
AC/AC - AC/DC - DC/AC respectively. Main focus is put on a modular design 
strategy and operation within the  imposed insulation limits. In this manner, 
proposed systems can be optimized for stacking arrangements and scaling according 
to the desired collector grid voltage and power levels.  
• Proposed method for the modelling of modular multilevel converter (MMC) with 
derived three abstraction levels varying with regard to the complexity and 
functionality. In order to develop EMTDC/PSCAD simulation model and accurate 
loss model for system A, 3 theoretical models have been created, which allow 
implementation and verification of the selected control and modulation algorithms 
under the specified voltage and power ratings. 1st model is used to design and 
optimize high level control, and consists of MMC arms represented by ideal voltage 
sources. 2nd model is used to design and optimize modulation scheme, and consists 
of MMC arms represented by the levelized voltage sources. 3rd model is used to 
design and optimize low level control, and consists of MMC arms represented by the 
distributed cell capacitors.  
• Developed Excel sizing tool for the MMC. Sizing tool has been made in order to 
properly size hardware circuit components for the generic HVDC application, but 
can be adapted for system A. It includes LC filter sizing procedure against arm 
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circulating currents, possible resonances and DC link faults. Certain modifications 
adapt its algorithms into the transformer-less wind turbine application (lack of the 
2nd harmonic arm C filter, transformer, etc.).   
• Proposed and experimentally validated 4.5 kV / 340 A IGBT-PP hybrid power loss 
estimation method, suitable for systems in the medium voltage area. Utilized 
sample-based method for power loss estimation has been verified through the set of 
switching tests conducted under the real device. It calculates generated in time-
domain simulation conduction and switching losses in the IGBT based on the 
instantaneous gate and current signals, along with an interpolated switching energy 
curves. The method has been applied to estimate losses for the medium voltage 
transformer-less wind turbine solutions: A, B and C.     
• Method of the grounding system design with regard to the ground wire and circuit 
breaker sizing under the cable ground faults in the transformer-less collector 
feeder systems. Short circuit analysis is divided into time domain and phasor 
domain. Time domain analysis is used to define aggregated transformer-less wind 
turbine models, which can be conveniently used in phasor-domain sequence network 
analysis as independent short circuit current contributions. In this manner, wind 
turbine short circuit behaviour is decoupled from the feeder network configuration, 
and depends only on the grounding method of the feeder neutral (N3 point).  
• Proposed ground fault detection method for the collector cable systems consisting 
of the future transformer-less wind turbines. Removal of the transformer results in 
problems related to the coordinated protection between wind turbines and a feeder 
against the ground faults. Analyzed current differential protection operates only 
within the marked protection zone, which covers only feeder cable network. In this 
manner, cable ground faults are detected instantly and distinguished from the wind 
turbine internal faults. 
6.3 Future Work 
6.3.1 Economical Aspects 
    The results from losses analysis of the different medium voltage power converter 
candidates provide insights over the power losses of systems A, B and C when they 
operate at the specified power generation distribution profile. For the given 10 MVA 
wind turbine mission profile, annual energy production (AEP) can be calculated when 
improved with calculated losses coming from the LC filter and the generator.  
Wind power plant availability and the maintenance annual periods can be calculated 
by known lifetime of the utilized components. Lifetime of the power converter 
topologies should be further examined based on possible redundant modes during 
failures of the semiconductor switches. Obtained availability and maintenance periods 
can be translated into operating expenditures (OPEX). 
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Calculated required amount of silicon, amount of copper for the ground wire, LC 
filters size and breaker ratings can be altogether translated into the bill of materials, 
which summated form capital expenditures (CAPEX).  
AEP, OPEX and CAPEX parameters can be eventually used to provide the 
economical comparison of the entire wind power plant consisting of the transformer-
less wind turbines by calculating the levelized cost of energy (LCOE).  
6.3.2 Collector Feeder Network Configurations 
    In this work, only radial feeder network configuration has been examined with chain-
connected wind turbines. This type of configuration is the most common, as it requires 
lowest number of cables interconnecting wind turbines. However, such configuration 
for multiple 10 MVA turbines provides new problems related to the limited current 
capabilities of the available cable break elbows (600 A) [22], which may result in longer 
maintenance periods and less safer handling of the each turbine. Hence, different 
network configurations should be investigated with regard to the short circuit analysis: 
ring feeder, looped feeder, bifurcated feeder and more [79].  
Proposed short circuit analysis method with the assumed identical cable sections can 
be conveniently adapted to the various network configurations with the accordingly 
modified sequence networks in the phasor domain analysis. 
6.3.3 66 kV Feeder Network 
Due to the limited current ratings of the presently available medium voltage 
components (i.e. IGBTs, circuit breakers), analysis of the transformer-less wind turbines 
has been performed for the 20 kV voltage level at the grid-side. Further voltage increase 
up to 66 kV or even higher level is possible with the proposed topologies, yet applied 
hardware components will have to be significantly overrated, thus not utilizing their full 
potential and increasing overall cost of the system.  
Nevertheless, future large offshore wind turbines are likely to operate at 66 kV, 
which is aimed at minimizing the conductive losses in the feeder cable network and the 
substation transformer. In order not to install overrated devices at a higher cost, a future 
analysis can be considered with a voltage partly reduced by the autotransformer 
installed at the wind turbine terminals.  
6.3.4 Wind Turbine Primary and Feeder Back-up Protection 
    Apart from the analyzed primary differential short circuit protection for the feeder 
cable network, a search for both feeder back-up and wind turbine primary protection is 
required. For the systems where wind turbine is solid grounded with at least one point, a 
further analysis of the over-current directional relay is suggested [80]. More 
sophisticated methods are required for systems with isolated neutral, which include 
sineφ measurement and transient ground fault relay [81].  
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A. System A: Back-to-Back MMC 
A.1 Introduction 
Figure A.1 presents a schematic diagram of the proposed concept. As MMC has an 
independent AC/DC conversion feature and maintains high number of voltage levels, an 
idea is that the generator-side can be kept at lower AC voltage, limited by the generator 
insulation system.  
 
Fig. A.1    The schematic representation of system A. 
This system is proposed for the relatively low difference between generator AC and 
grid AC voltages. Unwanted voltage surplus is clamped by the unused generator-side 
MMC cells. On the other hand, grid-side MMC can perform normal operation at 
requested grid voltage level.  
In practice, generator voltage should be kept at high level (e.g. 15 kV) due to cell 
balancing problems and low cell switching frequency connected with decreasing 
number of operating voltage levels. 
A.2 MMC Operating Principles - Abstraction Levels 
Following circuit candidates are referred as: 
 A:  system with controllable voltage sources per arm/leg (simplest). 
 B: system with distributed DC voltage sources per arm/leg. 
 C: system with distributed capacitors per arm/leg (most complex).  
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Fig. A.2    Grid-side circuit candidates with varying aggregation level of complexity. 
A.3 MMC - General Control Architecture 
a. Introduction 
Following chapter contains description of MMC control algorithm, which includes 
high-level AC current control, zero-sequence control, DC voltage control, arm energies 
balancing control, low-level cell voltage balancing controller and PWM modulator.  
Control algorithm is made in a generic form, so that it can be easily adapted to 
different topologies and different ratings.  
b. Electrical Sensors - Location 
Figure A.3 shows displacement of the required current and voltage sensors in order 
to properly operate MMC system.  
PQ CONTROL
AC CURRENT CONTROL
PQ CONTROL
AC CURRENT CONTROL
 
Fig. A.3    Sensor locations for all required measured electrical signals. 
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Following controllers are involved for each side: 
 PQ power controller (only grid-side unit): 
 - x3 phase AC current sensors placed after C filter branches [iAC(A) | iAC(B) | iAC(C)]. 
 - x3 phase AC voltage sensors placed after C filter branches [vAC(A) | vAC(B) | vAC(C)]. 
 DC voltage controller (only grid-side unit):  
 - x2 DC voltage sensors placed between each DC pole and common-mode point [vDC(U) | vDC(L)]. 
 AC current controller:  
 - x3 phase AC current sensors placed between converter legs and C filter branches [iAC(A) | iAC(B) | iAC(C)]. 
 - x3 phase AC voltage sensors placed after C filter branches [vAC(A) | vAC(B) | vAC(C)]. 
 DC voltage balancing (zero-sequence) controller:  
 - x2 DC voltage sensors placed between each DC pole and common-mode point [vDC(U) | vDC(L)]. 
 Arm energy compensating controller:  
- x6 arm DC current sensors placed between cells and arm reactors [iarm(AU) | iarm(BU) | iarm(CU) | iarm(AL) | 
iarm(BL) | iarm(CL)]. 
- x6 arm DC voltage sensors placed between pole and arm reactors [varm(AU) | varm(BU) | varm(CU) | varm(AL) |    
varm(BL) | varm(CL)]. 
- x2 DC current sensors placed on each pole [iDC(U) | iDC(L)]. 
- x2 DC voltage sensors placed between each DC pole and common-mode point  [vDC(U) | vDC(L)]. 
 Cell voltage balancing controller (only abstraction level C):  
- Nx6 DC voltage sensors placed across each cell capacitor (where N = number of cells per arm).  
A.4 Abstraction Level A - Control Architecture 
a. Introduction 
Generalized control diagram is shown in Figure A.4. As a result, complete control 
system is divided into 4 units according to the controlled merit. Output arm voltage 
references are obtained by summating output signals from the decoupled DC circuit and 
AC circuit controllers. 
 
Fig. A.4    Abstraction Level A - Schematic Control Structure. 
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b. PQ Power Controller (Only Grid-Side Unit) 
PQ controller is implemented by calculating active Pg and reactive Qg power at the 
WTG output terminals. For this reason, PI controllers are implemented along with a 
feedback loop. Iq_ref and Id_ref are user-input values, which specify desired active and 
reactive powers accordingly (in [pu]). Global Iq_ref and Id_ref output values further enter 
into AC current controller. 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A.5    PQ Power Controller - EMTDC/PSCAD implementation. 
Fault Ride Through Strategy (only Grid-Side Q Power Controller) 
During external fault operation (low grid voltage), specific control strategy is 
applied for the grid-side PQ controller. According to grid voltage measured at PCC Vpcc, 
its value is compared to the nominal one, and then per-unitized.  
Obtained voltage difference is then sent to X-Y table function, which output reactive 
current value is set according to specific grid code standard (Ireactive[∆Vpcc] function). 
This value is then added/subtracted from user-set reference value Id_ref, and the resulting 
value is used to properly compensate output reactive power according to the 
requirements. 
 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
Fig. A.6    FRT Strategy according to German Grid Code [71] - EMTDC/PSCAD implementation. 
c. DC Voltage Controller (Only Grid-Side Unit) 
DC voltage controller consists of a feed-back loop and a PI controller. Input user-set 
reference signal Edc_ref is set in [pu] mode. Measured input DC pole-to-CM point 
voltages Edc1 (upper) and Edc2 (lower) are firstly per-unitized (Edc1_pu & Edc2_pu) and later 
sampled (Edc1_s & Edc2_s) with specified sampling frequency. Base voltage Ebase for all 
latter conversions is set to be half of the DC-link voltage.  
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Final output values Edc_x and Edc_y correspond to upper and lower DC voltage 
references, and are further sent to AC current controller as input references.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A.7    DC Voltage Controller - EMTDC/PSCAD implementation. 
d. AC Current Controller + DC Link Balancing Controller 
Input reference parameters for AC current controller are Iq_ref and Id_ref from PQ 
power controller and Edc_x, Edc_y, Edc1_s, Edc2_s from DC voltage controller for the grid-
side unit. Input measured parameters are phase currents Ia, Ib, Ic phase voltages Va, Vb, 
Vc.  
Measured merits are firstly per-unitized (Ia_pu, Ib_pu, Ic_pu, Ea_pu, Eb_pu, Ec_pu) and later 
pre-sampled (Ia_s, Ib_s, Ic_s, Ea_s, Eb_s, Ec_s) with the specified sampling frequency 
Sampling.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A.8    AC Current Controller, Signal Measurement/Sampling/PU. 
Base voltage Ebase for all latter conversions is set to be half of the DC-link voltage. 
Base current Ibase for all latter conversions is calculated from:  Ibase = Ebase / Sbase, where 
Sbase is base power equal to nominal WTG power [MVA]. 
Next step is to transform pre-sampled voltages and currents from ABC to dq0 frame. 
In dq frame used for AC current control, converted pre-sampled phase currents are Id_s 
and Iq_s, while converted phase voltages are Vd_s and Vq_s.  In 0 frame used for DC link 
balancing control, converted pre-sampled phase current is I0_s. 
For ABC/dq0 conversion, Theta parameter representing a rotating angle is set 
manually with a signal generator. Assuming symmetrical grid and generator conditions 
under normal operation along with constant frequency mode, Theta can be ideally 
modelled by saw-tooth periodic carrier. Frequency fbase of such carrier is equal to the 
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grid/generator frequency. Initial phase of such signal will correspond to the initial phase 
value set to the grid/generator Thevenin source. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A.9    AC Current Controller, Theta measurement/generation - EMTDC/PSCAD implementation. 
DC link balancing control is implemented by creating control loop between 
differential DC voltage Edc1_s, Edc2_s and transformed zero-sequence AC current I0_s. 
Obtained signal difference after PI controller E0_ref is used as a 0-frame component in 
dq0/ABC transformation for final output AC reference voltages.  In this manner DC 
link voltage imbalance between upper pole-to-CM point and CM point-to-lower-pole is 
compensated.  
Next step is to compensate arm reactor transfer function within AC current 
controller. For this reason, user-specified arm inductance Larm is included and per-
unitized. Firstly, arm inductance is converted into reactance Xarm = 2π·fbase·Larm. 
Secondly, Zbase is defined as: Zbase = Ebase / Ibase. Thirdly, per-unitized value Xarm_pu is 
obtained: Xarm_pu = Xarm / Zbase. Finally, additional parameter must be entered by the 
user, which is line-to-line RMS nominal AC voltage Eac [kV].  
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Fig. A.10   AC Current Controller, ABC/dq0 transformation + feedback control loop. 
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After AC current control loop shown in Fig. A.10, output dq0 voltage references 
Ed_ref, Eq_ref are transformed back into ABC frame through dq0/ABC transform. In order 
to avoid DC link voltage imbalance, 0-sequence component E0_ref is also included. In 
this manner, no rising DC-offset shall appear. Final output values [pu] from AC circuit 
control are Ea_ref_s, Eb_ref_s, Ec_ref_s. 
e. Arm Energy Compensating Controller 
This controller is explicit only for MMC circuitry. Its role is to control DC circuit 
through compensating resulting arm energies and keep them balanced under any grid 
abnormal condition. Input measured parameters are: 
 measured arm (cell) voltages: Earm_1, Earm_2, Earm_3, Earm_4, Earm_5, Earm_6. 
 measured arm currents: Iarm_1, Iarm_2, Iarm_3, Iarm_4, Iarm_5, Iarm_6. 
 measured pole DC currents: Idc1, Idc2. 
 measured common-mode (ground) current: Ignd 
Per unitized parameters (from previously defined Ebase and Ibase) are: 
 per-unitized arm currents: Iarm_1_pu, Iarm_2_pu, Iarm_3_pu, Iarm_4_pu, Iarm_5_pu, Iarm_6_pu. 
 per-unitized pole DC currents: Idc1_pu, Idc2_pu. 
 per-unitized common-mode (ground) current: Ignd_pu. 
Pre-sampled parameters (from defined new sampling rate Sampling_E) are: 
 pre-sampled arm currents: Iarm_1_s, Iarm_2_s, Iarm_3_s, Iarm_4_s, Iarm_5_s, Iarm_6_s. 
 pre-sampled pole DC currents: Idc1_s, Idc2_s. 
 pre-sampled common-mode (ground) current: Ignd_s.  
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A.11   Arm Energy Compensating Controller, Signal Measuring / Sampling / PU. 
Next step is to calculate arm energies, which is realized by multiplying and 
integrating measured arm voltages Earm_s [kV] with corresponding arm currents Iarm_s 
[kA]. In order to eliminate possible parasitic ground current influence Ignd on the 
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controller, ⅙ of its measured and sampled value Ignd_s is subtracted from upper arm 
currents Iarm_123_s, and summated to the lower arm currents Iarm_456_s. It is therefore 
assumed that Ignd is distributed equally among each arm. Such assumption is correct to 
high degree, as upper and lower arms share identical AC voltage references along with 
arm reactor inductance/resistance values.        
Obtained parameters are: Energy_Au, Energy_Bu, Energy_Cu, Energy_Al, 
Energy_Bl, Energy_Cl [MJ]. Mode parameter specifies whether converter generates AC 
power (+1), or consumes (-1). At the same time, circulating DC current is averaged in 
order to further minimize ground component Ignd influence. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.  A.12    Arm Energy Compensating Controller, Arm Energy Calculation. 
Theoretical Analysis 
Theoretical analysis is based on MMC fundamentals described by its inventor R. 
Marquardt.  The analyzed converter model with marked characteristic parameters is 
shown below: 
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Fig. A.13  MMC Fundamentals - current and voltage distribution across MMC arms and phase legs. 
Each arm is represented as a controlled voltage source with a sinusoidal voltage 
output. The arm currents consist of two parts, i(t) which flows to the output of the 
converter and IC that circulates in the leg, thus loading and unloading it with energy. 
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 The output current is equally divided between the upper and lower arms. This leads 
to the equation of the upper arm current: 
 ( )ϕω ++= tsini
2
1I)t(i NmCP       (A.1) 
where: 
 im - peak output current. 
 ωN - output angular pulsation. 
 ϕ - phase shift between voltage and current. 
If the 3-phase system is symmetrical, the circulating current in each phase IC is equal 
to 1/3 of the total DC link current IDC: 
 DCC I3
1I =        (A.2) 
The current modulation index m is given by: 
 
C
m
I2
i
m
⋅
=        (A.3) 
Substituting equations (A.1) and (A.2) into (A.3) leads to: 
 ( )( )ϕω +⋅+⋅= tsinm1I
3
1)t(i NDCP      (A.4) 
The upper arm voltage vp(t) and voltage modulation index k can be expressed as 
following: 
 ( )tsinv
2
V)t(v
2
V)t(v NmDCNDCp ω⋅−=−=     (A.5) 
 
DC
m
V
v2k ⋅=        (A.6) 
where: 
 vm - peak line/neutral AC output voltage. 
 VDC - pole/pole DC link voltage. 
Substituting (A.4) with (A.5) and (A.6) leads to: 
 ( )( )tsink1
2
V)t(v NDCp ω⋅−⋅=       (A.7) 
The active power PAC supplied by the converter to the grid can be represented as: 
 ϕϕϕ cosmk
2
P
cosmk
2
IV3
cos
23
iv2P DCCDCmmAC ⋅⋅⋅=⋅⋅⋅
⋅⋅
=⋅
⋅
⋅⋅
=   (A.8) 
where: 
 PDC - transferred DC power. 
Ignoring the converter losses (PDC = PAC), the current modulation index m from 
equation (A.3) can be expressed through voltage modulation index k: 
 
ϕcosk
2
m
⋅
=        (A.9) 
According to equations (A.8) and (A.9), signals of interests are obtained from:  
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2
q
2
dm iii +=  
2
q
2
dm vvv +=  
m
q
i
i
cos =ϕ  
DC
m
V
v2
k
⋅
=  
where: 
 id - d-axis current (reactive power). 
 iq - q-axis current (active power). 
 vd - d-axis voltage. 
 vq - q-axis voltage. 
Parameters id, iq, vd, vq are obtained from previously described AC current controller 
accordingly as: Iq_s, Id_s, Eq_s, Ed_s. Mathematical implementation in EMTDC/PSCAD 
environment is shown in Fig. A.14. cosφ is modelled as cos_fi.  
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Fig. A.14     Arm Energy Compensating Controller, Operating Principle. 
After defining signals of interest, next part is to establish an arm energy balancing 
mechanism. In order to do so, first thing is to define possible directions for arm energy 
fluctuations of each single arm and leg. As shown in Fig. A.15, each phase leg may 
exchange energies with corresponding legs in horizontal direction (between phases), 
and internally within its upper and lower arm in vertical direction (between arms).  
In order to reflect this phenomenon on a mathematical ground, so-called differential-
mode energies En_ABC_DIFF and common-mode energies En_ABC_SUM are 
introduced, which values under ideal conditions should remain constant in time and 
equal either to 0 (differential-mode), or to the reference DC component En_ref_SUM 
(common-mode). 
 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A.15    Arm Energy Compensating Controller, Differential-Mode and Common-Mode Energies. 
Following differential-mode and common-mode energies are defined as: 
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- for phase leg A:   
2
Al_EnergyAu_EnergyDIFF_A_En −=
       
2
Al_EnergyAu_EnergySUM_A_En +=
 
- for phase leg B:   
2
Bl_EnergyBu_EnergyDIFF_B_En −=
  
2
Bl_EnergyBu_EnergySUM_B_En +=
 
- for phase leg C:   
2
Cl_EnergyCu_EnergyDIFF_C_En −=
  
2
Cl_EnergyCu_EnergySUM_C_En +=  
Horizontal Balancing 
After defining common-mode energies En_ABC_SUM, desired circulating current 
references Icirc_ABC_H for each arm can be individually set. Horizontal balancing can 
be successfully realized with DC component control of the circulating current. Firstly, 
assuming ideal symmetrical operation, in order to fulfil condition (A.10), calculated 
circulating current IC_ref should be: 
 
4
coskiI mref_C
ϕ⋅⋅
=
      (A.10) 
Under real conditions, value calculated from (A.10) should be however improved by 
including calculated common-mode energies. Therefore, a P regulator is added with 
hard limiter, which controls circulating current so that corresponding common-mode 
energy value is equal to arm energy reference En_arm_ref. If it is below, circulating 
current DC component reference increases above the value from (A.10) until it charges 
the corresponding leg.  
On the other hand, when calculated common-mode energy value is below 
En_arm_ref, then circulating current decreases below the value from (A.10) in order to 
discharge corresponding leg to the desired level.   
Upper and lower threshold limits should be adjusted individually to maintain 
optimal compromise between dynamic performance (high thresholds - fast response) 
and component ratings (low thresholds - low arm ripple currents and voltages). 
Reference value En_arm_ref = Earm_ref is calculated according to user-set 
parameters, and it represents measured nominal amount of the DC energy stored within 
a single arm. Its value can be derived from specified number of cells per arm N and cell 
capacitance Ccell. 
Assuming that at any time, N cells will be always inserted within each phase leg, 
nominal arm energy is obtained according to formula: 
 

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

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Fig. A.16     Calculation of Arm Energy Reference Signal. 
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Fig. A.17      Arm Energy Compensating Controller, Nominal (Reference) Arm DC. 
Circulating current DC component references Icirc_A_H, Icirc_B_H, Icirc_C_H are 
compared with the measured ones. Measured DC components of circulating currents are 
obtained by summating measured arm currents flowing across each arm. In this manner, 
only uni-directional current values appear. Therefore, their values for each phase are 
calculated from:     
 2
II
I s_4_arms_1_arm)A(circ
+
=
     (A.12) 
 2
II
I s_5_arms_2_arm)B(circ
+
=
     (A.13) 
 2
II
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+
=
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Fig. A.18      Arm Energy Compensating Controller, Horizontal Balancing. 
All feedback loops are realized via PI controllers (fig. A.18). Obtained output 
reference voltages for horizontal balancing are: Ecirc_A_H, Ecirc_B_H, Ecirc_C_H. 
 
Vertical Balancing 
After defining differential-mode energies, desired circulating current references 
Icirc_ABC_V for each arm can be individually set. Vertical balancing can be successfully 
realized with bi-directional AC component control of the circulating current.  
Assuming that AC circuit phase voltage references are identical for upper and lower 
arms, it can be seen that AC currents flow in opposite direction towards the grid.  
By injecting bidirectional AC component circulating current, resulting AC currents 
of upper and lower arm become unequal. This is because resulting AC current on the 
upper arms is subtracted, while on the lower arms is summated. Therefore, a voltage 
difference appears between upper and lower arm, which forces flow of the differential 
AC current.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig. A.19     Arm Energy Compensating Controller - Vertical Balancing. 
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Such current is set to flow based on measured differential-mode energy. When 
En_ABC_DIFF > 0, it means that upper arm has higher energy than the lower arm. So 
the resulting AC current is formed to discharge upper arm and at the same time charge 
lower arm. Similar, when En_ABC_DIFF < 0, it means that lower arm has higher 
energy than the upper arm. So the resulting AC current is formed to discharge lower 
arm and at the same time charge upper arm. 
In practical implementation, low pass filters are included for differential-mode 
energy measurements mainly to eliminate non-compensated AC 1st harmonic 
component (fig. A.20). P controllers are used to obtain necessary circulating current 
instant values Icirc_ABC_V. 
Finally, circulating currents must be converted to reference arm voltages Ecirc_ABC_V. 
Simulation cases have shown, that for most optimal performance these voltages need to 
be synchronized / locked in phase with measured AC grid voltages Eabc_s, and further 
phase shifted by arm impedance argument Zarm(arg): 
 
0
(arg)armarm
arm
arm
(arg)arm 90Z,0RforR
X
arctanZ =≅






=   (A.15) 
Phase tracking of each phase individually is realized through FFT block by 
extracting fundamental component phases Eabc_s_P of each AC phase voltage.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A.20 Arm Energy Compensating Controller, Phase Synchronization for Vertical Balancing. 
Then, circulating currents constitute rotating magnitudes of the circulating voltage 
references Ecirc_ABC_V. These references are formed as sinusoidal signals with initial 
phase dictated by summated Eabc_ref_P + Zarm(arg) values, magnitude dictated by Icirc_ABC_V 
values and frequency set to base value fbase. Final voltage references for circulating 
current arm energy compensating control are Eabc_circ_ref_s given by: 
 ( )H_A_circV_A_circs_ref_circ_a EEE +=     (A.16) 
 ( )H_B_circV_B_circs_ref_circ_b EEE +=
  
  (A.17) 
 ( )H_C_circV_C_circs_ref_circ_c EEE +=     (A.18) 
It should be noted that common-mode energies En_SUM consist ideally not only of DC 
component, but also of parasitic 2nd harmonic AC component. If not compensated, this 
harmonic component will enter into circulating current reference.  
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As a result, parasitic 2nd harmonic will be injected into arm currents of each phase. 
As each phase is controlled independently, these 2nd harmonic components may become 
+/-/0 sequence, adding unnecessary losses and distortions.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A. 21    Arm Energy Compensating Controller - Harmonic Component Compensation for Differential- 
   and Common-mode Energies. 
In order to eliminate issues related with 2nd harmonic, two solutions are possible:   
 apply low-pass filters for common-mode energies En_SUM, which will allow 
filtering 2nd harmonic component (control option). 
 apply 2nd harmonic arm capacitors across split arm reactors for harmonic trap 
in each phase leg (hardware option). 
 
A.5 Abstraction Level B - Control Architecture 
a. Introduction 
Generalized control diagram is shown in Fig. A.22. All controllers: design and their 
operating principles remain identical as for abstraction level A. The only difference is 
that PWM Modulator block is added, which modulates AC reference voltage waveforms 
for each cell individually.  
Output 0/1 logic signals are then summed up, summated with DC arm reference 
voltages,  divided by user-set number of cells per arm N, and finally multiplied by Ebase. 
In this manner, levelized arm voltage sources are obtained.     
• Upper arm energy 
• Lower arm energy 
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÷
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Fig. A.22     Abstraction Level B - Schematic Control Structure. 
b. PQ Power Controller, DC Voltage Controller, AC Current Controller,  
Arm Energy Compensating Controller 
All implementation procedure is identical as for abstraction level A. Considered 
output parameters are: 
 from AC Current Controller (+ DC Link Balancing Controller): 
Ea_ref_s, Eb_ref_s, Ec_ref_s 
 from Arm Energy Compensating Controller:  
 EaU_circ_ref_s, EbU_circ_ref_s, EcU_circ_ref_s, EaL_circ_ref_s, EbL_circ_ref_s, EcL_circ_ref_s 
 
c. PWM Modulator 
Each phase PWM modulator block consists of individual N cell modulators, for 
which each is represented by a single carrier waveform. Modulation is made by phase-
shifting carriers at a constant angle. AC voltage references Ea_ref_s, Eb_ref_s, Ec_ref_s are 
asymmetrically re-sampled every half-carrier interval times number of cells per arm N. 
Re-sampled values are sent to cell comparators, which output logic signals for each cell 
operation. 
As input variables are voltage reference signals from AC Current Controller 
Eabc_ref_s, first thing is to specify required new input constants. These are: switching 
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(carrier/cell) frequency fcarrier and re-sampling frequency Resampling. Switching 
frequency fcarrier is defined as a product of nominal frequency fbase and a user-set pulse 
ratio p. Re-sampling frequency of the AC voltage references, which will be used when 
comparing to carrier is defined as a double product of switching frequency fcarrier and 
number of cells per arm N. 
fcarrier*ppulse ratio [-] 5 p
fbase
Resampling*fcarrier
N
*
2
 
Fig. A.23     PWM Modulator, Defining Input Constants - EMTDC/PSCAD implementation. 
Next thing is to determine phase shift [deg] between each carrier according to 
number of cells (carriers) N. This is realized by following formulas below. Ready values 
are implemented as global substitutions within the dialog box. 
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These parameters are necessary in order to provide accurate sample delay for input 
voltage references and initial phase of each carrier signal. Absolute sample delays [s] 
are calculated according to: 
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Fig. A.24     PWM Modulator, Reference Sample Shifting per Cell. 
(A.21) 
 
 
(A.22) 
(A.19) 
 
(A.20) 
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Initial phase of each carrier signal is obtained by individually delaying sampling 
clock for each cell over the calculated value. Binary ON delay block accompanied with 
AND logic gate delivers desired logic pulse train for re-sampling AC voltage reference 
signal. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A.25     PWM Modulator, Reference Sample Shifting per Cell. 
Finally, re-sampled reference values are compared with carrier waveforms, which 
results in output cell 2·N switching 0/1 signals for each phase: Eabc(1-N)u_d, Eabc(1-N)l_d.      
 
 
 
 
Fig. A.26     PWM Modulator, Final PWM Logic Signals.  
d. Firing Signals - Abstraction Level B 
Final voltage signals are obtained by summating/subtracting DC circuit control 
signals with AC circuit control signals. DC circuit control signals include circulating 
current reference signals Eabc_circ_ref_s and DC voltage reference signal Eabc_DC_s is 
calculated from [pu]: 
        (A.23)  
Final voltage signals [pu] are obtained from: 
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Signals that directly enter into arm controlled voltage sources are also pre-multiplied 
by Ebase to convert from [pu] to [kV]: 
 
 
  
 
 
Fig. A.27     Abstraction Level B: Resulting arm voltage signals. 
A.6 Abstraction Level C - Control Architecture 
a. Introduction 
Generalized control diagram is shown in Fig. A.28. All controllers and PWM 
modulator: design and their operating principles remain identical as for abstraction level 
B. The main difference is that signals from DC circuit control are not injected directly 
into arm voltage sources, but rather used as a reference cell voltage values for additional 
cell voltage balancing controller. Furthermore, as arm voltage sources are replaced by 
cell capacitors, each cell voltage must be now measured individually to control its 
value.  
Cell voltage balancing control action takes place before PWM modulation, which 
allows controlling each AC reference voltage separately. As a result, DC and AC circuit 
control signals summate before PWM modulation and not after, as has been discussed 
in the abstraction level B.  
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Fig. A.28    Abstraction Level C - Schematic Control Structure.  
b. PQ Power Controller, DC Voltage Controller, AC Current Controller,  
 Arm Energy Compensating Controller 
All implementation procedure is identical as for abstraction level A. Considered 
output parameters are: 
 from AC Current Controller (+ DC Link Balancing Controller): 
Ea_ref_s, Eb_ref_s, Ec_ref_s 
 from Arm Energy Compensating Controller:  
 EaU_circ_ref_s, EbU_circ_ref_s, EcU_circ_ref_s, EaL_circ_ref_s, EbL_circ_ref_s, EcL_circ_ref_s 
c. Cell Voltage Balancing Controller [82] 
Cell balancing controller block is based on [82] and consists of three individual 
phase leg controllers, where input variable signals are: 
 measured upper and lower arm cell voltages: Vc(1-N)_AU, Vc(1-N)_AL, Vc(1-N)_BU, Vc(1-N)_BL,  
 Vc(1-N)_CU, Vc(1-N)_CL. 
 circulating current reference signals: EabcU_circ_ref, EabcL_circ_ref. 
 DC voltage reference signal: Eabc_DC_s. 
 AC voltage reference signals: Eabc_ref_s. 
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Input constants include user-set P controller gains / limits, sampling frequency 
Sampling_B, base voltage Ebase and number of cells per arm N. First step is to sample 
all entering measured cell voltages with Sampling_B value. 
Sampled Ecell(1-N)_abcU_s, Ecell(1-N)_abcL_s signals can be now used to properly regulate 
DC cell voltages within each single cell. Reference cell voltages Vcell_abc_ref_s are [kV] 
calculated from: 
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Fig. A.29     Reference cell voltages with DC Circuit & Circulating Current Control. 
These voltages are compared with each measured cell voltage across upper and 
lower arm in the corresponding leg. P controllers are used to compensate difference 
between signals. Finally, desired command signals for DC circuit control are added to 
common AC voltage reference, which results in 2N individual AC voltage references 
for each phase Eabc(1-N)U_s,  Eabc(1-N)L_s  integrated with DC circuit command. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A.30     Measured cell voltage sampling and cell voltage control. 
d. PWM Modulator 
All implementation procedure is identical as for abstraction level B. The only 
difference is cell voltage reference input signal, which for abstraction level B was pure 
AC reference voltage Eabc_ref_s, identical for each cell. 
Now, each cell has its own input reference Eabc(1-N)UL, re-sampled cell reference 
values are compared with carrier waveforms, which results in output cell 2N switching 
0/1 signals for each phase: Eabc(1-N)u_d, Eabc(1-N)l_d.  
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Fig. A.31  PWM modulator - individual cell voltage references instead of common one.  
e. Firing Signals - Abstraction Level C 
Switching 0/1 signals for each phase from PWM modulator: Eabc(1-N)u_d, Eabc(1-N)l_d 
correspond to switching operation of each cell according to: 
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Logic signals are then directly transferred as inputs to IGBT gate drivers, which 
inter-switch each cell according to their values.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. A.32     Abstraction Level C: Resulting IGBT Logic Signals. 
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A.7 Energization Sequence for System A  
Figure A.33 shows back-to-back MMC system with marked AC contactors BRK1-
4_ABC and DC making switches BRK1-23_DC. Start-up procedure is valid for 
abstraction level B at the generator-side and for abstraction level C at the grid-side. 
Table A.1 Energization sequence for BtB MMC system (System A).  
lp. Unit Parameter Pre-State Activation Time Post-State Parameter
1 Generator‐Side PQ Controller
Id_ref_G  =  0 
Iq_ref_G  = -1
ON 0.00 s ON
Id_ref_G  =  0 
Iq_ref_G  = -1
2 Generator‐Side AC Current Controller ON 0.00 s ON
3 Generator‐Side Circulating Current Controller ON 0.00 s ON
4 Grid‐Side PQ Controller
Id_ref    =  0 
Iq_ref    =  1 ON 0.00 s ON
Id_ref    =  0 
Iq_ref    =  1
5 Grid‐Side DC Voltage Controller ON 0.00 s ON
6 Grid‐Side AC Current Controller ON 0.00 s ON
7 Grid‐Side Circulating Current Controller ON 0.00 s ON
8 Generator‐Side Insertion Resistors BRK1_ABC, BRK2_ABC
R1_ABC    = 100 OHM
R2_ABC    = 100 OHM
BRK1_ABC  =  CLOSE 
BRK2_ABC  =  OPEN
ON 0.20 s OFF
BRK1_ABC =  OPEN 
BRK2_ABC =  CLOSE
9 Grid‐Side Insertion Resistors BRK3_ABC, BRK4_ABC
R3_ABC    = 100 OHM
R4_ABC    = 100 OHM
BRK3_ABC  =  CLOSE 
BRK4_ABC  =  OPEN
ON 0.20 s OFF
BRK3_ABC =  OPEN 
BRK4_ABC =  CLOSE
10 DC Bus Breakers BRK5_DC, BRK6_DC
BRK5_DC   =  OPEN 
BRK6_DC   =  OPEN
OFF 0.16 s ON
BRK5_DC  =  CLOSE 
BRK6_DC  =  CLOSE
11 Auxiliary DC Voltage Breaker BRK7_DC
V_DC      =  36 kV (1 pu) 
BRK7_DC   =  CLOSE
ON 0.60 s OFF
V_DC      =  0 kV (0 pu) 
BRK7_DC   =  OPEN
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Fig. A.33    Insertion Resistors & Breaker Locations for Energization Mode. 
During start-up sequence, generator-side is energized by means of virtual DC 
voltage source, which gets disconnected after arm energies from system B reach their 
nominal values. Grid-side unit is firstly galvanically isolated from the generator-side, 
which allows preliminary cell capacitor charging from the grid to the total maximum 
value of √2·V(ABC) for each leg.  
In order to avoid high DC currents that appear when interconnecting generator- and 
grid-sides due to DC voltages difference, arm insertion resistors are added. After first 
DC current transients, arm insertion resistors are by-passed and both sides continue 
charging until nominal arm energy values are reached.  
Finally, when all signals become stable, virtual DC voltage source is disconnected 
from the DC link and reduced to 0. After few periods required for DC voltage control, 
MMC system is ready for service.  
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B. System B: DC/DC Boost Converter + NPC-3L 
Converter 
B.1 Introduction 
Figure B.1 presents schematic diagram of the proposed concept. On the contrary to 
the System A, generator operating voltage can be flexibly set to much lower values (i.e. 
3.3 kV), and system can be easily scaled for the desired value. On the generator-side, 
conventional 2L converter is utilized.  
 
Fig. B.1     Schematic Representation of System B. 
Switched resonant capacitor DC/DC boost converter is proposed [54], and can be 
easily scaled and/or replaced by another capacitor-ladder type. Scaling is made by 
adding/removing DC passive capacitor cells from the topology. One extra DC cell 
should be considered for possible redundant operation.  
On the grid-side, NPC-3L is proposed as it has most experience on the industrial 
field among other multilevel converters. Extra IGBTs are added in each valve for 
possible redundant operation   
B.2 2L + DC/DC Boost + NPC-3L - General Control Architecture 
a. Introduction 
Following chapter shows position of the required signal sensors for three individual 
operating units: VSC-2L, DC/DC Boost and NPC-3L. This includes high-level 
active/reactive power, current control and DC voltage controllers, low-level PWM 
modulator. Control algorithms are identical as for system A (back-to-back MMC). 
b. Electrical Sensors - Location 
Figure B.2 shows displacement of the required current and voltage sensors in order 
to properly operate system B.  
Appendix B: System B: DC/DC Boost Converter + NPC-3L Converter 
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Fig. B.2    Sensor locations for all required measured electrical signals. 
Following controllers are involved for each side: 
 PQ power controller (only grid-side unit): 
 - x3 phase AC current sensors placed after C filter branches [iAC(A) | iAC(B) | iAC(C)]. 
 - x3 phase AC voltage sensors placed after C filter branches [vAC(A) | vAC(B) | vAC(C)]. 
 DC voltage controller (only grid-side unit):  
 - x2 DC voltage sensors placed between each DC pole and common-mode point [vDC(U) | vDC(L)]. 
 AC current controller:  
 - x3 phase AC current sensors placed between converter legs and C filter branches [iAC(A) | iAC(B) | iAC(C)]. 
 - x3 phase AC voltage sensors placed after C filter branches [vAC(A) | vAC(B) | vAC(C)]. 
 DC voltage balancing (zero-sequence) controller:  
 - x2 DC voltage sensors placed between each DC pole and common-mode point [vDC(U) | vDC(L)]. 
B.3 VSC-2L - Control Architecture 
a. Introduction 
Standard control diagram for 2-level converters is shown in Fig. B.3. As a result, 
complete control system is divided into 2 units: AC current control and PWM 
modulator.  
 
Fig. B.3     VSC-2L - Schematic Control Structure. 
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b. AC Current Controller 
AC current controller is similar as for system A (back-to-back MMC). DC link 
balancing controller is deactivated by setting E0_ref value to 0. Output signals are Ea_ref, 
Eb_ref, Ec_ref. 
 
Fig. B.4 AC Current Control in the rotating dq reference frame.  
Due to stationary operation, frequency can be controlled externally with no need for 
PLL regulator (no frequency control). PWM modulator is carrier-based bipolar with 
asymmetrically sampled voltage reference signals: va*, vb*, vc*. User-specified switching 
frequency fsw equals carrier frequency. 
c. PWM Modulator  
PWM triangular carrier-based modulator is used.  In practice, its design is identical 
as for system A when number of cells N = 1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. B.5     PWM Modulator for VSC-2L - EMTDC/PSCAD Implementation 
d. Firing Signals 
Upper and lower cells are now equivalent to upper and lower ideal valves, each 
represented by ideal IGBT with anti-parallel diode. Each logic signal enters to 
corresponding phase leg. 
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VSC-2L is implemented as a standard generator-side 2-level converter unit, since it 
provides lowest DC current ripple flowing through the generator-side circuit. 
B.4 DC/DC Boost Converter - Control Architecture 
a. Introduction / Cell Balancing Controller 
Utilized switched capacitor resonant converter has almost no control capability. It 
consists only of two active IGBT valves: T1 and T2, which must be inter-switched at 
fixed resonant frequency fres in order to balance upper and lower cell capacitors.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. B.5     DC/DC Boost Converter Capacitor Charging Control - EMTDC/PSCAD Implementation.  
Theoretical Analysis 
ZCS converter includes a pair of valves with series-connected IGBTs on the 
generator DC-side along with cascaded passive modular cells, each containing: storage 
capacitor, resonant capacitor, resonant inductor and a pair of free-wheeling diodes.  
Required number of cells in upper DC leg N and in lower DC leg M is proportional to 
the desired output voltage VOUT according to formula (B.1), where VIN is input DC 
voltage from 2-level generator-side converter: 
 
( ) INOUT V1MNV ⋅−+=       (B.1) 
Resonant components are used to form a resonant path, so that charging and 
discharging currents can be passed through series resonance in order to achieve soft 
switching.  As a result, valves T1 and T2 are controlled complementary with 50% duty 
cycle and switched at resonant frequency fres. Operating sequence is shown in Figure 
B.6. 
1. Operating sequence: T1 =ON, T2 = OFF 
All the negative resonant capacitors (Cn1, Cn2, …, Cn(M)) are charged by input voltage 
source VIN and negative filter capacitors (Cno1, Cno2, …, Cno(M)) through negative 
resonant inductors (Ln1, Ln2, …, Ln(M)) in a sinusoidal shape, and in the meanwhile, the 
energy stored in the positive resonant capacitors (Cp1, Cp2, …, Cp(N)) are released to 
positive filter capacitors (Cpo1, Cpo2, …, Cpo(N)) through positive resonant inductors (Lp1, 
Lp2, …, Lp(N)) in a sinusoidal waveform.  
At the end of half switching period, all the currents of resonant inductors decrease to 
zero when the switching frequency is the same as resonant frequency.  
T1
T2
DT
DT
T1
T2
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Fig. B.6     DC/DC Boost Converter Operating Principle - resonant soft switched capacitor charging operation. 
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2. Operating sequence: T1 =OFF, T2 = ON 
The energy stored in the negative resonant capacitors, which are charged in the first 
half switching period, are released to the corresponding negative filter capacitors 
through the negative resonant inductors in a sinusoidal shape, and in the meanwhile, all 
the positive resonant capacitors (Cp1, Cp2,…, Cp(N)) are charged by the input voltage 
source or/and positive filter capacitors through the positive resonant inductors in a 
sinusoidal waveform. All the filter capacitors and the input voltage source power the 
load. 
Figure B.6 presents charging and discharging current commutation loops for 
transferring energy in first 6 sequences. More information on this topology is available 
in [54]. 
b. Delimitations 
In order to maintain optimal performance for DC/DC boost operation according to 
reference [54], following design constraints appear: 
 Converter is symmetrical, i.e. number of cells in upper branch M and in lower branch N is 
equal: N = M. 
 Each voltage cell Vcell is equal to Vin. This gives desired output voltage with regard to 
number of cells/levels N+M as:   
    ( )1MNVV inout ++⋅=     (B.2) 
 In order to minimize distortions, switching/resonant frequency is chosen to be equal of 
VSC-2L carrier frequency fres = fcarrier. Assuming resonant filter inductance Lp = Ln = Lres, 
filter capacitance is calculated from: 
    ( ) res2respn Lf2
1CC
⋅⋅⋅
==
pi
   (B.3) 
 Upper cell capacitors are equal to lower cell capacitors Cno = Cpo. 
DC/DC Boost converter is chosen specifically due to its modular design, simple 
control, and low number of active switches. Required energy for boost operation is 
transferred in resonant frequency through cell capacitors, which minimize cost of the 
overall design. 
B.5 NPC-3L Converter - Control Architecture 
a. Introduction 
Standard control diagram for 3-level converters is shown in Fig. B.7. As a result, 
complete control system is divided into four units: PQ control, DC voltage control, AC 
current control and PWM modulator. 
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Table
 
Fig. B.7     NPC-3L - Schematic Control Structure. 
b. PQ Power Controller 
PQ power controller is identical as for system A (back-to-back MMC). Output 
signals are Iq_ref, Id_ref. 
c. DC Voltage Controller 
DC voltage controller is identical as for system A (back-to-back MMC). Output 
signals are Edc_x, Edc_y. 
d. AC Current Controller + DC Link Balancing Controller 
AC current controller is similar as for system A (back-to-back MMC). Output 
signals are Ea_ref, Eb_ref, Ec_ref. 
e. PWM Modulator  
PWM triangular phase-shifted carrier-based modulator is used.  In practice, its 
design is identical as for system A when number of cells N = 2. In total, 12 output 
switching logic signals are obtained 
f. Firing Signals 
Switching output 0/1 signals are summated for each phase and enter into switching 
matrix, in which specific switching pattern for all phase switches is provided. In 
simulation model, this function is provided by X-Y transfer function block. X is input 
parameter from PWM modulator, while Y is user-set logic parameter according to NPC 
operating principles. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. B.8    NPC-3L PWM Modulator - EMTDC/PSCAD Implementation.  
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B.6 Energization Sequence for System B  
System B provides unidirectional power flow (from generator to the grid). As a 
result, special considerations are required on the procedure for how to start the system. 
An idea to energize the generator-side converter is by connecting it to the grid. In order 
to do so, a voltage on the feeder network needs to be decreased for the generator-side 
system. This is obtained by 3 methods:  
 Method I: 
Additional 3rd winding of the substation transformer (small feeders). 
 Method II:  
Tap changer on substation transformer windings and an autotransformer for each feeder. 
 Method III:  
Conventional transformer for each feeder.    
Described  methods I, II and III are presented in Figure B.9. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. B.9    Energization sequence for generator-side systems with uni-directional power flow.  
Optimal method can be determined by the specific size and feeder network 
configuration. The energization sequence for  methods I, II and III is as follows:  
Table. B.1    Switching sequence during start-up procedure for system B. 
Switching Sequence 
Switches / Breakers (0 = OFF, 1 = ON) 
SW1 SW2 SW3 SW4 BRK1 BRK2 
Converter units are blocked 0 1 1 0 0 0 
Grid energizes power converter through its generator-side. 
Power surplus is burned in chopper 0 1 1 0 1 0 
Generator is connected to the generator-side converter 1 0 1 0 1 0 
Feeder voltage increase to the grid-side converter level 1 0 0 1 1 0 
Feeder is connected to the grid-side converter 1 0 0 1 1 1 
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C. System C: AC/AC Boost Converter + NPC-5L 
Converter 
C.1 Introduction 
Figure C.1 presents schematic diagram of the proposed concept. Similarly for 
system A (Back-to-Back MMC), generator operating voltage should be kept relatively 
high (e.g. 12 kV) in order to minimize number of IGBT devices/amount of silicon, but it 
is not so related with voltage on the grid side, as chain link cells have independent DC 
link voltages from the common DC link voltage (seen by the grid-side unit). Therefore 
in practice, voltage can be also set to any desired value. It is assumed that chain link 
cells are equipped with pre-charged DC sources. DC sources are being constantly re-
charged by an external 2-level converter.   
 
 
 
Fig. C.1    Schematic Representation of System C. 
Rectification at the common DC link voltage is done by passive diode rectifier, 
which includes series-connected diodes in each arm. On the grid-side, NPC-5L is 
proposed with a balancing clamping bridge. Extra IGBTs are added in each arm for 
possible redundant operation. 
C.2 VSC-2L + AC/AC Boost + NPC-5L - General Control 
Architecture 
a. Introduction 
Following chapter shows position of the required signal sensors for three individual 
operating units: chain link, clamping bridge and NPC-5L. This includes AC current 
control and DC voltage control, low-level DC link balancing control. High-level control 
algorithms for the grid-side are identical as for A and B systems.  
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b. Electrical Sensors - Location 
Figure C.2 shows displacement of the required current and voltage sensors in order 
to properly operate system C.  
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Fig. C.2    Sensor locations for all required measured electrical signals. 
Following controllers are involved for each unit: 
 DC current controller (only 2-level converter): 
 - x18 phase current sensors placed in branches with cell DC batteries [iAC(A) | iAC(B) | iAC(C)]. 
 - x1 DC current sensor placed on the 2-level converter DC link [vAC(A) | vAC(B) | vAC(C)]. 
 P power controller (only generator-side unit): 
 - x3 phase AC current sensors placed at the diode rectifier terminals [iAC(A) | iAC(B) | iAC(C)]. 
 - x3 phase AC voltage sensors placed after the diode rectifier terminals [vAC(A) | vAC(B) | vAC(C)]. 
 PQ power controller (only grid-side unit): 
 - x3 phase AC current sensors placed after C filter branches [iAC(A) | iAC(B) | iAC(C)]. 
 - x3 phase AC voltage sensors placed after C filter branches [vAC(A) | vAC(B) | vAC(C)]. 
 DC voltage controller (only grid-side unit):  
 - x2 DC voltage sensors placed between each DC pole and common-mode point [vDC(U) | vDC(L)]. 
 DC link capacitor balancing controller (grid-side clamping bridge):  
 - x4 DC voltage sensors placed across each clamped DC link capacitor [vDC(UU) | vDC(U) | vDC(L) | vDC(LL)]. 
 AC current controller:  
 - x3 phase AC current sensors placed between converter legs and C filter branches [iAC(A) | iAC(B) | iAC(C)]. 
 - x3 phase AC voltage sensors placed after C filter branches [vAC(A) | vAC(B) | vAC(C)]. 
 DC voltage balancing (zero-sequence) controller:  
 - x2 DC voltage sensors placed between each DC pole and common-mode point [vDC(U) | vDC(L)]. 
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C.3 VSC-2L Control Architecture 
a. Introduction 
The need for an external 2-level converter can be explained by means of Figure C.2. 
It presents discharging current commutation loops of the chain link converter for 
positive and negative generator voltages. 
 
Fig. C.2   Current commutation path in the chain link converter for AC/AC boost operation. 
When no external circuitry is applied, boost operation of chain link converter will 
result in uni-directional currents flowing through cell capacitors. If no net power 
balance is achieved, then eventually the capacitors will discharge providing no more 
boost operation.  
In order to keep DC capacitors charged, an isolated 2-level converter is used. It 
controls RMS DC currents with values equal to the ones generated by chain link 
converter control, but forces currents to flow in opposite direction, as shown in Figure 
C.2. IGBT switches in series with DC sources  are used to decouple 2-level converter 
from the chain link converter operation.  
 
 
Fig. C.2    DC source loading states: charging (left) and discharging (right). 
When a specific chain link cell is bypassed, then the series connected IGBTs in the 
corresponding branch will be turned ON and DC source charged. On the contrary, when 
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chain link cell is ON, then IGBTs in the corresponding branch are turned OFF to isolate 
chain link circuit from the 2-level external circuit. Figure C.3 demonstrates decoupling 
between chain link cell and a 2-level branch. 
In order to simplify the external circuit control, it is assumed that all the existing DC 
sources are connected in parallel to the DC link of a single 2-level converter. This 
assumption is justified for following conditions: 
 All existing cell capacitors operate at identical DC voltage values in any time VDC(cell). 
 All existing chain link cells are switched at the identical switching frequency fsw(cell). 
 Generator operation remains symmetrical with equal loading of each phase.  
Figure C.3 shows calculation of the required resulting DC charging current for all 
DC batteries in the system. All RMS currents flowing through DC sources iDC(cell) are 
measured, summated and averaged. Finally, value IDC(CL)* is obtained as a reference for 
the DC current controller.   
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Fig. C.4   Averaging of the instantaneous current flowing through the DC battery. 
Standard control diagram for the 2-level converter is shown in Fig. C.5. The 
complete control system is divided into 3 units: DC current control, AC current control 
and PWM modulator.  
 
Fig. C.5     VSC-2L - Schematic Control Structure. 
b. DC Current Control  
DC current is controlled by measuring RMS current flowing through the DC link 
iDC(2L). PI controller is used to regulate output q-axis reference current iq* so that 
discharging RMS current IDC(CL)*  equals DC link charging RMS current IDC(2L). 
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Fig. C.6    DC Current Controller - EMTDC/PSCAD implementation. 
c. AC Current Control , PWM Modulator, Firing Signals  
Models for AC current controller, PWM modulator and firing signals are identical as 
for the equivalent 2-level converter in system B. 
C.4 AC/AC Boost Converter - Control Architecture 
a. Introduction 
Standard control diagram for the chain link converter is shown in Fig. C.7. As a result, 
complete control system is divided into 3 units: CL AC voltage control (magnitude), CL 
AC voltage control (phase) and PWM modulator.  
Table
 
Fig. C.7     Chain Link (CL) Boost Converter - Schematic Control Structure. 
b. Chain Link AC Voltage Control (Magnitude) 
Chain Link AC Voltage (Magnitude) controller acts as a P controller, similar to PQ 
power controller in systems A and B. Chain link source voltages are synchronized in 
phase with generator voltages to maintain boost operation, and then only the resulting 
voltage magnitude is used to control active power (current) flow PAC(diode). 
First step is to measure 3-phase active power PAC(diode) = Pd at the diode bridge 
terminals by multiplying instantaneous current and voltage values, and adding them 
together. Pd* is a user-input value [pu], which regulates amount of the delivered input 
power. Using feedback loop with PI controller, a reference voltage magnitude VCL* [kV] 
is obtained for the chain link controller. 
  
 
 
  
Fig. C.8 Chain Link AC Voltage (Magnitude) controller - EMTDC/PSCAD implementation. 
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c. Chain Link AC Voltage Control (Phase) 
In order to allow chain link boost operation, modulated voltage phase references 
should be synchronized with the corresponding generator phase voltages. Therefore, 
phase voltages at the generator terminals Vgen(A), Vgen(B), Vgen(C) are measured. Ideally, 
reference phase voltage Theta_M is equal to initial phase of the voltage source, which 
models generator rotor flux angle. In reality, rotor flux calculator should be 
implemented to determine flux angle. In this work, it is assumed that rotor phase angle 
is directly obtained from signal generator (in the same manner as for the previous 
systems). 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. C.9    Chain Link AC Voltage (Phase) controller, Theta measurement/generation - EMTDC/PSCAD 
 implementation. 
Finally, voltage references for chain link converter are obtained by multiplying 
sinusoidal interpolation of phases with previously calculated voltage magnitudes. In 
order to per-unitize values, they are further divided by user-specified total chain-link 
DC voltage value Edc(CL) [kV]. 
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Fig. C.10    Chain Link output voltage references - EMTDC/PSCAD implementation. 
In order to provide [pu] values of voltage references for any possible system ratings, 
the total chain-link DC voltage Edc(CL) [kV] is calculated according to formula: 
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where: 
 EDC - pole-to-pole DC base voltage [kV] 
 EAC - line-to-line generator AC RMS base voltage [kV] 
 EDC(CL)* - user-input reference resulting chain link voltage [pu] 
 EDC(CL) - resulting chain link voltage [kV]  
Formula is obtained based on the required average DC voltage for six-pulse diode 
rectification [76]. User may slightly adjust nominal value (e.g. from 0.9 to 1.1) as a 
compromise between amount of distortions on the generator-side and active power 
capability.  
d. PWM Modulator  
PWM phase-shifted triangular carrier-based modulator is used. In practice, its design 
is identical as for system A, where N = 2·M, in which M is the number of full-bridge 
chain link cells per phase. Each full-bridge chain link cell is modulated in the same 
manner as NPC-3L system, as it provides three voltage output levels. In total, 4·N 
output switching logic signals are obtained. 
e. Firing Signals 
Switching output 0/1 signals are summated for each cell and enter into switching 
matrix, in which specific switching pattern for all cell switches is provided. In 
simulation model, this function is provided by X-Y transfer function block. X is input 
parameter from PWM modulator, while Y is user-set logic parameter according to full-
bridge operating principles. CL(cell) parameter is obtained by equal voltage sharing 
between cells, and is calculated from: 
M
E
CL )CL(DC)cell( =        (C.2) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. C.11     Chain Link Cell PWM Modulator - EMTDC/PSCAD Implementation. 
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C.5 NPC-5L Converter - Control Architecture 
a. Introduction 
Standard control diagram for 5-level converters is shown in Fig. C.12. As a result, 
complete control system is divided into 4 units: PQ control, DC voltage control, AC 
current control and PWM modulator. 
Table
 
Fig. C.12     Chain Link Cell PWM Modulator - EMTDC/PSCAD Implementation. 
a. PQ Power Controller 
PQ power controller is identical as for system A (back-to-back MMC). Output 
signals are Iq_ref, Id_ref. 
b. DC Voltage Controller 
DC voltage controller is identical as for system A (back-to-back MMC). Output 
signals are Edc_x, Edc_y. 
c. DC Link Capacitor Balancing Controller 
DC link balancing controller is necessary in order to avoid energy fluctuations 
between adjacent DC link capacitors. This function is realized by means of active 
clamping bridge, consisting of IGBT switches and inductors. Balancing is realized by 
measuring DC capacitor voltages, which are then pre-sampled and compared with each 
other (upper-top with upper-middle, and lower-top with lower-middle).   
By utilizing resonant inductors, capacitors can be charged or discharged by the 
energy stored from the inductors. Occurring states are listed on table C.1:  
Table C.1 Action sequence for DC link capacitor voltage differences within upper and lower arms. 
Clamping Bridge - Switching Sequence 
E1 > E2 E1 < E2 E3 > E4 E3 < E4 
- T1 turns ON 
- loop circuit T1/C1/L1 
- energy from C1 to L1 
- T2 turns OFF 
- loop circuit D2/C2/L1 
- energy from L1 to C2 
- T1 turns OFF 
- T2 turns ON 
- energy from C2 to C1 
- T3 turns ON 
- loop circuit T3/C3/L2 
- energy from C3 to L2 
- T4 turns OFF 
- loop circuit D4/C4/L2 
- energy from L2 to C4 
- T3 turns OFF 
- T4 turns ON 
- energy from C4 to 
C3 
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Fig. C.13 DC Link Capacitor Balancing Controller - EMTDC/PSCAD implementation. 
In order to avoid multi-switching transitions, a non-sensitivity margin dE = 5% is 
set. If voltage difference lies within this margin, no switching occurs. This correspond 
to the blocking state, where: T1 = 0 and T2 = 0 (or T3 and T4 = 0). Non-sensitivity 
margin is directly set in [kV] through range comparator blocks. 
d. PWM Modulator  
PWM triangular phase-shifted carrier-based modulator is used.  In practice, its 
design is identical as for system A when number of cells N = 4. In total, 12 output 
switching logic signals are obtained 
e. Firing Signals 
Switching output 0/1 signals are summated for each phase and enter into the 
switching matrix, in which specific switching pattern for all phase switches is provided. 
In simulation model, this function is provided by X-Y transfer function block. X is input 
parameter from PWM modulator, while Y is user-set logic parameter according to NPC 
operating principles. 
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4 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0  
Fig. C.14  NPC-5L PWM Modulator - EMTDC/PSCAD Implementation 
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C.6 Energization Sequence for System C  
System C provides unidirectional power flow (from generator to the grid). As a 
result, special considerations are required on the procedure for how to start the system. 
An idea to energize the generator-side converter is by connecting it to the grid. In order 
to do so, a voltage on the feeder network needs to be decreased for the generator-side 
system. This is obtained by 3 methods:  
 Method I: 
Additional 3rd winding of the substation transformer (small feeders). 
 Method II:  
Tap changer on substation transformer windings and an autotransformer for each feeder. 
 Method III:  
Conventional transformer for each feeder.    
Described  methods I, II and III are presented in Figure C.14. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. C.14    Energization sequence for generator-side systems with uni-directional power flow.  
Optimal method can be determined by the specific size and feeder network 
configuration. The energization sequence for  methods I, II and III is as follows:  
Table. C.2    Switching sequence during start-up procedure for system C. 
Switching Sequence 
Switches / Breakers (0 = OFF, 1 = ON) 
SW1 SW2 SW3 SW4 BRK1 BRK2 
Converter units are blocked 0 1 1 0 0 0 
Grid energizes power converter through its generator-side. 
Power surplus is burned in chopper 0 1 1 0 1 0 
Generator is connected to the generator-side converter 1 0 1 0 1 0 
Feeder voltage increase to the grid-side converter level 1 0 0 1 1 0 
Feeder is connected to the grid-side converter 1 0 0 1 1 1 
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D. Excel Sizing Tool for the MMC (HVDC Application)  
D.1  System Description - Loading Considerations 
a. Introduction 
As a starting point, it is assumed that two-terminal back-to-back system is 
considered. Rectifier is loaded with the power coming from the AC source (e.g. wind 
farm), whereas inverter supplies AC grid with the power coming from the DC link. 
Three main loading states can be split for each converter unit, with regard to its 
interaction with external system:     
 AC loading, where MMC supplies/loads AC grid with its internal cell capacitance 
power (direct interaction with AC side). 
 DC loading, where MMC circuitry is loaded only with the DC power coming 
from the DC link (direct interaction with DC side). 
 Internal loading, where internal 2nd harmonic circulating currents flow within the 
MMC circuitry (no direct interaction). 
    
 
Fig. D.1  System description with possible AC (left) and DC (right) loading conditions.  
     
Fig. D.2  System description with possible internal loading conditions.  
b. DC loading - DC Load Distribution 
For the DC loading case, following diagrams can be provided for each converter 
unit: 
 
 
 
 
Fig. D.3  System description with possible internal loading conditions.  
PDC PDC 
MMC HVDC MMC HVDC 
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DC load resistance RDC reflects the amount of the DC power PDC transferred through 
the DC link: 
  
DC
2
DC
DC P
VR =       (D.1) 
As each phase leg in MMC topology is controlled independently, it is possible to 
divide DC load resistance RDC into three equivalent load leg resistances for each leg 
separately (fig. D.4).  
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. D.4  DC loads distribution among each converter leg and its corresponding arms. 
By doing so, two goals are obtained: 
1) 1 three-leg DC circuit can be replaced by 3 separate single-leg DC circuits, which 
simplifies calculations. 
2) DC load circuitry of the rectifier unit will be identical with the DC load circuitry of 
the inverter unit. 
In order to fulfill energy conservation law, in which power coming from the source 
must equal power coming to the load (losses are neglected), following relation must be 
maintained for legs connected in parallel:  
 
3
RRR
R )DC(C_leg)DC(B_leg)DC(A_legDC
++
=     (D.2) 
In order to simplify analysis, it will be further assumed that all three legs share the 
same amount of DC load. Hence, assumed load resistance per leg will be given by:  
 DC)DC(C_leg)DC(C_leg)DC(A_leg)DC(leg R3RRRR ⋅====   (D.3) 
Furthermore, DC load is distributed among each arm, which can be reflected by 
further splitting each DC load leg resistance Rleg(DC) between corresponding arms. For 
each phase leg, two arms are connected in series to each other in the DC circuit:  
 )DC(AL_arm)DC(AH_arm)DC(A_leg RRR +=     (D.4) 
 )DC(BL_arm)DC(BH_arm)DC(B_leg RRR +=     (D.5) 
DCR2
3
⋅ DCR2
3
⋅ DCR2
3
⋅
DCR2
3
⋅ DCR2
3
⋅ DCR2
3
⋅
DCR3 ⋅DCR3 ⋅DCR3 ⋅
DCR
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 )DC(CL_arm)DC(CH_arm)DC(C_leg RRR +=     (D.6) 
As arms in each leg are symmetrical and operate in identical manner, it is assumed 
that each arm shares the same amount of DC load (no floating ground point reference), 
so that DC load resistances per arm are identical.  
Therefore, assumed single load resistance per arm is given by:  
 
DC)DC(leg)DC(CL_arm
)DC(CH_arm)DC(BL_arm)DC(BH_arm)DC(AL_arm)DC(AH_arm)DC(arm
R
2
3R
2
1R
RRRRRR
⋅=⋅==
======
(D.7) 
c. Internal Loading - Circulating Currents Phenomenon 
Internal loading state appears due to energy fluctuations within 
phase legs, when both DC-side and AC-side exchange total power. 
Ideally, resulting phase leg power should consist only of DC 
component currents and voltages (coming from DC loading): 
3
II DC)ideal(leg =     (D.8)   DC)ideal(leg VV =    (D.9)   DCDC)ideal(leg V3
IP ⋅=   (D.10) 
However, when examined each arm individually, its currents and 
voltages will be made from DC component and an AC component, as 
following: 
tsin
2
I
3
II ACDCarmH ω⋅−=   (D.11) tsin2
I
3
II ACDCarmL ω⋅+=   (D.13) 
tsinV
2
VV ACDCarmH ω⋅−=   (D.12) tsinV2
VV ACDCarmL ω⋅+=   (D.14) 
As arms for a single leg are connected in series, summated power of both arms 
should be equal to the previously presented phase leg power consisting only of DC 
component: 






⋅−⋅





⋅−=⋅= tsinV
2
V
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2
I
3
IVIP ACDCACDCarmHarmHarmH ωω   (D.15) 






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




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2
V
tsin
2
I
3
IVIP ACDCACDCarmHarmHarmL ωω   (D.16) 
( ) h2)ideal(leg2ACACDCDCarmLarmH)real(leg PPtsinIVV3IPPP +=⋅⋅+




⋅=+= ω  (D.17) 
As the calculated value is not equal to the Pleg(ideal), it occurs that additional power 
P2h must be flowing internally within converter legs. In order to analyze phenomenon 
that is responsible for generating this power, its energy is calculated with the integral: 
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 ( ) t2sindttsinIVdtPE 2ACACh2h2 ωω ≡⋅⋅== ∫ ∫    (D.18) 
 
2
C UC2
1E ⋅⋅=        (D.19)  
From the design point of view, almost all energy in each leg comes from cell 
capacitors. Therefore, internal energy fluctuations can be related with the energy stored 
inside capacitors.  
Assuming constant capacitance of cell capacitors, capacitor’s energy is related with 
voltage (19), so that 2nd harmonic energy fluctuations correspond to 2nd harmonic 
voltage fluctuations (ripple). Such ripple will generate internal 2nd harmonic circulating 
currents, which are large enough to be taken into considerations for further MMC 
loading analysis.        
d. AC Loading - Positive Sequence Controller 
For AC loading case, following diagram can be provided, which allows bidirectional 
power flow, so that it can be used both for inverter and rectifier units loading analysis. 
 
 
 
  
Fig. D.5  General circuit diagram for bidirectional power flow.  
Due to individual operation of each phase leg, a three-phase AC electrical circuit can 
be represented by three single phase sequence circuits for AC loading considerations.  
In this work, only plain positive-sequence power controller is designed, which 
allows to obtain desired values and directions of active and reactive power at PCC 
through phasor computations. If loading conditions are to be examined under different 
control modes, specific values for reference voltage magnitudes and phase shifts for 
each phase are required.   
 
 
Fig. D.6 General circuit diagram for bidirectional power flow.  
Manually tuned variable is reference voltage phasor VREF (magnitude and phase), 
which value is set to obtain desired active & reactive power flow based on selected grid 
PAC, QAC 
MMC HVDC 
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parameters (voltage Vgrid, short-circuit impedance Zgrid) and calculated MMC Thevenin 
impedance ZMMC. Desired active and reactive power values are calculated directly from: 
 
{ }*PCCAC gridIV3REALP ⋅⋅=      (D.20) 
 
{ }*PCCAC gridIV3IMGQ ⋅⋅=       (D.21) 
D.2  System Description - Schematic Representation 
a. General Description (Dead State) 
General schematic representation of the analyzed MMC topology is shown in Fig. 
D.7 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. D.7  MMC HVDC Diagram - Hardware Layout.   
It consists of following components: 
 AC breaker, which is responsible for disconnecting MMC from the AC side. Associated 
ground switches are installed for safety precautions.    
 Wye-grounded / Wye Transformer (Power Transformer), responsible for assuring equal 
AC & DC voltage levels, providing neutral point grounding and over-voltage protection for 
the MMC from the AC side.   
 Ground switch, used for safety precautions in case of transformer damage. 
 Insertion resistor, responsible for limiting charging currents during MMC start-up. 
 High-Frequency AC Filter, used for reactive power compensation and optimal loading 
distribution among components. 
 2nd Harmonic Filter (Converter Reactors + Capacitor), used for cancelling 2nd harmonic 
voltage ripple within internal arm loops. 
 Power Modules, responsible for shaping output voltage waveforms. 
 DC Filter, responsible for DC-side voltage ripple attenuation. 
 DC Switchgear, used when interconnecting MMC to the DC-side. Associated ground 
switches are installed for safety precautions. 
Described scheme is used as a “starting point” for future specific study cases. 
ABB HVDC CTL MMC HVDC 
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b. Normal Operation - AC Loading State 
In order to properly analyze MMC under normal operation, following components 
from the fig. 9 are included for further analysis: Power Transformer, High-Frequency 
AC Filter, 2nd Harmonic Filter and Power Modules. Schematic representation of the 
analyzed MMC is shown in Figure D.8. 
 
Fig. D.8  Detailed Circuit Representation for AC Loading Analysis. 
c. Normal Operation - AC Loading State 
In order to properly analyze MMC under normal operation, following components 
from the fig. 10 are included for further analysis: 2nd Harmonic Filter, Power Modules 
and DC Filter. Schematic representation of the analyzed MMC is shown in Figure D.9. 
 
Fig. D.9  Detailed Circuit Representation for DC Loading Analysis. 
d. Normal Operation - AC Loading State 
In order to properly analyze MMC under normal operation, following components 
from the fig. 4 are included for further analysis: 2nd Harmonic Filter and Power 
Modules. Schematic representation of the analyzed MMC is shown in Figure D.10. 
 
Fig. D.10  Detailed Circuit Representation for Internal Loading Analysis. 
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D.3  System Specification 
a. Introduction 
Each component is characterized by its original self-parameters, which are given 
accordingly for Grid, Power Transformer, High-Frequency AC Filter, 2nd 
Harmonic Filter and Power Modules.  
Self-parameters are divided into input constants and input variables. Input constants 
are parameters specified by the user, while input variables are parameters calculated 
from input constants.  
b. Grid 
Table D.1 Grid Specification (●) - input constants,    (●) - input variables. 
No. Parameter Cell Symbol Unit 
AC Side 
1 Rated apparent power (BASE): D3 SACgrid(B) [MVA] 
2 Rated AC line-to-line voltage (RMS): D4 VACgrid [kV] 
3 Rated SC ratio: D5 SC(ratio) [-] 
4 Rated X/R ratio: D6 X/R [-] 
5 AC grid impedance (BASE): D7 ZACgrid(B) [Ω] 
6 Power factor: D8 cosρ [-] 
7 Rated AC frequency D9 fACgrid [Hz] 
8 AC grid impedance: D10 ZACgrid [Ω] 
9 AC grid resistance: D11 RACgrid [Ω] 
10 AC grid reactance: D12 XACgrid [Ω] 
11 AC grid inductance: D13 LACgrid [Ω] 
DC Side 
12 Nominal DC power: D16 PDC [pu] 
13 Nominal DC voltage (pole-to-pole):  D17 VDC [H] 
14 DC load resistance: D18 RDC [pu] 
15 DC arm resistance (DC loading): D19 RDC(ARM) [H] 
Input constants (user-defined values):  VACgrid, SC(ratio), X/R, cosρ, fAC, PDC and VDC.   
Input variables:  SACgrid(B), ZACgrid(B), ZACgrid, RACgrid, XACgrid, LACgrid, RDC and RDC(arm). 
Formulas: 
DC)B(ACgrid PS =  (D.22) 
( ) 1R/X
Z
R
2
ACgrid
ACgrid
−
=
 (D.25) 
DC
2
DC
DC P
VR =  (D.28) 
ACgrid
2
ACgrid
)B(ACgrid S
V
Z =  (D.23) ( )R/XRX ACgridACgrid ⋅=  (D.26) DC)arm(DC R2
3R ⋅=  (D.29) 
)ratio(
)B(ACgrid
ACgrid SC
Z
Z =  (D.24) 
ACgrid
ACgrid
ACgrid f2
X
L
⋅⋅
=
pi
  (D.27) 
c. Grounding Scheme 
Table D.2 Grounding Scheme Specification (●) - input constants,    (●) - input variables. 
No. Parameter Cell Symbol Unit 
1 Ground resistance: D27 RGR [Ω] 
2 Ground inductance: D28 LGR [H] 
3 Ground capacitance: D29 CGR [F] 
Input constants (user-defined values):   RGR, LGR, and CGR.  
Input variables:     none
.
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Figures: 
 
Fig. D.11 Implemented grounding system        Fig. D.12 Ground impedance - simplified model. 
d. Modulation Parameters - Positive Sequence Controller 
Table D.3  Positive Sequence Controller Specification (●) - input constants, (●) - input variables, (●) - 
 constant-related main variables. 
No. Parameter Cell Symbol Unit 
1 Modulation index: D65 m [-] 
2 Phase reference voltage: D66 θREF [] 
3 Voltage at Point of Common Coupling: D78 VPCC [kV] 
4 Generated Active Power at PCC: D79 P [MW] 
5 Generated Reactive Power at PCC:  D80 Q [Mvar] 
6 Pulse number: D81 p [-] 
7 Carrier frequency D82 fcarrier [Hz] 
Input constants (user-defined values):   m, θREF, and p. 
Input variables:     VPCC, P, Q, and fcarrier. 
Formulas: 
 { }*PCCPCC IV3REALP ⋅⋅=  (D.30)  7ACPCC VVV −=   (D.33) 
 { }*PCCPCC IV3IMGQ ⋅⋅=  (D.31)  ACgridcarrier fpf ⋅=   (D.34) 
 
DC
REF
V
V22
m
⋅⋅
=   (D.32) 
Figures:  
 
Fig. D.13  Simplified Control Diagram for calculating modulation parameters. 
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e. Power Transformer 
Table D.4  Power Transformer Specification (●) - input constants,    (●) - input variables, (●) - constant-
related main variables. 
No. Parameter Cell Symbol Unit 
1 Rated AC power: N3 STR [pu] 
2 AC phase voltage at the converter-side terminal: N4 VACconverter [pu] 
3 Voltage ratio: N5 η [-] 
4 Leakage inductance: N6 LL [pu] 
5 Fe-loss: N7 pFe [pu] 
6 Cu-loss: N8 pCu [pu] 
7 Knee point voltage: N9 Vknee [pu] 
8 Transformed AC grid resistance: N10 RAC [pu] 
9 Transformed AC grid reactance: N11 XAC [pu] 
10 Transformer base impedance (BASE): N12 ZTR(B) [pu] 
11 Transformer reactance: N13 XTR [pu] 
12 Transformer resistance: N14 RTR [pu] 
13 Transformed AC grid inductance: N15 LAC [pu] 
14 Total power at the converter’s terminal: N16 SAC [pu] 
Input constants (user-defined values):  VTR, LL, PFe, PCu, and Vknee.   
Input variables:    STR, η, RAC, XAC, ZTR, XTR, RTR, ZAC and SAC. 
Formulas: 
 
22
TR QPS +=   (D.35)  
TR
2
rACconverte
)B(TR S
VZ =   (D.39) 
 
ACgrid
rACconverte
V
V
=η    (D.36)  L)B(TRTR LZX ⋅=   (D.40) 
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ACgridAC RR η⋅=   (D.37)  Cu)B(TRTR pZR ⋅=  (D.41) 
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=
pi
 (D.42) 
f. Power Modules 
Table D.5 Power Modules Specification (●) - nominal constants, (●) - input constants,  (●) - input variables. 
No. Parameter Cell Symbol Unit 
IGBT Press-Pack Chips: Ratings(1) 
1 IGBT RMS collector current I12 IC(IGBT) [A] 
2 Diode RMS forward current I13 IF(DIODE) [A] 
3 IGBT short-circuit current I14 ISC(IGBT) [A] 
4 Diode peak forward current I15 IFM(DIODE) [A] 
5 IGBT short-circuit SOA (Safe Operating Area) I16 tpsc(IGBT) [µs] 
6 IGBT turn-OFF time delay I17 td(OFF-IGBT) [µs] 
7 IGBT fall time I18 tfall(IGBT) [µs] 
Cell Capacitors: Ratings(3) 
14 Maximum allowable voltage per cell: I3 V
 MAX( CELL) [pu] 
15 Voltage ripple level, for which capacitors are sized: I4 VRIPPLE(CELL) [%] 
16 Cell capacitance (trial formula): I5 EC(CELL) [kJ] 
17 Required converter rating: N21 S(converter) [pu] 
18 AC current flowing through converter terminal: N20 IAC(converter) [pu] 
19 AC current flowing through converter arm: N22 IAC(ARM) [kA] 
20 DC current flowing through converter arm: N23 IDC(ARM) [kA] 
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21 Number of modules per arm: N26 NCELLS [-] 
22 Nominal voltage per module: N27 VNOM(CELL) [pu] 
23 Single cell capacitance: N28 C(CELL) [mF] 
24 Maximum current rating for a single arm (RMS): N29 IMAX(CELL) [kA] 
26 Number of IGBT chips in parallel per device: N31 Nchips(IGBT) [-] 
27 Number of diode chips in parallel per device: N32 Nchips(DIODE) [-] 
Input constants (user-defined values):  IC(IGBT), IF(DIODE), ISC(IGBT), IFM(DIODE), tpsc(IGBT), td(OFF-IGBT), tfall(IGBT), 
IStakPak_1,IStakPak_2, IStakPak_3, NStakPak_1, NStakPak_2 and  NStakPak_3. 
Input variables:  IAC(converter), S(converter), IAC(ARM), IDC(ARM), NCELLS, VNOM(CELL),C(CELL), 
IMAX(CELL), NStakPak, Nchips(IGBT) and Nchips(DIODE). 
Formulas: 
DCconverter PS =   (D.43) 
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)diode(chips I
I
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g. Power Modules 
Table D.6  Current Limiting Reactors Specification (●) - input constants,    (●) - input variables, (●) - 
constant-related main variables. 
No. Parameter Cell Symbol Unit 
1 Permissible Short-Circuit DC current: N38 ISC(DC) [A] 
2 Minimum required current rate of rise: N39 αrise [kA/s] 
3 De-rating factor: N40 ρ [%] 
4 Minimum half-arm inductance per reactor (1): N41 Lh1 // Ll1 [mH] 
5 Minimum half-arm inductance per single reactor (2): N42 Lh2 // Ll2 [mH] 
6 Inner resistance per inductor (1): N43 Rh1 // Rl1 [mΩ] 
7 Inner resistance per inductor (2): N44 Rh2 // Rl2 [mΩ] 
8 Voltage drop across reactor arm: N45 ∆Vreactor [pu] 
9 Measured voltage at AC converter terminals: N46 VAC(converter) [pu] 
Input constants (user-defined values):  ρ, Rh1 = Rl1 and Rh2 = Rl2. 
Input variables:    ISC(CELL), αrise, Lh1 = Ll1, Lh2 = Ll2, ∆Vreactor and VAC(converter). 
Formulas: 




⋅
⋅
=
imummin)Diode(FM)Diode(chips
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Figures: 
 
Fig. D.14  Minimum inductance of the converter arm reactors sized for IGBT press-pack capability to 
 suppress energy from cells under the DC fault.   
h. 2nd Harmonic Filter (Capacitor)   
Table D.7 2nd Harmonic Filter Specification (●) - input variables. 
No. Parameter Cell Symbol Unit 
1 Capacitance: N60 CP [µF] 
2 EPR for given capacitance: N61 RP [mΩ] 
Input constants (user-defined values):  Rp. 
Input variables:    CP. 
Formulas: 
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Admittance in s-domain for the circulating current: 
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Fig. D.15  Frequency spectrum of admittance for the circulating current (400 samples: 0.1 Hz - 400 Hz).  
i. High Frequency (HF) Capacitor Filter  
Table D.8 HF Filter Specification (●) - input variables, (●) - constant-related main variables. 
No. Parameter Cell Symbol Unit 
1 Phase Reactive power variations: N74 QACreactor [Mvar] 
2 Resonant frequency: N75 fRES [Hz] 
3 Quality factor: N76 q [-] 
4 Filter capacitance: N77 Cfilter [µF] 
5 Filter inductance: N78 Lfilter [mH] 
6 Filter resistance: N79 Rfilter [mΩ] 
Input constants (user-defined values):  QACreactor, fRES and q. 
Input variables:    Cfilter, Lfilter and Rfilter. 
Formulas: 
 
)f2(V3
QC
ACgrid
2
ACgrid
ACreactor
filter
⋅⋅⋅⋅
=
pi
  (D.68) ( ) filter2RESfilter Cf2
1L
⋅⋅⋅
=
pi
 (D.70) 
 qLf2R filterRESfilter ⋅⋅⋅⋅= pi   (D.69) 
Discrete sequence transfer function for optimal filter harmonics tuning (fRES and q 
parameters): 
 
 
         (D.71) 
 
 
Fig. D.16  Filter’s transfer function analysis.  
Discrete sequence voltage phasors VIN and VOUT are calculated for up to 511th 
harmonic order (n = 51100π). 
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Fig. D.17  Frequency spectrum of the discrete transfer function - example.  
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 Fig. D.18  Frequency spectrum of the discrete transfer function - example.  
j. DC Filter  
Table IX. DC Filter Specification (●) - input constants,    (●) - input variables. 
No. Parameter Cell Symbol Unit 
1 Capacitance: N119 CFILTER(DC) [µF] 
2 ESR resistance: N120 RFILTER(DC) [-] 
3 Non-filtered DC voltage ripple (MAX): N121 ∆VDCNF [kV] 
4 Filtered DC voltage ripple (MAX): N122 ∆VDCF [kV] 
Input constants (user-defined values):  CFILTER(DC) and RFILTER(DC). 
Input variables:    ∆VDCNF and ∆VDCF. 
Formulas: 
 )VVVmax(V )C(DCripple),B(DCripple),A(DCrippleDCNF =∆     (D.72) 
 
)DC(FILTER
DCF C
QV ∆∆ =       (D.73) 
D.3  Theoretical Analysis - AC Loading 
a. Introduction 
Theoretical circuit analysis is performed in order to analyze accurate input values for 
negative sequence controller VREF, components loading, harmonic distortions (THD) 
and HF filter’s transfer function. Thevenin approach is utilized. Following general 
circuit diagram is presented in Fig. D.19. 
Furthermore, it is assumed that all corresponding phase impedances are equal: 
C1B1A1 ZZZ ==    (D.74)       C2B2A2 ZZZ ==    (D.75)           C3B3A3 ZZZ ==       (D.76) 
C4B4A4 ZZZ ==   (D.77)      C5B5A5 ZZZ ==     (D.78)            C6B6A6 ZZZ ==      (D.79) 
C7B7A7 ZZZ ==    (D.80) 
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Fig. 19 General schematic circuit representation for circuit AC loading analysis. 
 
b. Zero-, Positive- and Negative-Sequence Transformation 
Assumption for identical corresponding phase impedances will allow to replace a 3-
phase circuit diagram with 3 single-phase zero- positive- and negative-sequence circuits: 
           
Fig. D.20  Zero-seq. 1-phase circuit.   Fig. D.21  Pos-seq. 1-phase circuit.   Fig. D.22  Neg-seq. 1-phase circuit. 
Next step is to introduce transformation of phase voltage sources into sequence 
components with the usage of symmetrical component matrix: 
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       (D.84) 
c. Circuit Analysis 
Impedance components from fig. 21-23 are defined as: 
 DC1h1h1 R3
2LjRZ ⋅++= ω   (D.85)   2h2h3 LjRZ ω+=   (D.86)     
PP
5 C
1j
R
1Z
ω
−=          (D.87) 
2l2l4 LjRZ ω+=                   (D.88)   1GRN ZZ =          (D.89)     
F
1
FF
6 Cj
1
Lj
1
R
1Z
ωω
+





+=
−
   (D.90) 
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( ) ( )2ACTR2ACTR7 LLjRRZ ηωη ⋅++⋅+=     (D.91)
 
First task is to make an impedance delta-wye transformation (Z3, Z4 and Z5): 
Z1 Z2
Z3 Z4
Z5
                
Fig. D.23 Impedance delta-wye transformation - diagram. 
 Desired impedance values are numerically calculated for each frequency harmonic. 
Next task is to obtain Thevenin converter voltage source ET and Thevenin converter 
impedance ZT: 
'42'31
2'421'31
T YY
EYEY
E
++
++
+
⋅+⋅
=
 (D.95)   ( ) TR'51'42'31T ZZYYZ +++= −++      (D.96)
 
Finally, resulting Thevenin voltage and impedance are obtained from: 
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Sequence current and voltage loadings are obtained from equations below:  
6thevenin
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6 ZZ
EI
+
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Wye voltage drops are transformed into delta voltage drops: 
'5'43 VVV +=   (D.109)     '5'34 VVV +=    (D.110) '4'35 VVV −=    (D.111) 
And eventually, delta currents are obtained from: 
543
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ZZ
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++
⋅
=
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⋅
=
543
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⋅
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d. Components Loading Analysis 
Based on derived equations, loading of each individual component with sequence 
current/voltage harmonics is obtained, and can be shown on a frequency spectrum (up to 
511th order harmonic). An example for Z4 impedance loading (half-arm current limiting 
reactor) is shown below:  
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Fig. D.24 Sequence current loading - frequency spectrum.   
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Fig. D.25 Sequence voltage loading - frequency spectrum.  
THD factors for voltage and current distortions are derived, allowing to assess the 
performance of the component with applied self-parameter values. THD factors are 
calculated numerically according to equations: 
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e. Components Loading Analysis 
From a given harmonic spectrum, discrete transfer function can be formed for HF 
filter tuning with the equations obtained from circuit analysis: 
 
 
             (D.118) 
 
 
 
      (D.117) 
 
 
            (D.119) 
 
Interpolated magnitudes and phases discrete function values are superimposed on 
the Bode plot, so that resonant harmonic peaks are clearly visible along with filter’s 
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quality characteristics (under-, over-, critically-damped). In this manner, tuning can be 
applied manually from observing plot characteristics.  
D.4  Theoretical Analysis - DC Loading 
a. Introduction 
Theoretical circuit analysis is performed in order to analyze components loading. 
Thevenin approach is utilized. Following general circuit diagram is presented below: 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. D.26   General schematic circuit representation for DC circuit analysis: a) detailed, b) simplified. 
It is assumed that all corresponding phase impedances are equal: 
C1B1A1 ZZZ ==     (D.120)     C2B2A2 ZZZ ==    (D.123)        C6B6A6 ZZZ ==   (D.126) 
C4B4A4 ZZZ ==     (D.121)    C5B5A5 ZZZ ==    (D.124)  
C7B7A7 ZZZ ==     (D.122)    C3B3A3 ZZZ ==     (D.125) 
b. Circuit Analysis  
Impedance components from fig. D.26 are defined as: 
DC1h1h1 R6
1LjRZ ⋅++= ω
    (D.127)  2h2h3 LjRZ ω+=  (D.130) 
P
5 C
1jZ
ω
−=
                       (D.128)  2l2l4 LjRZ ω+=  (D.131) 
DC1l1l2 R6
1LjRZ ⋅++= ω
    (D.129)  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
a) b) 
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Fig. D.27 Resulting phase leg impedance - calculations. 
 Currents flowing through arms are given below: 
( )
)A(T
A2A1DC
A Z
EEVI +−=    (D.135)     
( )
T
B2B1
B Z
EEI +=
  (D.136)    
( )
T
C2C1
C Z
EEI +=
  (D.137)
 
Finally, all flowing currents are given by equations: 
AA2A1 III ==   (D.138)  
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  (D.141)   
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ZZ
II
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    (D.142)   
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CC2C1 III ==    (D.140)  
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⋅==
    (D.143)   
C4C3C5
C4C3
CC5 ZZZ
ZZ
II
++
+
⋅=
      (D.146) 
Associated voltage drops on each component are obtained from: 
( )1h1hA1A1 LjRIV ω+⋅=  (D.147)      A3A3A3 ZIV ⋅=    (D.153)  C4C4C4 ZIV ⋅=  (D.158) 
( )1h1hB1B1 LjRIV ω+⋅=  (D.148)      B3B3B3 ZIV ⋅=   (D.154)  A5A5A5 ZIV ⋅=   (D.159) 
( )1h1hC1C1 LjRIV ω+⋅=  (D.149) C3C3C3 ZIV ⋅=  (D.155)  B5B5B5 ZIV ⋅=   (D.160) 
( )1l1lA2A2 LjRIV ω+⋅=  (D.150) A4A4A4 ZIV ⋅=  (D.156)  C5C5C5 ZIV ⋅=    (D.161) 
( )1l1lB2B2 LjRIV ω+⋅=   (D.151)  B4B4B4 ZIV ⋅=  (D.157)  
( )1l1lC2C2 LjRIV ω+⋅=   (D.152)    
c. DC Filter - Voltage Ripple Analysis 
In order to assess necessity for DC filter, maximum non-filtered ripple voltage 
∆VDCNF is obtained by tracking time waveforms of modulated converter voltages: EA, EB 
and EC, from which highest ripple value is obtained (fig. D.28). 
( )( ) 11A4A3A5A2A1)A(T ZYZZZ −−++++=
( )( ) 11B4B3B5B2B1)B(T ZYZZZ −−++++=
( )( ) 11C4C3C5C2C1)C(T ZYZZZ −−++++=
(133) 
(134) 
(135) 
(D.132) 
(D.133) 
(D.134) 
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Fig. D.28 DC Voltage ripple appearance for non-filtered DC link (phase leg A).  
It is assumed that 6 filter units are installed, each connected to individual converter’s 
arm (fig. D.29). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. D.29  Circuit Analysis for DC filter current loading.  
In order obtain minimum DC voltage ripple value based on entered capacitance 
value, following formula is provided: 
)DC(FILTER
DCF C
QV ∆∆ =
 (D.162)   ∑∫ ⋅≅⋅= tidtiQ ∆∆  (D.164) 
   (D.163)  
 
It is therefore required to calculate how charge changes within the filter’s capacitor. 
As charge can be reflected by (165), it is obtained numerically in following steps: 
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1) Calculate AC harmonic currents flowing through filter capacitor based on circuit analysis 
from fig. provided with equations: 
     
( ) ( ) ( )
)C(T)B(T)A(T
C2C1)C(TB2B1)B(TA2A1)A(T
YYY
EEYEEYEEY
E
++
+⋅++⋅++⋅
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 (D.165) 
     
( ) F1)C(T)B(T)A(TF Z3
2YYY
EI
⋅+++
=
−
  (D.166) 
2) Based on obtained magnitude and phase angle of calculated currents, provide sinusoidal 
time distribution of each harmonic for a given number of cycles: 
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ϕω
ϕω
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   (D.167) 
3) Summate all absolute harmonic current instantaneous values for each cycle time interval to 
obtain average time waveform of the resulting current flowing through the filter: 
  ∑
=
⋅=
n
1i
isum )t(i5.0)t(i  (D.168) 
 
4) Calculate average charge per cycle by dividing summated current waveforms with number 
of cycles, and multiplying by a single cycle time interval:  
 
samples
sample
n
1i
isum
n
t)t(iQ
samples
⋅




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


= ∑
=
∆  (D.169)   
Value obtained in (D.169) is used to enter proper DC filter capacitance in (D.162). 
D.5  Theoretical Analysis - Internal Loading  
a. Introduction 
Theoretical circuit analysis is performed in order to analyze components internal 
loading states. From chapter D1c: “Internal Loading - Circulating Currents 
Phenomenon”, it is assumed that voltage ripple is composed predominantly from 2nd 
harmonic component. Thevenin approach is utilized. Following general circuit diagram 
is presented in Fig. D.30. It is assumed that all corresponding phase impedances are 
equal: 
C1B1A1 ZZZ ==    (D.170)         C2B2A2 ZZZ ==   (D.173)         C4B4A4 ZZZ ==   (D.176)             
C5B5A5 ZZZ ==   (D.171)         C6B6A6 ZZZ ==   (D.174) 
C7B7A7 ZZZ ==    (D.172)         C3B3A3 ZZZ ==    (D.175) 
Resulting Current Characteristic flowing through DC Filter Capacitor
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Fig. D.30  a) General schematic circuit representation for circuit analysis; b) Phase leg impedance derivation. 
b. Circuit Analysis 
First task is to obtain resulting leg impedances and common-mode sum cell voltage 
ripples modeled via leg voltage sources:  
( )( ) 11A4A3A5A2A1)A(T ZYZZZ −−++++=  (D.177) 0j)h2(A)h2(A eEE ⋅=  (D.180) 
( )( ) 11B4B3B5B2B1)B(T ZYZZZ −−++++=  (D.178) 120j)h2(B)h2(B eEE −⋅=  (D.181) 
( )( ) 11C4C3C5C2C1)C(T ZYZZZ −−++++=  (D.179) 120j)h2(C)h2(C eEE ⋅=  (D.182) 
)CELL(NOM)CELL(RIPPLECELLS)h2(B)h2(B)h2(A VVNEEE ⋅⋅===    (D.183) 
Common-mode sum cell voltage ripple is obtained in (D.183) by multiplying 
number of cells per arm NCELLS by single cell voltage ripple VRIPPLE(CELL). Circulating 2nd 
harmonic current flowing within each arm is obtained from: 
)A(T
)h2(A
)h2(A Z
E
I =  (D.184)     
)B(T
)h2(B
)h2(B Z
E
I =    (D.185)    
)C(T
)h2(C
)h2(C Z
E
I =    (D.186) 
By manually tuning current limiting reactors and parallel resistance, it is possible to 
limit circulating current flow to the desired level. 
D.6  Numerical Analysis 
a. Introduction 
Numerical analysis is used in order to obtain specific shapes of the corresponding 
converter voltage waveforms for each single arm, mostly based on given system 
specification ratings. As a result, Fourier analysis can be further included, which allows 
usage of Fast Fourier Transform FFT technique to determine harmonics from the 
generated waveforms.   
a) b) 
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b. Converter Phase Voltages 
Each phase leg is operated independently according to its modulation pattern. Based 
on specification, carrier-based phase-shift modulation is implemented. This includes 
individual carrier waveform per single cell and a possibility to adjust modulation pulse 
number p for optimal performance. Implementation is made with the usage of 
Triangular wave Tri_Wave function available through Visual Basic (VBA) code. Its 
content is shown below: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. D.31 Visual Basic (VBA) code for Tri_Wave function. 
Triangular waveforms are generated in cell matrix. Implemented conditional 
formulas in matrix cell act as a comparator, which compares triangular signal in each 
sample time with the established reference sinusoidal signal. Comparator output signals 
(0 or 1) are given in cell matrix.   
Finally, compared signals can be summated for each individual arm forming in total 
six voltage waveforms for the given number of time samples. Samples are distributed 
equally for each phase among single full cycle period. Typical voltage waveforms for 
36 cells per leg are shown below: 
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Fig. D.32  Generated converter output voltage waveforms for 36 cells per phase leg.  
Appendix D: Excel Sizing Tool for the MMC (HVDC Application) 
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c. Circuit Analysis 
FFT is realized in Excel with the usage of pre-defined complex arrays and matrices. 
Calculations for Fourier coefficients for n-th harmonic Hn is made based on equation 
(182): 
 
 ∑
−
=
⋅⋅
⋅⋅
⋅=
1N
0k
N
n2kj
kn ehH
pi
  (D.187)
 
 
N generated samples of each arm voltage waveform are being instantly transformed 
into sinusoidal harmonic coefficients, which include magnitude and phase values for 
different frequencies.  
Finally, circuit analysis becomes possible with the usage of conventional and 
standard AC circuit laws.   
Where: 
hk  - k-th sample function value. 
n  - harmonic order. 
N  - number of samples. 
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E. IGBT & Diode Power Loss Formulas - Experimental 
Testing 
In order to validate experimentally described power loss estimator; a lab test set-up 
has been prepared, shown in Fig E.1. It consists of a single-phase 2-level converter leg 
with 4500 V / 340 A IGBTs [5] interconnected to the inductive load. 2 pulse signals are 
injected to the IGBT, which command ON and OFF switching operation. IGBT 
switches at VC-E(DC) = 1000 V.  
 
Fig. E.1 Experimental test set-up for power loss modelling estimation. 
Length of pulse signals is set to switch IGBT at specific Ic values shown in table E.1. 
Measured instantaneous Ic and VCE from Fig. E.2 are then integrated at switching time 
intervals to provide EON(m) and EOFF(m) parameters for single switching. In total, 10 
switching iterations have been made for the identical set of Ic currents, where integrated 
switching energy iterations have been averaged for the resulting value in table E.1.    
 
 
Fig. E.2 Measured iteration of a single turn-ON and turn-OFF switching transitions.  
Calculated energy values are then compared to the ones obtained theoretically: EON(t) 
and EOFF(t). Complete list of the used formulas is given in table E.2. Results show 
approximately 10% error between measured and calculated value. 
 Table E.1    Measured and calculated EON, EOFF switching energies - comparison results (1000 V) 
Ic [A] EON(m) [mJ] EON(t) [mJ] δerror [%] EOFF(m) [mJ] EOFF(t) [mJ] δerror [%] 
50 61 51 16 83 55 34 
100 115 102 11 134 127 5 
150 195 171 12 212 196 8 
OFF
ON/OFF
+ 
-
 
DC supplyload reactor
IGBT stack
 
Analyzed IGBT
Appendix E: IGBT & Diode Power Loss Formulas - Experimental Testing 
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Table E.2    Interpolated loss formulas for the IGBT & Diode press-packs. 
IGBT/Diode Press-Pack [59] 
(per die) 
( ) [ ] [ ]ONjONCON2CON3CONjC)IGBT(ON eTdicibiaT,i,vfE +⋅⋅⋅+⋅+⋅==  
Turn-ON Energy 
(IGBT) 
811214
ON 1098.3v1003.5v1054.1a −−− ⋅+⋅⋅−⋅⋅=  3ON 1025.2d −⋅=  
58212
ON 1087.1v1091.2v1036.7b
−−−
⋅−⋅⋅+⋅⋅−=  1ON 1019.7e −⋅=  
36210
ON 1081.1v1071.1v1003.9c
−−−
⋅+⋅⋅−⋅⋅=   
( ) [ ][ ]
[ ]
[ ] A55igTf
A55igTf
eid
icibia
T,i,vfE
COFFjOFF
COFFjOFF
OFFCOFF
COFF
2
COFF
3
COFF
jC)IGBT(OFF ≥→+⋅⋅
<→+⋅⋅



+⋅
⋅+⋅+⋅
==
 
Turn-OFF Energy 
(IGBT) 
912215
OFF 1066.1v1054.6v1094.4a
−−−
⋅−⋅⋅−⋅⋅−=
 
1528
OFF 1081.1v1037.1v1007.3e
−−−
⋅+⋅⋅−⋅⋅=  
69212
OFF 1031.1v1009.3v1046.2b −−− ⋅−⋅⋅−⋅⋅=  3OFF 1069.2f −⋅=  
46210
OFF 1040.2v1061.2v1019.5c
−−−
⋅+⋅⋅+⋅⋅−=  
1
OFF 1064.6g −⋅=  
46210
OFF 1024.9v1035.2v1037.3d −−− ⋅−⋅⋅+⋅⋅−=   
( ) [ ]RECjRECFRECjF)D(REC cTbiaT,i,V2800vfE +⋅⋅⋅===  Reverse Recovery Energy 
(Diode) 3REC 1020.1a −⋅=  1REC 1094.4c −⋅=  
3
REC 1005.4b −⋅=   
( ) [ ])IGBT(condj)IGBT(condbC)IGBT(condjC)IGBT)(sat(CE dTciaT,ifV )IGBT(cond +⋅⋅⋅==  
ON-state Voltage, IGBT 2554.0a )IGBT(cond =  3)IGBT(cond 1069.2c −⋅=  
4501.0b )IGBT(cond =  1)IGBT(cond 1076.6d −⋅=  
( ) [ ])D(condj)D(condbC)D(condjF)D(F dTciaT,ifV )D(cond +⋅⋅⋅==  
ON-state Voltage, Diode 373.0a )D(cond =  4)D(cond 1070.8c −⋅=  
383.0b )D(cond =  1)D(cond 1091.8d −⋅=  
  
Table E.3    Interpolated loss formulas for the IGBT & Diode power modules. 
IGBT/Diode Power Module [60] 
(per device) 
( ) [ ] [ ]ONjONONCON2CON3CONjC)IGBT(ON fTedicibiaT,i,V900vfE +⋅⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅===  
Turn-ON Energy 
(IGBT) 
10
ON 1094.6a
−
⋅=
 
3
ON 1096.6d
−
⋅=
 
7
ON 1039.3b
−
⋅−=
 
3
ON 1050.2e
−
⋅=
 
4
ON 1045.4c
−
⋅=
 
1
ON 1088.6f −⋅=  
( ) [ ] [ ]OFFjOFFOFFCOFF2COFF3COFFjC)IGBT(OFF fTedicibiaT,i,V900vfE +⋅⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅===  
Turn-OFF Energy 
(IGBT) 
12
OFF 1010.7a
−
⋅−=
 
3
OFF 1048.8d
−
⋅=
 
9
OFF 1077.9b
−
⋅=
 
3
OFF 1043.3e
−
⋅=  
4
OFF 1091.2c
−
⋅=
 
1
OFF 1071.5f −⋅=  
( ) [ ] [ ]RECjRECRECFREC2FREC3FRECjF)D(REC fTedicibiaT,i,V900vfE +⋅⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅===  
Reverse Recovery Energy 
(Diode) 
10
REC 1009.1a −⋅=  2REC 1004.2d −⋅=  
7
REC 1000.3b
−
⋅−=
 
3
REC 1067.4e
−
⋅=  
4
REC 1001.3c
−
⋅=  
1
REC 1017.4f −⋅=  
( ) [ ])IGBT(condj)IGBT(condbC)IGBT(condjC)IGBT)(sat(CE dTciaT,ifV )IGBT(cond +⋅⋅⋅==  
ON-state Voltage, IGBT 2
)IGBT(cond 1096.18a −⋅=  3)IGBT(cond 1022.2c
−
⋅=
 
2
)IGBT(cond 1092.41b
−
⋅=
 
1
)IGBT(cond 1022.7d
−
⋅=
 
( ) [ ])D(condj)D(condbC)D(condjF)D(F dTciaT,ifV )D(cond +⋅⋅⋅==  
ON-state Voltage, Diode 2
)D(cond 109.19a
−
⋅=
 3
)D(cond 1011.1c
−
⋅=
 
2
)D(cond 106.37b
−
⋅=
 1
)D(cond 1061.8c −⋅=  
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F. EMTDC/PSCAD: WTG Short Circuit Contributions 
Table F.1    1-phase fault current waveforms in the transformer-less WTGs  
Grounding System A System B System C 
1-1-1 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A, 1-1-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.326  
-0.000  
-0.326  
Min -0.677  
Max 0.782  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.038  
-0.000  
0.038  
Min -0.475  
Max 0.554  
C f ilter phase A C f ilter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
RM
S 
[kA
]
0.024  
0.001  
-0.023  
Min 0.001  
Max 0.024  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 1-1-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.271  
0.000  
-0.271  
Min -0.602  
Max 0.754  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.033  
0.000  
0.033  
Min -0.523  
Max 0.515  
C f ilter phase A C filter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
RM
S 
[kA
]
0.267  
0.022  
-0.245  
Min 0.022  
Max 0.435  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 1-1-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.294  
0.000  
-0.294  
Min -0.733  
Max 0.766  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.031  
-0.000  
0.031  
Min -0.556  
Max 0.518  
C f ilter phase A C filter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
RM
S 
[kA
]
0.029  
0.001  
-0.028  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.053  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
1-1-0 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A, 1-1-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.042  
-0.000  
-0.042  
Min -0.839  
Max 0.777  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.011  
0.000  
0.011  
Min -0.279  
Max 0.221  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.000  
0.087  
0.086  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.291  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 1-1-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.273  
-0.000  
-0.273  
Min -1.790  
Max 1.319  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.036  
-0.000  
0.036  
Min -0.441  
Max 0.434  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.267  
0.214  
-0.053  
Min 0.163  
Max 0.576  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 1-1-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.283  
-0.000  
-0.283  
Min -0.920  
Max 0.855  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.033  
-0.000  
0.033  
Min -0.452  
Max 0.366  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.024  
0.269  
0.245  
Min 0.023  
Max 0.542  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
1-0-1 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A, 1-0-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.041  
0.000  
-0.041  
Min -0.836  
Max 0.608  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.001  
-0.000  
-0.001  
Min -0.552  
Max 0.563  
C filter phase A C filter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.009  
0.000  
-0.008  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.024  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 1-0-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.360  
0.000  
-0.360  
Min -0.385  
Max 0.732  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.031  
0.000  
0.031  
Min -0.427  
Max 0.313  
C filter phase A C filter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.012  
0.006  
-0.005  
Min 0.006  
Max 0.103  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 1-0-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.301  
-0.000  
-0.301  
Min -0.755  
Max 0.489  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.028  
-0.000  
0.028  
Min -0.342  
Max 0.263  
C filter phase A C filter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.064  
0.000  
-0.064  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.091  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
0-1-1 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A, 0-1-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.033  
0.000  
-0.033  
Min -0.803  
Max 0.611  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.038  
-0.000  
0.038  
Min -0.457  
Max 0.515  
C filter phase A C filter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.022  
0.001  
-0.022  
Min 0.001  
Max 0.022  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 0-1-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.209  
0.000  
-0.209  
Min -0.574  
Max 0.653  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.029  
0.000  
0.029  
Min -0.434  
Max 0.420  
C filter phase A C filter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.006  
0.006  
0.000  
Min 0.004  
Max 0.034  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 0-1-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.074  
-0.000  
-0.074  
Min -0.593  
Max 0.679  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.039  
-0.000  
0.039  
Min -0.433  
Max 0.381  
C filter phase A C filter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.010  
0.001  
-0.009  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.046  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
1-0-0 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A,1-0-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.058  
-0.000  
-0.058  
Min -1.292  
Max 0.973  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.005  
-0.000  
-0.005  
Min -0.413  
Max 0.469  
C filter phase A C filter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.000  
0.020  
0.020  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.275  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 1-0-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.292  
-0.000  
-0.292  
Min -0.834  
Max 0.951  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.032  
-0.000  
0.032  
Min -0.661  
Max 0.446  
C filter phase A C filter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.266  
0.190  
-0.076  
Min 0.189  
Max 0.351  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 1-0-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.088  
-0.000  
-0.088  
Min -0.907  
Max 1.218  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.040  
-0.000  
0.040  
Min -0.430  
Max 0.287  
C filter phase A C filter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.020  
0.000  
-0.020  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.326  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
0-1-0 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A,0-1-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.046  
-0.000  
-0.046  
Min -0.553  
Max 0.492  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.005  
0.000  
0.005  
Min -0.324  
Max 0.223  
C filter phase A C filter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.000  
0.102  
0.102  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.109  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 0-1-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.199  
-0.000  
-0.199  
Min -1.912  
Max 1.328  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.036  
-0.000  
0.036  
Min -0.538  
Max 0.440  
C filter phase A C filter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.000  
0.231  
0.230  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.732  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 0-1-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.073  
0.000  
-0.073  
Min -1.199  
Max 0.942  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.036  
-0.000  
0.036  
Min -0.367  
Max 0.310  
C filter phase A C filter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.037  
0.261  
0.224  
Min 0.036  
Max 0.625  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
0-0-1 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A,0-0-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.046  
0.000  
-0.046  
Min -0.826  
Max 0.620  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.006  
-0.000  
0.006  
Min -0.559  
Max 0.516  
C filter phase A C filter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.000  
0.000  
0.000  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.000  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 0-0-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.280  
0.000  
-0.280  
Min -0.710  
Max 0.674  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.051  
0.000  
0.051  
Min -0.458  
Max 0.407  
C filter phase A C filter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.027  
0.006  
-0.022  
Min 0.004  
Max 0.230  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 0-0-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.049  
-0.000  
-0.049  
Min -0.583  
Max 0.547  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.038  
-0.000  
0.038  
Min -0.431  
Max 0.426  
C filter phase A C filter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.025  
0.000  
-0.025  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.025  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
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Table F.2    2-phase fault current waveforms in the transformer-less WTGs 
 
Grounding System A System B System C 
1-1-1 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A,1-1-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.034  
0.000  
-0.034  
Min -0.972  
Max 0.662  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.038  
0.000  
0.038  
Min -0.399  
Max 0.304  
C f ilter phase A C f ilter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.024  
0.002  
-0.022  
Min 0.002  
Max 0.040  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 1-1-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.267  
0.000  
-0.267  
Min -0.704  
Max 0.886  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.035  
0.000  
0.035  
Min -0.388  
Max 0.357  
C f ilter phase A C f ilter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.007  
0.009  
0.002  
Min 0.006  
Max 0.105  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 1-1-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.063  
-0.000  
-0.063  
Min -0.946  
Max 0.843  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.033  
0.000  
0.034  
Min -0.619  
Max 0.422  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.030  
0.000  
-0.030  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.067  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
1-1-0 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A,1-1-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.042  
0.000  
-0.042  
Min -0.930  
Max 0.764  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.011  
-0.000  
0.011  
Min -0.407  
Max 0.354  
C f ilter phase A C f ilter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.000  
0.047  
0.047  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.154  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 1-1-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.085  
0.000  
-0.085  
Min -1.106  
Max 0.830  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.037  
-0.000  
0.037  
Min -0.302  
Max 0.313  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.000  
0.084  
0.084  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.337  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 1-1-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.062  
0.000  
-0.062  
Min -1.108  
Max 0.986  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.031  
-0.000  
0.031  
Min -0.264  
Max 0.257  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.024  
0.133  
0.109  
Min 0.024  
Max 0.332  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
1-0-1 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A,1-0-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.041  
0.000  
-0.041  
Min -0.969  
Max 0.709  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.001  
-0.000  
-0.001  
Min -0.423  
Max 0.269  
C f ilter phase A C f ilter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.009  
0.003  
-0.006  
Min 0.003  
Max 0.042  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 1-0-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.124  
-0.000  
-0.124  
Min -0.585  
Max 0.716  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.039  
0.000  
0.039  
Min -0.399  
Max 0.354  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.012  
0.008  
-0.004  
Min 0.008  
Max 0.150  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 1-0-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.028  
-0.000  
-0.028  
Min -0.667  
Max 0.522  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.032  
0.000  
0.032  
Min -0.625  
Max 0.403  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.062  
0.000  
-0.062  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.074  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
0-1-1 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A,0-1-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.033  
0.000  
-0.033  
Min -0.960  
Max 0.651  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.038  
0.000  
0.038  
Min -0.403  
Max 0.309  
C f ilter phase A C f ilter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.022  
0.002  
-0.020  
Min 0.002  
Max 0.039  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 0-1-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.073  
0.000  
-0.073  
Min -0.941  
Max 0.703  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.030  
0.000  
0.030  
Min -0.378  
Max 0.347  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.007  
0.009  
0.001  
Min 0.006  
Max 0.101  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 0-1-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.074  
-0.000  
-0.074  
Min -0.922  
Max 0.855  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.039  
0.000  
0.039  
Min -0.622  
Max 0.412  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.010  
0.000  
-0.010  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.062  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
1-0-0 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A,1-0-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.058  
0.000  
-0.058  
Min -1.059  
Max 0.788  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.005  
-0.000  
-0.005  
Min -0.498  
Max 0.503  
C f ilter phase A C f ilter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.285  
0.020  
-0.265  
Min 0.018  
Max 0.459  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 1-0-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.082  
0.000  
-0.082  
Min -1.081  
Max 0.860  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.031  
-0.000  
0.031  
Min -0.420  
Max 0.259  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.001  
0.084  
0.083  
Min 0.001  
Max 0.287  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 1-0-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.088  
0.000  
-0.088  
Min -0.659  
Max 0.749  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.040  
-0.000  
0.040  
Min -0.157  
Max 0.135  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.020  
0.000  
-0.020  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.208  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
0-1-0 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A,0-1-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.046  
0.000  
-0.046  
Min -0.775  
Max 0.661  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.005  
-0.000  
0.005  
Min -0.417  
Max 0.452  
C f ilter phase A C f ilter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.000  
0.057  
0.057  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.064  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 0-1-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.078  
0.000  
-0.078  
Min -1.144  
Max 0.836  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.031  
-0.000  
0.031  
Min -0.248  
Max 0.318  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.000  
0.084  
0.084  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.359  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 0-1-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.073  
0.000  
-0.073  
Min -0.985  
Max 0.906  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.036  
-0.000  
0.036  
Min -0.241  
Max 0.225  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.037  
0.132  
0.095  
Min 0.036  
Max 0.359  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
0-0-1 
 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A,0-0-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.046  
-0.000  
-0.046  
Min -0.965  
Max 0.703  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.006  
0.000  
0.006  
Min -0.467  
Max 0.369  
C f ilter phase A C f ilter phase B C f ilter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.000  
0.000  
0.000  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.000  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 0-0-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.078  
0.000  
-0.078  
Min -0.948  
Max 0.708  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.045  
0.000  
0.045  
Min -0.397  
Max 0.329  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.027  
0.007  
-0.019  
Min 0.007  
Max 0.483  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 0-0-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.049  
-0.000  
-0.049  
Min -0.884  
Max 0.735  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.038  
0.000  
0.038  
Min -0.598  
Max 0.390  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.025  
0.000  
-0.025  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.026  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
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Table F.3   3-phase fault current waveforms in the transformer-less WTGs 
 
Grounding System A System B System C 
1-1-1 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A,1-1-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.034  
0.000  
-0.034  
Min -0.960  
Max 0.625  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.038  
-0.000  
0.038  
Min -0.969  
Max 0.771  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.024  
0.000  
-0.024  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.024  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 1-1-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.083  
0.000  
-0.083  
Min -0.901  
Max 0.594  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.035  
0.000  
0.035  
Min -1.974  
Max 1.619  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.007  
0.000  
-0.007  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.008  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 1-1-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.063  
0.000  
-0.063  
Min -0.891  
Max 0.788  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.033  
0.000  
0.033  
Min -2.092  
Max 1.694  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.030  
0.000  
-0.030  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.030  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
1-1-0 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A,1-1-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.042  
0.000  
-0.042  
Min -0.959  
Max 0.642  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.011  
-0.000  
0.011  
Min -0.897  
Max 0.722  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.000  
0.000  
-0.000  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.010  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 1-1-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.085  
0.000  
-0.085  
Min -0.895  
Max 0.601  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.037  
0.000  
0.037  
Min -1.969  
Max 1.615  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.000  
0.000  
-0.000  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.007  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 1-1-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.062  
0.000  
-0.062  
Min -0.893  
Max 0.787  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.031  
0.000  
0.031  
Min -2.079  
Max 1.702  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.024  
0.000  
-0.024  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.026  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
1-0-1 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A,1-0-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.041  
0.000  
-0.041  
Min -0.958  
Max 0.686  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.001  
-0.000  
-0.001  
Min -0.933  
Max 0.759  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.009  
0.000  
-0.008  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.020  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 1-0-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.124  
-0.000  
-0.124  
Min -0.534  
Max 0.645  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.039  
-0.000  
0.039  
Min -2.032  
Max 1.694  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.012  
0.000  
-0.012  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.156  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 1-0-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.028  
0.000  
-0.028  
Min -0.650  
Max 0.483  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.032  
0.000  
0.032  
Min -2.031  
Max 1.706  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.062  
0.000  
-0.062  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.065  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
0-1-1 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A,0-1-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.033  
0.000  
-0.033  
Min -0.959  
Max 0.641  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.038  
-0.000  
0.038  
Min -0.975  
Max 0.768  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.022  
0.000  
-0.022  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.022  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 0-1-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.073  
0.000  
-0.073  
Min -0.898  
Max 0.632  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.030  
0.000  
0.030  
Min -2.022  
Max 1.643  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.007  
0.000  
-0.007  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.030  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 0-1-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.074  
0.000  
-0.074  
Min -0.895  
Max 0.783  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.039  
0.000  
0.039  
Min -2.086  
Max 1.718  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.010  
0.000  
-0.010  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.018  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
1-0-0 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A,1-0-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.058  
0.000  
-0.058  
Min -0.960  
Max 0.688  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.005  
-0.000  
-0.005  
Min -0.921  
Max 0.763  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.000  
0.000  
-0.000  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.020  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 1-0-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.082  
0.000  
-0.082  
Min -0.886  
Max 0.672  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.031  
0.000  
0.031  
Min -1.972  
Max 1.619  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.001  
0.000  
-0.001  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.139  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 1-0-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.088  
-0.000  
-0.088  
Min -0.907  
Max 0.706  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.040  
0.000  
0.040  
Min -2.091  
Max 1.716  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.020  
0.000  
-0.020  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.064  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
0-1-0 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A,0-1-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.046  
0.000  
-0.046  
Min -0.956  
Max 0.675  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.005  
-0.000  
0.005  
Min -0.900  
Max 0.727  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.000  
0.000  
-0.000  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.010  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 0-1-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.078  
0.000  
-0.078  
Min -0.901  
Max 0.592  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.031  
0.000  
0.031  
Min -1.992  
Max 1.617  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.000  
0.000  
-0.000  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.029  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM C, 0-1-0
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.073  
0.000  
-0.073  
Min -0.899  
Max 0.668  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.036  
0.000  
0.036  
Min -2.119  
Max 1.726  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.037  
0.000  
-0.037  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.039  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
0-0-1 
SC Currents: SYSTEM A,0-0-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
0.046  
0.000  
-0.046  
Min -0.958  
Max 0.682  
WTG phase A WTG phase B WTG phase C
-2.00 
-1.50 
-1.00 
-0.50 
0.00 
0.50 
1.00 
1.50 
2.00 
[kA
]
-0.006  
0.000  
0.006  
Min -0.925  
Max 0.762  
C filter phase A C f ilter phase B C filter phase C
0.00 
0.10 
0.20 
0.30 
0.40 
0.50 
0.60 
R
M
S 
[kA
]
0.000  
0.000  
-0.000  
Min 0.000  
Max 0.000  
+ Sequence SC Current - Sequence SC Current 0 Sequence SC Current
SC Currents: SYSTEM B, 0-0-1
 0.780 0.800 0.820 0.840 0.860 0.880 0.900 0.920 0.940 0.600 
0.900 
0.300 
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G. PI Controllers in PQ Closed Loop Control 
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Fig. G.1 AC circuit PI controllers for tuning: PQ power, DC voltage and AC current. 
Closed loop s-transfer functions used as an input data for PI controller tuning in SISO 
tool: 
• Inner loop 1: ( )
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Fig. G.2    Quantized step response in SISO tool - example. 
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Fig. G.3    d-axis current controller step response (bottom); AC grid currents (top) - example.    
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H. EMTDC/PSCAD Relay - Experimental Testing 
Experimental analysis of the EMTDC/PSCAD differential relay has been explained 
in details in [75]. Figure H.1 provides lab test set-up used to test sensitivity and 
operating speed of the relay model. Results obtained both from the experimental testing 
and time-domain simulations are compared in tables H.1 and H.2. Both real relay and 
the EMTC/PSCAD relay model have identical input settings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. H.1 Experimental test set-up for the validation of relay selectivity and the operating speed.  
Results show, that the relaying time differs by maximum 6 ms for a single faults; 1 
ms for a 2-phase faults and 3 ms for a 3-phase faults, whereas the sensitivity differences 
are negligible.  
Table H.1  Measured and calculated relaying times of the real relay and the EMTDC/PSCAD 
relay model. 
Fault Type 
Time interval (ms) 
Experimental Results PSCAD Simulation Results 
Single-phase to ground internal fault  8 14 
Two-phase to ground internal fault 14  │  14 15  │  15 
Three-phase to ground internal fault  18  │  12  │  18 15  │  10  │  15 
 
Table H.2    Measured and calculated sensitivity margins of the real relay and the   
EMTDC/PSCAD relay model. 
Internal fault resistance  
[Ω] 
Differential phasor Idiff> threshold 
for tripping 
Differential phasor Idiff> threshold 
for non-tripping
 
Experimental 
Results 
PSCAD 
Simulation Results 
Experimental 
Results 
PSCAD 
Simulation Results 
55 4,02 4,05 4,03 4,06 
70 3,23 3,25 3,24 3,26 
145 1,72 1,73 1,73 1,74 
210 1,31 1,32 1,32 1,33 
 
